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ABSTRACT 
 

Reconstructing the formation and evolution of the four Sunni Islamic schools of law is a 

precarious endeavor that requires investigating distinct, yet overlapping, factors. 

Notwithstanding the importance of the doctrinal differences among the madhāhib, understanding 

the sociopolitical and economic forces that contributed to their emergence is equally 

instrumental. Through a reading of the sociopolitical landscape in the Islamic empire from the 

middle of the 2nd/8th century till the middle of the 3rd/9th, this study reveals a set of 

sociopolitical forces that were intrinsic to the development of law and subsequently the schools 

of law. Ranging from fiscal policies to civil unrest and revolutions, this dissertation explores the 

historical context in which the Ḥanafī and Mālikī schools developed, both of which dominated 

and defined the conversation in the legal space for the generations to follow. Through a 

chronological approach, this project identifies some of the legally extraneous yet decisive forces 

and events that shaped Islamic law, among which are: sociopolitical relations between Arabs and 

non-Arabs; the progression towards the Islamization of law; the political activism of some of the 

‘ulamā’ in light of the shifts in balance of power; the role of the students of Mālik and Abū 

Ḥanīfah; the evolution of the type of legal authority; and state patronage and institutionalization 

of the two schools. Central to this discussion is the tension between acculturation and nativism, 
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the two defining discourses that shaped Islamic identity, constantly trading places between being 

the discourse of power and that of resistance.   
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INTRODUCTION 

 

  

 

Law in its broadest sense could be defined as a set of rules of conduct prescribed and enforced by 

a legal authority. The British legal scholar William Blackstone defines it as “a rule of civil 

conduct, prescribed by the supreme power in a state, commanding what is right, and prohibiting 

what is wrong.”1 Laws are put in place by a process of interpretation of a sacred book, a 

document, or a constitution, and interpretation is “the process of determining the true meaning of 

a written document.” 2 Correspondingly, Islamic law or sharī‘ah: 

 

Designates a rule of law, or a system of laws, or the totality of the message of a particular 

prophet. In so far as it designates a system of laws it is synonymous with the word shar‘, which 

is probably the more common word in juristic literature for divine law. The verb Shara‘a may 

appear with God as subject (following Ḳur’ānic usage)… and the word shāri‘ (law-giver) refers 

characteristically to Muḥammad in his function as model and exemplar of the law. In a rare 

extension of meaning, the word shāri‘ is transferred to the jurists, thereby highlighting the 

creative aspect of their interpretative activity.3 

 

 Once laws are enacted, enforcing them is arguably straightforward insofar as punishment for 

infringements is exacted by a state apparatus. Interpreting the source of legislation, the founding 

                                                 
1 William Blackstone, Commentaries on the Laws of England (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2016), 3:1.   
2 “Interpretation,” in A Dictionary of Law, ed. J. Law, 8th edition, 335 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2015). 
3 Norman Calder and M.B. Hooker, “Sharī‘a,” in The Encyclopaedia of Islam, Two, eds. P. Bearman, Th. 
Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, & W.P. Heinrichs, (Brill Online, 2012), 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_COM_1040. 
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text, however, is the thorny endeavor. Interpretation can range from strict literalism to extreme 

liberalism, and throughout history those two legal approaches existed in almost all civilizations. 

Legal interpretation in the Islamic tradition, called fiqh, is no different in that regard as “the term 

fiqh refers commonly to religious knowledge, especially knowledge of Islamic law derived 

through legal reasoning (ijtihād) (al-Shīrāzī, 1:157), and the term faqīh (pl. fuqahāʾ) to someone 

who possesses such knowledge.”4 

Opinion based interpreters, known as aṣḥāb al-ra’y, “were the proponents of the use of 

independent legal reasoning to arrive at legal decisions,”5 while, scholars known as ahl al-ḥadīth 

were the partisans of tradition or adherents to “the normative custom of the community, which 

was in due course identified with the sunna of the Prophet.”6 It is out of the array of interpretive 

approaches to law that four schools of legal thought were established in classical Sunni Islam. 

These canonized schools, termed in Arabic madhāhib (singular madhhab), are named after their 

founders: Abū Ḥanīfah b. Thābit al-Nu‘mān (d. 150/767), Mālik b. Anas (d. 179/796), 

Muḥammad b. Idrīs al-Shāfi‘ī (d. 204/820), and Aḥmad b. Ḥanbal (d. 241/855). These four 

scholars, and subsequently their students, held different legal approaches, yet, overlapping in 

some respects. Each ‘ālim had his own legal voice and methodological approach, ranging from 

                                                 
4 Ahmed El Shamsy, “Fiqh, faqīh, fuqahā’,” in The Encyclopaedia of Islam, Three, eds. Kate Fleet, Gudrun 
Krämer, Denis Matringe, John Nawas, Everett Rowson,  (Brill Online, 2015), 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1163/1573-3912_ei3_COM_27135. 
5 Peter Hennigan, “Aṣḥāb al-Ra’y,” in The Encyclopaedia of Islam, Three, eds. Kate Fleet, Gudrun 
Krämer, Denis Matringe, John Nawas, Everett Rowson, (Brill Online, 2009), 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1163/1573-3912_ei3_COM_22177.    
6 Joseph Schacht, “Ahl al-Ḥadīth,” in The Encyclopaedia of Islam, Two, eds. P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, 
C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, & W.P. Heinrichs, (Brill Online, 2012), http://dx.doi.org/10.1163/1573-
3912_islam_SIM_0379.  
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strict literalism to a ‘liberal’, less constraining, interpretation, and they contributed in framing the 

Islamic legal discussion, one that endures until today. 

As sharī‘ah is unquestionably at the heart of what ‘Islam’ is today, there is, unsurprisingly, 

no shortage of studies in the contemporary academic field on the evolution of Islamic legal 

thinking. Different theories have been put forward, and with the exception of Ahmed El 

Shamsy’s study of the formation of the Shāfi‘ī school7 and Nimrod Hurvitz’s study of 

Ḥanbalism,8 the academic probing of this subject has either taken the doctrinal differences 

among the schools as the focal point of school formation, or reduced them to socio-political 

movements. For instance, Joseph Schacht and Christopher Melchert posit the existence of 

regional schools out of which personal schools developed,9 while Wael Hallaq focuses on the 

doctrinal development of the madhāhib, charting the progression in methodological 

sophistication of scholars that led to school formation.10 Ira Lapidus and Richard Bulliet pin the 

growth of the madhāhib on political patronage and social change, without carefully investigating 

the nuanced doctrinal differences among the schools.11 These prevailing theories are 

                                                 
7 Ahmed El Shamsy, The Canonization of Islamic Law: A Social and Intellectual History (New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 2013). 
8 Nimrod Hurvitz, The Formation of Hanbalism: Piety into Power (Richmond: Curzon, 2002). 
9 Joseph Schacht, An Introduction to Islamic Law (Oxford: Clarendon University Press, 1983); 
Christopher Melchert, The Formation of the Sunni Schools of Law, 9th-10th Centuries C.E. (Leiden: Brill, 
1997).  
10 Wael Hallaq, The Origins and Evolution of Islamic Law (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2005). 
11Richard Bulliet, The Patricians of Nishapur: A Study in Medieval Islamic Social History (New York: 
American Council of Learned Societies, 2012); Ira Lapidus, “State and Religion in Islamic Societies,” 
Past & Present 151 (1996): 3-27. 
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unquestionably of major importance in understanding the framework of the development of these 

schools and the legal differences that led to their formation.12  

In this crowded field and among the many valuable contemporary contributions, I seek in 

this project to investigate the evolution of Islamic law, specifically the Mālikī and Ḥanafī 

schools, in terms of power relations. Power not in the sense of a ruling body or organization but 

rather as Michel Foucault defines it “as the multiplicity of force relations immanent in the sphere 

in which they operate and which constitute their own organization; as the process which, through 

ceaseless struggles and confrontations, transforms, strengthens, or reverses them; as the support 

which these force relations find in one another, thus forming a chain or a system...; and lastly, as 

the strategies in which they take effect, whose general design or institutional crystallization is 

embodied in the state apparatus, in the formulation of the law, in the various social 

hegemonies.”13 Power and knowledge are also two inextricable forces. Knowledge is rooted in 

power while simultaneously recreating and reinforcing it. This approach fundamentally questions 

the assumption that fiqh was the product of a detached intellectual endeavor undertaken by the 

‘ulamā’ of the time, and a result of a purely legal exercise, for “power and knowledge directly 

imply one another; that there is no power relation without the correlative constitution of a field of 

knowledge, nor any knowledge that does not presuppose and constitute at the same time power 

                                                 
12 Elaboration on the theories of school formation in contemporary academic studies is presented in 
chapter 2. 
13 Michel Foucault, The History of Sexuality, trans. Robert Hurley, (London: Penguin Books, 1990), 92-
93.  
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relations.”14 As such, the discussion regarding the evolution of the schools must have its roots 

first and foremost in the evolution of Islam itself as an expression of ‘power’.  

This proposition, I contend, is at the core of how Islamic law developed, it was the effect of 

the contentious sociopolitical and economic relations, which are aspects of the power relations. 

However, ‘power’ is not static and can be contested and redesigned by discourses of resistance, 

which have the ability to reshape the masses’ conception of the ‘normative’. The resistance 

discourse feeds off the collective’s angst and eudemonia, anxieties and aspirations latent in a 

society’s consciousness. Eventually, these will be expressed in laws according a new set of 

power relations. But what were the forces that contributed to framing the legal discussion in the 

Islamic tradition? I argue that one of the main contributing factors was the tension between 

acculturation and nativism. By acculturation it is meant the cultural adjustment of a dominant 

group by incorporating values from other cultures, while nativism refers to the belief that the 

interest and values of the native-born group must be upheld and protected against foreign 

influence, usually of ‘immigrants’ or ‘new subjects’ of the empire. Indeed, this tension has 

manifested itself throughout history, and still does, in states and empires built on tenants of equal 

citizenry in rights and duties among its subjects, presumably under an overarching set of 

inclusive values. When we investigate the development of law in the Islamic empire we can 

discern the ebb and flow between acculturation and nativism. The encounter between the 

indigenous Arabs and the new subjects of the Islamic state led to a clash over what were the true 

‘Islamic’ values. Lurking underneath it, however, was a struggle over ‘power’, a struggle 

                                                 
14 Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish: TheBirth of the Prison, trans. Alan Sheridan, (London, 
Vintage Books, 1995), 27. 
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between two opposing set of force relations, each having a set of sociopolitical, economic, and 

cultural propositions. 

At the risk of sounding anachronistic, this project cannot be timelier as we are witnessing 

today a heightened tension between those two forces, acculturation and nativism. At the time of 

writing this dissertation, a wave of political nativism is sweeping the world, a discourse that 

espouses an intractable rejection of the post-World War Two global model, which is purportedly 

built on inclusiveness. What was celebrated in the past decades as multiculturalism is being 

rebuked today as a tainting of ‘native’ social values. The appropriation by the native-born 

citizens of the founding documents, constitutions, and sacred books of their states is manifesting 

itself in the legal discourse. Attempts at formally banning foreign social and religious practices, 

and expression of ‘non-indigenous’ beliefs have become all too normalized. 

Another equally important component of the development of law is the progression in the 

types of authority, or what the German sociologist Max Weber calls Herrschaft.15 In his essay 

“Politics as a Vocation”, Weber distinguishes three types of political authority capable of 

controlling the state: the traditional authority, which is power legitimized by respect for a long 

held set of values; charismatic authority, which legitimizes power by the personal abilities of a 

leader who motivates devotion and obedience; and rational-legal authority, legitimized by 

enacted laws adopted by a ruling body. As I will argue, applying the Weberian progression of 

types of authority, both on the state and school structures, will help us understand the 

canonization of Abū Ḥanīfah and Mālik as eponyms of schools law.  

                                                 
15 Max Weber, “Politics as a vocation,” in Max Weber: Essays in Sociology, eds and trans. H, Gerth and 
C.W. Mills, 77-128, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1946). 
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Mixing these ingredients together, i.e. power, knowledge, and types of authority, we can 

shed light on yet another, still unanswered, question in the contemporary academic field: Why 

were Mālik and Abū Ḥanīfah canonized as eponyms of schools of law while other prominent 

contemporaneous scholars, such as Muḥammad b. Shihāb al-Zuhrī (d. 124/741), ʻAbd al-

Raḥmān al-Awzāʻī (d. 157 /774), Sufyān al-Thawrī (d. 161/ 778), et al, were not? Investigating 

the unique characteristics, accomplishments, achievements, affiliations, and activities of those 

two men and of their students, besides their approach to law, provides an answer to this query.  

For my task to be successful it is imperative to reconstruct the sociopolitical environment 

during the 2nd/8th century, focusing on the impact of policies adopted by the ruling power on the 

different regions of the empire, the revolutions against the caliphate, and the power structure in 

which the personal schools were formed and later flourished. In fact, understanding the 

foundation of the madhāhib should take into account Abū Ḥanīfah’s and Mālik’s relation with 

the centers of power and their position vis a vis the caliphate - be it Damascus, Kūfah, or 

Baghdad. This involves establishing a connection between their political affiliations and the 

question at hand, since I will argue that both men’s political ‘activism’ was one of the factors 

behind their canonization. As such, my aim in this project is to follow the thread of the historical 

development of the Ḥanafī and Mālikī schools through the prism of the sociopolitical and 

economic, and the role of the ‘ulamā’ in this context that led to the flourishing of certain types of 

legal discourses, taking into account the transition in the type of political authority. 

Part I of this dissertation consists of two chapters. The first discusses the pervasive 

skepticism regarding the authenticity of the primary sources in the Islamic tradition, and presents 
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the methodological framework of the narrative I propose. The second chapter discusses the main 

contributions regarding the origins and development of Islamic law in contemporary scholarship. 

Part II consists of five chapters, which follow a chronological order. Chapter 3 covers the 

early Muslim community and the reign of the rightly guided caliphs as I trace the incremental 

transformation of the ethical episteme of the Muslim community from a tribal system of values 

to an Islamic one. As the Islamic empire began to consolidate its power starting with the reign of 

the Marwanid dynasty (r. 64/684-132/750), I trace in chapter 4 the roots of a nascent law qua law 

that replaced ad hoc decisions enacted during the early Islamic state. The codification of laws 

and the state sponsoring of the judiciary were two essential elements of the later articulation of 

legal thinking. Sociopolitical tensions, on the other hand, led to the rise to prominence of 

rebellious Muslim scholars who were politically vocal and challenged not only caliphal 

legitimacy but also its interpretation of Islam and by proxy its legal discourse. This inevitably 

differentiated between the politically active ‘ulamā’ and those who were coopted within the state 

legal apparatus. In chapter 5, I explore the rise to prominence of two scholars, Abū Ḥanīfah and 

Mālik, which coincided with the Abbasids toppling of the Umayyad dynasty in 132/750 and the 

epistemic rupture this political change has created among Muslims. These two scholars I argue 

were not only celebrated for their legal methodological approach, but for being the 

representatives of two social groups vying for preponderance over the other, the Arabs and 

mawālīs. Chapter 6 explores the role of the Ḥanafī circle, i.e. Abū Ḥanīfah’s students, in shaping 

Ḥanafism. My argument is that the Ḥanafī school was not necessarily the progeny of a defined 

legal methodology, but rather a loose doctrinal association among the state bureaucratic ‘ulamā’ 

and qāḍīs providing legal services for the Abbasid caliphate. I argue that the Abbasid ‘golden 
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age’ needed a more lax opinion based interpretation of Islam that allows room for inclusiveness, 

one that suited a cosmopolitan and flourishing Baghdad, while the more Arabo-centric Mālikī 

interpretation became localized in the Arabian Peninsula.  Finally, in Chapter 7 I propose that the 

rule of the Umayyad dynasty in al-Andalus paved the way for Mālik to gain the stature of 

founder of legal schools, due, in part, to the Umayyads’ endorsement and vision of an Arabo-

centric Islam, rooted in ‘amal ahl al-Madīnah, which Mālik represented by excellence. 
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Chapter 1 

 

Historical Reconstruction and the Question of Authenticity 

 

 

 

History, being a series of serendipitous and/or unfortunate events, has always shown its flair for 

the ironic and dramatic. The random and fortuitous drama of past events is retrospectively 

projected to be the outcome of a carefully and deliberately written script acted out by those who 

shape history, the actors themselves. Historical reconstruction, as such, aims to make sense of 

what could be sometimes senseless. In a way historians become the script writers. “If you are to 

venture to interpret the past you can do so only out of the fullest exertion of the vigor of the 

present,”16 this statement by Friedrich Nietzsche a century and a half ago has become a tenet in 

the contemporary study of history. However, reading the past through the goggles of the present 

is not the only challenge to historical reconstruction. Among the many other hurdles historians 

face is the availability and authenticity of the primary sources, as Albrecht Noth warns “it would 

be naïve to maintain that the traditions as we now have them in the compilations represent the 

original individual reports in unadulterated form.”17 As such, why is the authenticity of these 

accounts so dubious that some argue they cannot tell us anything about the early period? In the 

                                                 
16 Friedrich Nietzsche, Untimely Meditations, ed. by Daniel Breazeale and trans. by R.J. Hollingdale, 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 94. 
17 Albrecht Noth, The Early Arabic Historical Tradition (Princeton: The Darwin Press, 1994), 6. 
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case of the historical Islamic sources, D.S Margoliouth sums up some of the main points of 

contention:  

 

Many causes combined to frustrate the efforts of those who tried to secure accuracy... First of 

these is the untrustworthiness of the human memory, of which even persons famed for their 

retentiveness furnish examples. Secondly the difficulty which many find in observing accurately 

and distinguishing between fact and the product of imagination... Thirdly the notion that 

something actually had happened because in the narrator’s opinion it ought to have happened 

affects the veracity of many a recorder of events... Fourthly among the countless transmitters of 

traditions there was a proportion of unscrupulous persons, who perverted or fabricated 

intentionally. 18  

 

Given that this dissertation is a study in sociopolitical history, the abovementioned hurdles 

are compounded by the inescapable reliance on different literary genres, including Tārīkh, fiqh, 

Ṭabaqāt, all of which have different sets of challenges. Furthermore, and given that my study 

covers two centuries in Islamic history the task becomes even harder when we consider the 

discursive nature of the historical accounts. Yet, I remain confident that if we approach the 

accounts related in Islamic traditional sources with a grain of salt, the margin of error can be 

significantly reduced. Trust in these sources is warranted granted rigorous scrutiny is applied. 

Through keeping a critical eye and applying solid parameters in judging authenticity, we can 

certainly avoid the pitfalls of ornamentation and fabrication. As such, in what follows I will start 

by reviewing some of the main points of contention presented by the skeptics, and those who 

present alternatives for historical reconstruction, while simultaneously providing some of the 

                                                 
18 D.S. Margoliouth, Lectures on Arabic Historians (New York: Burt Franklin, 1930), 20-21. 
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main parameters of my trusting yet cautious approach to the primary sources, an approach shared 

by many contemporary scholars. 

 

THE ORIGINS OF SKEPTICISM 

Skepticism regarding the Islamic oral tradition has its roots in 19th and 20th century orientalist 

study of the ḥadīth literature.19 Ignaz Goldziher had arguably the most impact on framing the 

discussion on authenticity. In his seminal work Muslim Studies,20 Goldziher, questions whether 

ḥadīth literature can provide us with an accurate description of the infancy of Islam, or was it 

composed in a later period and can offer us only an account of the time in which it was 

circulated? Goldziher argues that it’s the latter. Many of the ḥadīth accounts, he suggests, were 

spread in a period much later than traditional Muslim scholars believe it to be, and they served 

political and paraenetic purposes.21 Similarly, Joseph Schacht argued that most of the ḥadīth 

literature was forged by the end of the Umayyad Caliphate and the rise of the Abbasids to 

power.22 Religion at that point, Schacht suggests, started to play a pivotal role in consolidating 

the centralization of power, and the sunnah became increasingly Islamicized. It was in the early 

2nd/8th century, when ḥadīth was fabricated and circulated, with the chain of transmitters going 

back to earlier authorities/narrators, i.e. tābi‘ūn, ṣaḥābah, and finally to Muḥammad himself. 

                                                 
19 Cf. Gustav Weil, Geschichte der Chaliphen (Heidelberg: Mannheim Bassermann, 1846); William Muir, 
The Life of Mahomet (London: Smith Elder, 1861); Reinhart Dozy, Het Islamisme (Haarlem: A.C 
Kruseman, 1863); Christiaan Snouck Hurgronje, Mohammedanism - Lectures on Its Origin, Its Religious 
and Political Growth, and Its Present State (New York: Putnam’s Sons, 1916).  
20 Ignaz Goldziher, Muslim Studies, trans. C.R. Barber & S.M. Stern, (Somerset: Aldine Transaction, 
2006), 2:43-59. 
21 Goldziher, Muslim Studies, 2:150-151. 
22 Schacht, An Introduction to Islamic Law, 186.   
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This skepticism has become quite pervasive in academic scholarship, as it targeted not only 

ḥadīth books, but also Ṭabaqāt, Tārīkh, and fiqh.  

One of most pertinent issues I need to address from the outset is the concerns raised by 

Norman Calder regarding the authenticity of the early available fiqh books. Given that I will be 

relying on the corpus of the most prominent Ḥanafī scholar Ya‘qūb abū Yūsuf Al-Anṣārī (d. 

182/798), known as Abū Yūsuf al-Qāḍī, including his books al-Kharāj, Al-Radd ‘Alā Siyar al-

Awzā‘ī, Ikhtilāf Abī Ḥanīfah wa-Ibn Abī Laylā, as well as Mālik’s Muwaṭṭa’, and the 

Mudawwanah of his student Saḥnūn al-Tanūkhī (d. 240/854), a degree of authenticity must be 

first established. By providing textual analyses of early fiqh books, Calder argues that the fiqh 

works of Abū Ḥanīfah and his students Abū Yūsuf and Muḥammad al-Shaybānī (d. 189/805), as 

well as al-Shāfiʽī’s, and Mālik’s are almost irrecoverable.23 Based on an extensive study of the 

Mūwaṭṭa’, the Mudawwanah, the works of the Ḥanafī scholars al-Shaybānī  and Abū Yūsuf, al-

Shāfiʽī’s al-’Umm, and al Muzanī’s (d. 264/878) al-Mukhtaṣar, Calder finds that these canonized 

texts went through several stages of development and were the product of decades long organic 

evolution, refining, and final redaction. They were aimed at first as independent legal reasoning 

documents seeking the improvement of analogy and other argumentative tools. The written 

material consisted of recorded legal opinions regarding specific cases, in other words they were 

collections of dicta related on the authority of earlier jurists. However, by the end of the 3rd/9th 

century acceptance of the legal methodology based on ḥadīth as the main source of the law 

began to emerge. For instance, we find in al-Mudawwanah, a work that cannot be dated much 

earlier than 250/864, i.e. ten years after its author’s death, a rare use of prophetic ḥadīth as a 

                                                 
23 Norman Calder, Studies in Early Muslim Jurisprudence (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1993), 37. 
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source of law. The authority for legal opinion is either derived from reasoning or older jurists 

such as Mālik. This means that around 250/864 ḥadīth was not yet fully accepted as the primary 

legal authority and that works that do accept it, such as the Muwaṭṭa’, must be of a later date.  

The most persuasive argument against Calder, is presented by Jonathan Brockopp and 

focuses on the transmission of the Muwaṭṭa’ as reconstructed from manuscripts and recensions, 

which Calder seems to neglect. By investigating the Mukhtaṣar of the Mālikī jurist Ibn ʽAbd al-

Ḥakam (d. 214/829) and comparing it with other early Mālikī writings, Brockopp argues that 

“one finds that a fixed collection of Mālik b. Anas’ juristic dicta was used as its basis, thus 

offering strong evidence for proving the existence of a core of authentic material at the heart of 

texts such as Mālik's Muwaṭṭa’.”24 Based on a detailed textual comparison between the 

Mukhtaṣar, the Muwaṭṭa’, and the Mudawwanah, Brockopp suggests that in the Mukhtaṣar we 

have a fixed text from before its author’s death. In that regard, both Calder and Brockopp agree 

that the dicta of Mālik, as they are found in later sources, are mostly intact. As Calder admits, 

although these texts developed organically, however the edits and changes are mostly in form 

and not content of dicta. In other words, the diversity of form, doesn’t  affect the body of Mālik’s 

juristic dicta,  and “the material shared by al-Mukhtaṣar al-Kabīr and Yaḥyā b. Yaḥyā’s 

recension of the Muwaṭṭa’ is an authentic representation of Mālik b. Anas’ thought from circa 

150/767.”25 However, the case of the Ḥanafī texts is much more precarious. Calder is more 

tentative and reluctant to commit to any definitive answer, arguing: “Providing an approximate 

                                                 
24 Jonathan Brockopp, Early Mālikī Law: Ibn ʽAbd Al-Ḥakam and His Major Compendium of 
Jurisprudence, (Leiden: Brill), vi. 
25 Brockopp, Early Mālikī Law: Ibn ʽAbd Al-Ḥakam and His Major Compendium of Jurisprudence, 147. 
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date for these texts is a practical convenience, but a necessarily tentative on.”26 Calder concludes 

the chapter on Ḥanafism by conceding that “the conclusions reached have, necessarily, a 

tentative aspect. For the present, no more specific conclusions is aimed at, than that early Islamic 

jurist literature displays a uniform susceptibility to organic development.”27 In the absence of 

conclusive evidence regarding the Ḥanafī literature, I contend that there is no need to address a 

problem when there is none. In other words, given that there is no clear conclusion or even an 

argument that the works of Abū Yūsuf were substantively altered, we can only assume that his 

corpus is to large extent authentic and has to be attributed to him.  

 

ORAL HISTORY 

It can be argued that at the heart of the problem of oral tradition rests the longstanding Islamic 

dictum of al-‘ilm fī al-ṣudūr lā fī al-suṭūr or “knowledge is in the breasts [memorized] not in the 

verses [written down].” This means that for Muslim scholars memorized ḥadīths are more 

reliable than written ones. Accounts in the Islamic tradition were related on the authority of the 

predecessors in a chain of transmitters called isnād. A teacher would narrate to his students the 

accounts and stories that he has heard from his teacher, who in turn has heard them from his 

teacher, and so forth. This oral tradition is considered by some contemporary historians of lesser 

credibility than written history, for several reasons ranging from the unreliability of memory to 

outright deceit and forgery by some transmitters. Stephen Humphreys argues, for instance, that 

early Islamic texts have achieved their definitive form in the 3rd/9th century and contain 

alterations, modifications, and fabrications, yet conceding that they can’t be wholesale 
                                                 
26 Calder, Studies in Early Muslim Jurisprudence, 66. 
27 Calder, Studies in Early Muslim Jurisprudence, 64. 
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fabrication.28 Thus, Humphreys suggests that these accounts can only help historians study the 

oral tradition itself, “the circumstances in which it was committed to writing and the degree of its 

alteration.”29 

Such a position seems to be excessively skeptical. Why orality per se diminishes the 

authenticity of traditions, as some orientalists have suggested? Chase Robinson disputes this 

claim arguing that “as far as source material is concerned, written history itself need not be based 

exclusively or even mostly on written materials, be they narratives, documents or records. No 

less authority than Herodotus ‘...managed to produce a very respectable history mainly on the 

basis of sightseeing and oral history’.”30 Indeed, oral transmission is of no lesser value than 

written history, especially given that Muslim historians themselves were diligent in sorting out 

truth from untruth. As Robinson rightly points out “for every historian who suppresses a fact or 

point of view, one can usually find another who provides it; and for every historian with a taste 

for the miraculous and the legendary, one can usually find another with a nose for the 

documentary.”31 Both Muslim historians and ḥadīth narrators did not take accounts at face value 

and they were selective in choosing their source material. The awareness of Muslim scholars that 

some of the traditions were invented prompted them to develop means by which they can 

eliminate fabrications and forgeries. Al-jarḥ wal-taʽdīl is one method of evaluating the 

transmitters of ḥadīth. Al-jarḥ, literally means ‘to injure’, refers to questioning/impugning the 

credibility of a narrator and dismissing him for being a forger, unknown, or having a weak 

                                                 
28 Stephen Humphreys, Islamic History: A Framework for Inquiry (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
1991), 88. 
29 Humphreys, Islamic History: A Framework for Inquiry, 70.  
30 Chase Robinson, Islamic Historiography (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 13.   
31 Robinson, Islamic Historiography, 144. 
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memory. On the other hand, al-taʽdīl refers to accepting the narrator as reliable or trustworthy. 

This ‘science’ prompted scholars to write biographical dictionaries or ṭabaqāt of the different 

muḥaddithūn and ʽulamā’ for the purpose of depicting their moral character and virtue, and thus 

to serve as a guide to whether they were reliable transmitters or not. Wael Hallaq emphasizes the 

vital role of ḥadīth criticism in the Islamic tradition as a tool to eliminate some of the forged 

accounts. Hallaq criticizes the orientalists’ skeptical approach, arguing that:  

 

Western scholarship has concentrated its attention upon an area of traditional Muslim discourse 

that is not particularly instructive. The traditionalist discourse is stated in terms that are largely 

incongruent with the epistemic evaluation of the ḥadīth, an evaluation that is directly relevant 

and indeed central to the Islamic paradigm of historical research... The epistemic evaluation of 

the ḥadīth was finely articulated and elaborated by the legal theoreticians and jurists, and it is in 

this area of traditional discourse that western scholars should have begun their enquiry - if such 

an enquiry need at all be embarked upon.32 

 

Regardless of whether or not Muslim historians’ critical approach to the accounts transmitted is 

enough evidence of their authenticity, oral tradition in and of itself does not diminish the truth 

value of Islamic sources. Furthermore, the suggestion that accounts where invented ex nihilo 

seems highly unlikely, not only because such widespread fraud assumes a high degree of 

‘criminal activity’, but also a level of complicity by later historians insofar as they were willing 

to transmit forged accounts. Finally, it is important in this context to mention the work done by 

Nabia Abbott on early Islamic writings, evidencing that early Muslims did in fact commit 

                                                 
32 Wael Hallaq, “The Authenticity of Prophetic Ḥadīth: A Pseudo-Problem,” Studia Islamica 89 (1999): 
75-90, 88. 
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traditions to writing. In her study of 8 different Papyri,33 Abbott argues that western scholars 

have obsessed over oral transmission and neglected written Islamic traditions by the Warrāqūn. 

She suggests that accounts were written down by companions of Muḥammad as early as the 

2nd/8th century, and as such if this practice was done even in the early period, it is plausible to 

argue that the traditions were not only transmitted orally, but were also written down. 

In addition to that and in order to provide an extra layer of safety in my study, I will cross 

reference as much as possible the different accounts, relying primarily on the earliest history 

books. These include, Aḥmad b. Yaḥyā al-Balādhurī (d. 279/892), Muḥammad b. Jarīr al-Ṭabarī, 

(d. 224/839), Aḥmad Al-Yaʻqūbī (d. 284/898), among others. As for the Ṭabaqat and akhbār al-

Quḍat, I will rely on Muḥammad b. Yūsuf. Al-Kindī (d. 350/961) Muḥammad Wakī‘(d. 

306/918), and Ibn Sa‘d (d. 230/845). 

 

ISLAMIC HISTORY AND THEOLOGY 

Islamic historiography faces yet another vital problem and that is its theological nature. Scholars 

such as John Wansbrough argue that the early Muslim community sought to create a “theology 

of history” by glorifying the deeds of Muhammad and his companions, “with the organizing 

principle [being] the movement in history as an act of God.”34 Islamic historical narratives, 

Wansbrough suggests, were eschatological by nature and primarily concerned with establishing 

normative accounts of what should have occurred in the early period rather than a description of 

what has happened: 

                                                 
33 Nabia Abbott, Studies in Arabic Literary Papyri I: Historical Texts (Chicago: The University of 
Chicago Press, 1957). 
34 John Wansbrough, Quranic Studies: Sources and Methods of Scriptural Interpretation (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1977), 43. 
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It is quite impossible... to ignore the presence of nachdichtung in traditionist literary forms. 

Tradition implies, and actively involves, historicization, and the growth of a polemical motif into 

a historical fact... Pressed into the service of salvation history everything becomes relevant, the 

most insignificant scraps of information fall into place as components of the grand design.35 

 

Similarly, in his study of al-Ṭabarī, Marshall Hodgson points out that Muslim historians’ 

narratives were loaded with their ideal of what the Islamic community ‘ought to be’, writing that 

“Ṭabarī’s history, then, focused on the fate of the Muslim community as carrier of the Islamic 

ideals, and in particular on the personal decisions of individuals who bore responsibility for that 

fate in the successive choices that faced the community - setting down how well or how poorly 

they fulfilled their responsibility.”36 What is more disconcerting, Hodgson adds, is that al-

Ṭabarī’s ‘teleological’ approach to historical writing was indirect and not visible. It was in the 

manner of compiling the accounts and stories, i.e. the inclusion of some and exclusion of others 

that has created a narrative serving his view of history. 

However, that can be said of almost any historical narrative, as they generally reflect a latent 

ethos lingering within the accounts related, and as Robinson rightly points out, this reality is not 

limited to Muslim historians: 

 

For most Christian and Muslim historians, the purpose of history was generally not to test, probe 

or explain, nor to provide an accounting for all events that corresponded precisely with what had 

once happened. On occasion it could be some of these, but it was usually many other things, the 

most common being to teach and inspire by illustrating and exemplifying.37 

                                                 
35 Wansbrough, Quranic Studies, xi. 
36 Marshall Hodgson, Towards World Community (The Hague: Springer Science & Business Media, 
1968), 55-56. 
37 Robinson, Islamic Historiography, 12. 
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Similarly, in his survey of ancient historiography from Herodotus to Augustine, Jonas 

Grethlein argues that “a teleological take on history empowers the historian and his readers, as it 

exempts them from the vagaries of time.”38 Furthermore, Grethlein suggests that historical 

accounts reflect the predominant worldview of the time they were committed to writing, and are, 

to a certain extent, a reaction to it: 

 

While Darius’ and Xerxes’ inclination to monumentalize their own history goes hand in hand 

with their claim to a divine stance, Herodotus’ emphasis on retrospect corresponds with his 

insight into human fragility... Only hindsight permits us to overcome the insecurity that weighs 

on our lives - the writing of history constitutes a triumph over contingency, albeit in the realm of 

retrospect.39 

 

As such, recognizing the desire of historians to promulgate their philosophies, views, and 

ideologies helps us, with rigorous scrutiny, to peel off some of the metanarrative intimations 

imbedded in their writings. And instead of casting aside the traditional sources as unreliable, a 

critical approach to the normative threads found in the historical accounts, and by proxy to the 

views of the historians themselves, enables us to eliminate some of the ideological superfluities 

they contain. 

 

 

 

                                                 
38 Jonas Grethlein, Experience and Teleology in Ancient Historiography: ‘Futures Past’ from Herodotus 
to Augustine (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013), 199. 
39 Grethlein, Experience and Teleology in Ancient Historiography: ‘Futures Past’ from Herodotus to 
Augustine, 199-200. 
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NARRATIVE AND DISCOURSE 

It might be argued that the subjectivity of the Islamic tradition rests ostensibly in its distinctive 

form of narration, i.e. the isnād. The fact that Islamic historical writing is rooted in the 

transmission of witnesses’ accounts tends to render the stories they relate discursive by nature. In 

other words, the mere existence of a person, or persons, narrating the events adds the narrator’s 

slanted flair to the stories. The distinction between narrative and discourse, according to Hayden 

White, is based on two grammatical modes. The subjectivity of the discourse is given away by 

the presence of an ego or a person who presents the discourse. On the other hand, the objectivity 

of the narrative is established by the absence of a narrator, or as White puts it, “the events are 

chronologically recorded as they appear on the horizon of the story. No one speaks. The events 

seem to tell their story.”40 Thus, this form of history writing has prompted orientalists to raise 

questions regarding the objectivity of Islamic historiography, especially given that transmitters 

had, in many cases, a stake in recounting specific events in a certain way. 

However, it seems mendacious to posit that any historical narrative can be objective, in 

which events speak for themselves. Many contemporary historiographers have rightly contended 

that the ideal of objectivity is far from ever being achievable,41 for historiography comprises both 

ascertaining facts and describing them. Keeping records and dating events are but one part of 

historical writing, which still requires putting the information at hand into a coherent narrative. 

                                                 
40 Hayden White, The Content of the Form: Narrative Discourse and Historical Representation 
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1987), 3. 
41 See Peter Novick, That Noble Dream: The “Objectivity Question” and the American Historical 
Profession (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988); Andrew Beards, Objectivity and Historical 
Understanding (Vermont: Aldershot, 1997); MacC Armstrong, “Objectivity in Historical Writing,” The 
Monist 62/4 (1979): 429-445. 
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This inevitably brings in the historian’s own considerations, which, to a certain extent, taints the 

narrative’s objectivity. As White argues: 

  

Real events... can perfectly well serve as the referents of a discourse, [they] can be spoken about, 

but they should not pose as the subjects of a narrative. The lateness of the invention of historical 

discourse in human history and the difficulty of sustaining it in time of cultural breakdown (as in 

the early Middle Ages) suggest the artificiality of the notion that real events could “speak 

themselves” or be represented as “telling their own story”.42 

 

Granted that the discursive structure of the accounts in the Islamic tradition adds the 

subjective aspect to the narrative, that, however, does not strip them from their reliability for 

historical reconstruction. Furthermore, the isnād should be viewed as an attempt by Muslim 

historians to establish objectivity, through reliance on authoritative sources, i.e. referencing the 

accounts, with the aim of letting the events tell the story. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The problems laid out in this chapter regarding the authenticity and truth content of the 

traditional Islamic sources are most certainly challenges we find in most, if not all, ancient 

history books. And although the questions raised by the skeptics are merited and justified, yet, 

they are not decisive to the extent that they have us dismiss the whole Islamic corpus. The 

uncertainty surrounding the authenticity of the Islamic historical sources should not hinder our 

pursuit of a historical reconstruction based on the accounts they relate. Instead, these source 

materials can provide valuable information, not only in terms of events, but also in revealing the 

                                                 
42 White, The Content of the Form: Narrative Discourse and Historical Representation, 3. 
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governing set of relationships and networks functioning within the power structure. In other 

words, beneath the superfluous narrative of Muslim historians rests a description of the deeper 

sociopolitical interests and connections among the different groups in the early Islamic period, 

which can be in some instances extremely revelatory in examining the structure of the political 

power and the changing social roles in the Muslim society. In the final analysis, history writing, 

done by contemporary and early historians alike, inevitably involves hoisting an episteme that 

reflects the author’s views and ideas, and in many ways mimics the present, or as Robinson so 

eloquently puts it: 

 

Narrative, be it fact or fiction, poetry or prose, Arabic or English, is a continuum upon which we, 

as historians and critics, readers and writers, collectively create and impose our own categories.43  

In light of these different constraints, are we doomed not to be able to narrate about the past and 

provide an accurate historical reconstruction? Perhaps. Yet I strongly believe that what we can 

do in all earnest is tell a story, one that is coherent, supported by evidence in the available 

sources, and in accordance with the parameters of critical thinking and analysis. 

                                                 
43 Robinson, Islamic Historiography, 5. 
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Chapter 2 

 

The Formation of the Islamic Schools of Law in Contemporary Studies 

 

 

 

Two structurally disparate trends have emerged in the academic probing of the formation of the 

Islamic schools of law. The first sets the doctrinal divergence as the linchpin of the development 

of Islamic law and the incremental transformation into a school with a legal scholar as its 

eponym. Joseph Schacht and Christopher Melchert, for instance, argue that eponymous schools 

are progenies of geographical doctrinal schools, 1 while Wael Hallaq identifies a distinctive 

juristic identity in early legal thought, which centuries later became cladded in schools of 

founding imams.2 This approach, however, overemphasizes the doctrinal over other forces at 

play, namely the political, social, and economic. The reason behind the lack of addressing the 

sociopolitical factors in this approach resides, conceivably, in the assumption that legal 

divergence is the unavoidable consequence of explaining, interpreting, and articulating a newly 

founded religion, in our case Islam. Indeed and throughout history nascent ideologies, religions, 

                                                 
1  Joseph Schacht, An Introduction to Islamic Law (Oxford: Clarendon University Press, 1983); The 
Origins of Muhammadan Jurisprudence (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1967). Christopher Melchert, 
“How Ḥanafism Came to Originate in Kufa and Traditionalism in Medina,” Islamic Law and Society 6/3 
(1999): 318-347; The Formation of the Sunni Schools of Law, 9th-10th Centuries C.E. (Leiden: Brill, 
1997). 
2 Wael Hallaq, An Introduction to Islamic law (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009); The 
Origins and Evolution of Islamic Law (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005). 
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and constitutions have spurred a plethora of interpretations, upon which contending factions 

would claim truth, validity, and authority.  

The second trend gives preponderance to the sociopolitical, treating schools of law as purely 

political movements rather than legal. Ira Lapidus views them as an outcome of the evolution of 

caliphal authority and by extension as factions in the power grabbing contest in the Islamic 

empire.3 In the same vein, Wilferd Madelung ties the articulation and spread of Ḥanafism to the 

patronage and sponsorship of Ḥanafī scholars by the Samanid dynasty in Transoxiana.4 This 

approach to school formation is well warranted given the political unrest and social tension that 

plagued the Islamic empire throughout its existence. Its shortcoming, however, is that it leaves 

out of the discussion the doctrinal aspect of school formation. 

With the exception of Ahmad El Shamsy’s study of Shāfi‘īsm5 and Nimrod Hurvitz research 

on Ḥanbalism,6 few scholars have tried to combine both the doctrinal and the sociopolitical. As 

such, studying the formation of Islamic schools of law requires us to answer a two-layered 

question: 1) how social and political forces shaped the doctrinal divergence and 2) how doctrines 

defined laws. In other words laws, as interpreted by the different schools, were no doubt the 

progenies of the doctrinal disagreement over interpretation, but they were, concomitantly, the 

                                                 
3 Ira Lapidus, “The Separation of State and Religion in the Development of Early Islamic Society,” 
International Journal of Middle East Studies 6/4 (1975): 363-385; Richard Bulliet, The Patricians of 
Nishapur: a Study in Medieval Islamic Social History (New York: American Council of Learned 
Societies, 2012). 
4 Wilferd Madelung, Religious Schools and Sects in Medieval Islam (London: Variorum Reprints, 1985). 
5 Ahmed El Shamsy, The Canonization of Islamic Law: A Social and Intellectual History (New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 2013). 
6 Nimrod Hurvitz, The Formation of Hanbalism: Piety into Power (Richmond: Curzon, 2002); “Schools 
of Law and Historical Context: Re-Examining the Formation of the Ḥanbalī Madhhab,” Islamic Law and 
Society 7/1 (2000): 37-64; “From Scholarly Circles to Mass Movements: The Formation of Legal 
Communities in Islamic Societies,” The American Historical Review 108/4 (2003): 985-1008. 
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offspring of the sociopolitical factors influencing the doctrinal. Zooming in on the Islamic 

tradition, my contention is that the disagreement between Medinan jurisprudence, which 

assumed a traditionalist posture with Mālik becoming its representative, and Iraqi scholarship, 

led by Abū Ḥanīfah and his students and took on an opinion based approach, is rooted in the 

sociopolitical. Nevertheless, these two approaches to legal interpretation produced a corpus of 

laws that stood out on its own, separate from the socio-political context. As stated in my 

introduction, my aim in this study is to carry the current academic discussion further, by building 

upon the contemporary academic corpus. As such, and before moving any further, a survey of 

the different trends is in order. 

 

FROM REGIONAL TO PERSONAL SCHOOLS 

Joseph Schacht’s seminal work on the formation of the Islamic schools of law, The Origins of 

Muhammadan Jurisprudence remains, arguably, the most influential study of the development of 

Islamic legal thought. According to Schacht, the formation of personal schools of law grew out 

of ancient ‘geographical schools’, namely the schools of Kūfah and Medina. Throughout the 

2nd/8th century, legal scholarship in the Muslim world rallied around geographical centers, and 

jurists identified themselves in terms of regional affiliation. The divergence in views among the 

scholars was primarily determined by the regional practices rather than legal methods.  As such, 

and in the absence of a well-articulated doctrinal difference among scholars in these two centers, 

the only shared commonality, according to Schacht, was their regional distribution. 
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The real distinguishing feature between the ‘ancient schools’ of law is neither the personal 

allegiance to a master nor ... any essential difference of doctrine, but simply their geographic 

distribution.7 

 

The transformation from regional to eponymous schools occurred during the early Abbasid 

period when “the ancient schools of law… transformed themselves into the later type of school, 

based on allegiance to an individual master.”8 In that vein, “the ancient school of Kūfah 

transformed itself into the school of the Hanafis, and the ancient school of Medina into the 

school of the Malikis, and the ancient schools of Basra and of Mecca, respectively, became 

merged into them.”9 Without much elaboration on the factors that led to the transformation from 

regional to personal schools, Schacht states that the scholarship of Abū Ḥanīfah’s students were 

instrumental in spreading the Ḥanafī madhhab in Iraq, while students of Mālik spread Mālikism 

in North Africa. Schacht, nevertheless, mentions some ‘accidental’ factors that led to the 

transformation, without detailing them. This transformation was completed around the 3rd/9th 

century and was precipitated by al-Shāfi‛ī who first articulated a method of deriving precepts, i.e. 

pioneering the ‛usūl. Al-Shāfi‛ī’s contribution, Schacht argues, was his attempt to compromise 

between, on the one hand, the predominantly Iraqi rationalist jurists who relied on opinion, and 

the traditionalists who maintained the authority of the ḥadīth literature, on the other.  

However, “soon after the time of Shāfi‛ī the geographical character of the ancient schools of 

law disappeared more and more, and the personal allegiance to a master became preponderant.”10 

Legal reasoning or ’ijthād was abandoned as Muslim jurists became increasingly rigid, relying 

                                                 
7 Schacht, The Origins of Muhammadan Jurisprudence, 7. 
8 Schacht, An Introduction to Islamic Law, 57. 
9 Schacht, An Introduction to Islamic Law, 57. 
10 Schacht, The Origins of Muhammadan Jurisprudence, 10. 
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on ḥadīth instead of independent opinion. Thereafter, any legal scholar who endorsed al-Shāfi‛ī’s 

legal methodology became a ‘Shafi‛ī adherent’, which consequentially made him the eponym of 

the first school of law. Here we detect a difference in the progression of the formation of schools 

between the Ḥanafī and Malikī schools, on the one hand, and the Shāfi‛ī and Ḥanbalī on the 

other. While the former two grew out of a regional distribution of scholars and later became 

personal schools, the latter two originated as such. 

Although a pioneer in contemporary Islamic studies, Schacht’s analysis leaves much to be 

desired. Steven Judd rightly points out that not all early Muslim jurists fit into Schacht’s view of 

regional schools. Looking into al-Thawrī’s and al-Awzā’ī’s proto-schools, Judd finds that the 

progression from regional to personal schools doesn’t fit the Schachtian paradigm, insofar as 

they both lived in different regions while sharing similar legal views. Judd states: 

 

The “madhhabs” of the Iraqi Sufyān al-Thawrī (d.161/778) and the Syrian ʽAbd al-Raḥmān 

b.ʽamr al-Awzāʽī (d.157/774) do not fit neatly into the Schachtian paradigm of progression from 

Regional to eponymous madhhabs. Instead, they shared sufficient views and a sufficient number 

of followers that they might be considered a single madhhab that was neither regional nor 

eponymous.11 

 

Schacht’s analysis suffers from another more fundamental problem, and that is missing a 

clear causal explanation of why geographical schools transformed into personal. In other words, 

and as Wael Hallaq puts it, in assuming the transformation for regional to personal schools, 

Schacht assumes “an enigmatic causality by the conspicuous use of the passive ‘transformed 

                                                 
11 Steven Judd, “Al-Awzā‘ī and Sufyān al-Thawrī: the Umayyad Madhhab?,” in The Islamic School of 
Law: Evolution, Devolution, and Progress, eds. Peri Bearman, Rudolph Peters, Frank Vogel, 10-25 
(Cambridge: Islamic Legal Studies Program, Harvard Law School, 2005), 11. 
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themselves’.”12 Another unexplained assumption Schacht makes, which Hallaq also points out 

to, pertains to the reasons behind the formation of geographical schools, and the dating of their 

initial formation. If Abū Ḥanīfah and Mālik developed their own legal doctrines in the late 2nd/8th 

century, then why did subsequent scholars keep their allegiance to a region and waited half a 

century before adhering to the individual doctrines? In Hallaq’s words “How can one tally the 

conspicuous presence of Abū Ḥanīfah’s and Mālik’s individual “theses” with Schacht’s 

contention that the ancient schools neither knew any allegiance to an individual master nor had 

among their ranks any essential differences of doctrine?”13 In other words, the fact that both Abū 

Ḥanīfah and Mālik were established scholars with a distinct legal approach and a number of 

followers negates Schacht’s notion of lack of allegiance to individual masters. 

 

REFINING THE SCHACHTIAN MODEL 

Accepting Schacht’s hypothesis that regional schools were in fact the precursors of personal 

schools, Christopher Melchert attempts to account for the transformation missing in Schacht’s 

thesis. He argues, much like Schacht, that the regional division was at the beginning due to the 

discord between the traditionists ahl al-ḥadīth, represented by the Medinan ʽulamā’, and those 

who endorsed opinion ahl al-ra’y, represented by early Ḥanafī jurists. Under traditionalist 

pressure, the early Kūfan ʽulamā’ sought to rely on an authority figure and in doing so “felt more 

secure when they identified their jurisprudence with an individual teacher, not a region, perhaps 

                                                 
12 Wael Hallaq, “From Regional to Personal Schools of Law? A Reevaluation,” Islamic Law and Society 
8/1 (2001): 1-26, 2. 
13 Hallaq, “From Regional to Personal Schools of Law? A Reevaluation,” 3. 
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in reaction to the traditionalist challenge.”14 In other words, the challenge posed by the 

traditionalists, who relied on ḥadīth going back to the prophet and the companions, drove the 

Kūfan jurists to resort to Abū Ḥanīfah as an authority to legitimize their edicts. Melchert argues 

that the work of al-Shafiʽī himself and, even more so, the loose al-Shafiʽī school of the 3rd/9th 

century represented an attempt to establish a middle ground between rationalism and 

traditionalism in both law and theology. The compromises between rationalist and traditionalist 

methods, seen quite clearly in the history of the Ḥanafī and Shafiʽī schools, are what led to the 

formation of the classical schools of law. 

Based primarily on the works of al-Ṣaymarī (d. 436/1045) and Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr (d. 

463/1071), among others, Melchert argues that the birthplace of the Ḥanafī school was Baghdad 

and not Kūfah as Schacht suggested. This is confirmed by Ibn Saʽd’s Ṭabaqāt, in which he 

classifies the Ḥanafī school as Baghdādī. While Melchert concurs with Schacht in the regional 

naissance of the Mālikī school, he argues however, that in light of the unavailability of a 

manuscript preserving the Ḥanafī doctrine, one that corresponds to Mālik’s Mudawwanah, we 

cannot establish for certain that there was a Ḥanafī Kūfan stage corresponding to the Ḥijāzī stage 

of the Mālikī doctrine.  As to the dating of the formation of legal schools, Melchert argues that 

given the evidence of existence of ‘legal institutions’, among which are the designation of chief 

scholars, the production of commentaries, and the transmission of legal knowledge, whereby 

students were recognized as having completed their education under a specific prominent jurist, 

we can establish that the consolidation of the three main legal schools in Baghdad and the 

                                                 
14 Melchert, The Formation of the Sunni Schools of Law, 9th-10th Centuries C.E., 33. 
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Islamic East, i.e. the Shāfiʽī, Ḥanbalī, and Ḥanafī schools, dates to the late 9th and early to mid-

10th centuries.  

However, Melchert’s attempt to refine Schacht’s theory suffers from similar objections. 

Positing the existence of a vague regional doctrine while concomitantly acknowledging the 

existence of individual doctrines in a regional context seems to be incongruent. Hallaq raises this 

point succinctly writing “the question that poses itself then is: How can a regional school be 

‘vague’ when one of its constitutive elements is the doctrine of an individual master? If such a 

doctrine became the authoritative reference of later Hanafis, then it must have existed as a 

distinctly individual doctrine ab initio, i.e., since the first appearance of the so-called regional 

schools, whenever that may have been.”15 Furthermore, assuming that Iraqi scholars sought to 

meet the traditionalist challenge, as suggested by Melchert, the question is would be why would 

Abū Ḥanīfah represent an authoritative figure? What is known of his legal approach, as 

transmitted by his students, is largely opinion based and thus he would hardly be a commanding 

figure in ḥadīth transmission. Perhaps, and as Hallaq rightly argues: 

 

A later jurist, even of the 3rd / 9th century, would have faced the challenge much more 

successfully had he articulated a Sunnaic basis for his own legal doctrine instead of resorting to 

an early 2nd century figure known for his strong rationalist leanings. Shaybani, for one, would 

have been a better choice, since he used Successor, Companion and Prophetic reports on a larger 

scale than Abui Hanifa did. The choice of Abu Hanifa, therefore, would have been of little help 

to the rationalist cause, since reliance on his authority was a poor substitute for traditionalist 

reports sustained by composite chains of transmission extending backwards to far more 

                                                 
15 Hallaq, “From Regional to Personal Schools of Law? A Reevaluation,” 4. 
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formidable figures of authority. Abu Hanifa could hardly have been seen as a rival to the Prophet 

or the Companions.16  

 

DISTINCTIVE JURISTIC IDENTITY 

An alternative to positing geographical schools as precursors of doctrinal schools, Hallaq studies 

the emergence of an Islamic legal system starting with the birth of an Islamic legal ethic, 

culminating in the formation of eponymous schools. In his book Origins and Evolution of 

Islamic Law, Hallaq argues that the earliest legal activity by the Islamic state was administered 

by proto-qāḍīs. Their jurisdiction was confined in garrisons inhabited by Arab soldiers and they 

were not only responsible for resolving disputes, but were also financial administrators, 

storytellers, among other functions. The second stage of development of the function of qāḍī 

occurred “after the third quarter of the first century H, when judges began to be appointed in 

large cities, which “mirrored a collateral demographic movement that saw the Arabs relocate 

from the chief garrison towns to the smaller cities and towns inhabited exclusively by non-

Muslims.”17  The interaction between Muslims and non-Muslims in conquered cities created a 

need for a more specialized function of the qāḍī, who had to solve a more complex set of legal 

disputes. This in turn leads to the reliance of judges on legal experts and by the middle of the 

2nd/8th century: 

 

Not only had law become more comprehensive in coverage (though still not as comprehensive as 

it would be half a century later) but also the jurists had begun to develop their own legal 

assumptions and methodology. Teaching and debates within scholarly circles must have 

                                                 
16 Hallaq, “From Regional to Personal Schools of Law? A Reevaluation,” 4. 
17 Hallaq, The Origins and Evolution of Islamic Law, 58. 
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sharpened methodological awareness, which in turn led jurists to defend their own, individual 

conceptions of the law. On adopting a particular method, each jurist gathered around him a 

certain following who learned their jurisprudence and method from him.18 

 

Legal scholarship began to flourish during the 2nd half of the 1st/7th century as a highly 

individualistic endeavor and was based on personal ijtihadic work. This stage ushered the 

formation of personal schools whereby, according to Hallaq, madhhab became synonymous to a 

group of scholars adopting and following the methodology of a leading jurist. He argues that the 

early schools were distinctively personal but not in the same sense as they developed into later 

on in the 4th/10th century. 

 

The formation of the legal schools by the middle of the fourth/tenth century was achieved 

through the construction of a juristic doctrine clothed in the authority of the founding imam, the 

so-called absolute mujtahid. Juristic discourse and hermeneutics were the product of this 

foundational authority which was made to create a set of positive principles that came to define 

the school not so much as a personal entity of professional membership, but mainly as an 

interpretive doctrine to be studied, mastered, and, above all, defended and applied.19 

 

The final phase of school development came when schools evolved from personal to 

doctrinal. While personal school were rooted in an exclusive loyalty to a master, doctrinal 

schools “possessed a cumulative doctrine of positive law in which the legal opinions of the 

leading jurist… were, at best, primi inter pares, and at least, equal to the rest of the opinions and 

                                                 
18 Hallaq, The Origins and Evolution of Islamic Law, 153. 
19 Wael Hallaq, Authority, Continuity and Change in Islamic Law (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2001), 236. 
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doctrines held by various other jurists.”20 This is to say that the legal methodology of the 

doctrinal schools reflected a methodological awareness among their adherents, which did not 

exist in the personal schools. “Doctrinal loyalty, in other words, was barely present in the 

personal schools, whereas in the later doctrinal schools, it was a defining feature of both the 

school itself and the careers of its members.”21 But why some schools survived while other died 

out? Hallq argues without much elaboration that there are four major factors that were decisive 

in the survival of personal schools: 1) political support, 2) the ability to bring the school to what 

Hallaq calls ‘great synthesis’, i.e. synthesis between traditionalism and rationalism, 3) 

dissociation from nonmainstream teleological schools, and 4) a distinct juristic identity. 

 

THE SOCIOPOLITICAL CONTEXT 

Assuming that the schools of law were in their essence political movements, several academics 

have contended that the main catalyst of school formation was their social and political 

affiliations. In his assessment of the spread of the Ḥanafī school in Transoxiana, Wilferd 

Madelung argues that the Samanid dynasty’s patronage of Ḥanafīs towards the end of the 3rd /8th 

century was vital to the flourishing of the school. Based on primary sources, including al-Ṭabarī 

among others, Madelung argues that Ḥanafī scholars were asked by the Samanid emir Ismāʽī1 b. 

Aḥmad (r. 279/892-295/907) “to expound the Sunnite faith in view of the spread of heresies.”22 

According to Madelung the Samanid dynasty commissioned the Ḥanafī scholar Ishaq b. 

Muḥammad al-Ḥakīm (d. 342/953) to compose a proclamation of the orthodox creed. This creed, 

                                                 
20 Hallaq, The Origins and Evolution of Islamic Law, 156. 
21 Hallaq, An Introduction to Islamic Law, 34. 
22 Madelung, Religious Schools and Sects in Medieval Islam, 323. 
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later known as al-Sawād al-Aʽẓam, became the official catechism of the Samanid dynasty, as it 

fully sanctioned the Murji’ite definition of faith, which excluded ʽamal. Madelung notes that this 

new creed supported the ruling power, be it just or oppressive, adding that “the eastern Murji’a 

had gradually changed from a revolutionary reform movement working for the overthrow of the 

Umayyad caliphate to an officially sponsored body backing the established government.”23 

Nurit Tsafrir offers a similar approach to the school formation in her book The History of an 

Islamic School of Law: The early spread of Hanafism by tracing the spread of the Ḥanafī schools 

from the early 3rd/9th century to the beginning of the 5th/11th century, and plotting the network of 

jurisprudents in the main cities in the Islamic states. Although she does not articulate a clear 

position on how the schools were formed, it is safe to assume, however, her emphasis on the role 

of political patronage, which allowed students to disseminate their master’s teaching, tilts her 

approach towards a strictly socio-political analysis of school formation. In other words, for 

Tsafrir, the spread of the Ḥanafī school was predicated on two factors, the number of students in 

each region and the ability and readiness of the Abbasids to support their cause. Relying 

primarily on biographical dictionaries, Tsafrir argues that in Kūfah and Baṣrah Ḥanafī scholars 

enjoyed strong support from the Abbasid rulers to counter the traditionalist influence. Despite 

including the theological debate as part of this competition, she does not however elaborate 

further on why the ruling Abbasids chose to support Ḥanafīs and oppose to Ḥijāzī traditionalism. 

No explanation as to why, but she does hint as to how the Abbasid managed to do it. One of the 

arguments is Ḥanafī scholars’ personal connections and family ties that helped promulgate Abū 

Ḥanīfah’s madhhab in some regions. For instance, she argues that the Ḥanafī scholar Zufar b. al-

                                                 
23 Madelung, Religious Schools and Sects in Medieval Islam, 323. 
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Hudhayl’s (d. 158/775) “family, like Zufar himself, were no doubt quite well known and 

respected in Isfahan [which] must have made it easier for the Isfahanis to accept the authority of 

Zufar’s teacher, Abū Ḥanīfah.”24 

For his part, Ira Lapidus ties the formation of the schools to the evolution of the role and 

authority of the caliphate. According to Lapidus, Umayyad caliphs claimed authority in legal and 

doctrinal matters as they considered themselves the successors of the Prophet. Through this they 

sought to ascertain their authority despite their incorporation of non-Islamic cultural traditions, 

mainly coopted from the conquered territories. Similarly, the Abbasids continued to claim 

religious authority as well as consolidating their centralized political, military, and bureaucratic 

power. However, in the development of Islamic institutions the early identification of politics 

and religion as falling under the authority of the caliph gave way to a differentiation between the 

political and the religious spheres into systematized and almost independent structures. The 

separation between religious institutions and the political establishment grew wider, and: 

 

With the emergence of opposed communal and Caliphal interests, the recognition of a communal 

life independent of the Caliphate, and subsequently the organization of a politically active 

community based on religion - Muslim religious communities evolved apart from the Caliphal 

polity.25 

 

As the Caliphal power grew weaker it subsided to a secular military regime, and 

consequently religious communities developed socio-religious autonomous institutions separate 

from the secular state. Eventually, members of these communities became identified as subjects 

                                                 
24 Nurit Tsafrir, The History of an Islamic School of Law: The Early Spread of Hanafism (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 2004), 66. 
25 Lapidus, “The Separation of State and Religion in the Development of Early Islamic Society,” 369-370. 
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of the Islamic state and separately adherents of a religious group, be it a school of law, a sect, or 

a ṣūfi ṭarīqah. This transformation, Lapidus argues, was part of a wider social change from a 

‘tribal nation’ to a ‘bureaucratic state’. In reaction to this shift, Arabian Muslims began to 

establishing socio-religious institutions. For instance, in the Arab-Muslim garrison settlements 

tribal norms, such as kinship, were supplanted by military organization and economic activity 

leading to the formation of new groups, either rooted in neo-traditional tribal identities or in 

religion. The latter group embodied moral, social, and communal teachings that were deemed a 

continuation of the prophetic tradition. “As clan and lineage ties lost their practical meaning in a 

rapidly changing population, religious scholars gathered around themselves students and clients 

seeking fellowship and guidance in the study of the Qur'an, the sayings of the Prophet (hadith), 

law and theology, or in the practice of ascetic renunciation.”26 

Richard Bulliet presents a similar socio-political approach in his book The Patricians of 

Nishapur: a Study in Medieval Islamic Social History. According to Bulliet, following the 

weakening of the Abbasid Empire in the 10th and 11th centuries, the elite and wealthy families in 

Nishapur dominated the educational and judicial spheres. The city’s elite were land owners, 

merchants, and religious scholars and they were split into two antagonistic factions, Ḥanafīs and 

Shāfiʽīs. The elite controlled the educational system as well as the judiciary, which meant that 

their political allegiance was vital to the rulers. Religious education was one of the defining 

features of the Nashapurian elite, as it was restricted to the patrician class. Antipathy between the 

Ḥanafīs and Shāfiʽīs started in the late 10th century, and, according to Bulliet, led to the 

destruction of the city two centuries later, as they transformed into competing political 

                                                 
26 Lapidus, “State and Religion in Islamic Societies,” 10. 
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movements vying for official positions and seeking to increase their sway over the ruling body. 

By investigating the main wealthy families in Nashapur, Bulliet finds that Ḥanafīs supported the 

influence of the patricians and held that law be based reason. In contrast, Shāfiʽīs incorporated 

new trends in theology and mysticism, such as Ashʽarī theology and Sufism. This tug of war was 

not limited to political power but was also about moral values. According to Bulliet, it was 

Nizām al-Mulk who managed to wield the patricians to his will, by making them dependent on 

his patronage. By implementing successful policies, he succeeded in integrating the elite into the 

state bureaucracy.  

 

BEYOND THE DOCTRINAL AND THE POLITICAL  

A more comprehensive approach to the formation of schools is presented by Ahmed El 

Shamsy on the formation of the Shāfi‘ī school. In his book The Canonization of Islamic Law: A 

Social and Intellectual History, El Shamsy explores both the doctrinal influences and the socio-

political context that shaped al-Shāfiʽī’s doctrine and later allowed the Shāfiʽī school to flourish 

in Egypt. Much like Schacht, El Shamsy identifies al-Shāfi‘ī as the first legal scholar to establish 

a methodology for legal reasoning based on the Qur’ān and ḥadīth, and consequently 

establishing himself as an independent scholar. According to El Shamsy, the 2nd/8th century 

witnessed the rise of raʾy in Kūfah, which favored an interpretative approach to legal matters 

primarily based on local customs, in opposition to the Medinan ̒ulmāʼ who favored ḥadīth. The 

tension between these two was represented by the Ḥanafīs and the Mālikīs, and it was in that 

context that al-Shāfiʽī offered a response. Regarding as flawed both the emphasis placed by 

Medinans on ̒amal and the overreliance of Kūfans on opinion, al-Shāfiʿī developed what he 
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believed a more objective and consistent hermeneutic methodology. His methodology generated 

a movement within the circles of ‘ulamā’ towards an individualistic approach to Islamic 

scholarship free from the communal attitude and emphasis on practice, thus giving legal 

schoolers an elevated standing in their community. 

But this, El Shamsy argues, could not have been brought about with a sociopolitical context 

conducive to such a shift. 

 

The fundamental shifts under way in Muslim societies in the late second/ eighth century created 

a receptive environment for a legal approach that distanced itself from the hitherto hegemonic 

understanding of normativity as grounded in communal practice. These shifts are well illustrated 

in the history of Egypt, the place where al-Shafi'i formulated the definitive statement of his legal 

theory and where his teaching flourished after his death.27 

 

The Egyptian socio-political environment was changing. The power of the elite class, which was 

mainly constituted by the first Arab conquerors claiming an ancestral connection to the Prophet, 

was on the decline, and non-Arabs mawālī began gaining influence primarily under the 

sponsorship of the Abbasid state. Amidst this changing environment, al-Shāfiʽī provided a new 

form of normative authority, one that frames Medinan ̒amal in a methodological system. 

Concomitantly, the patronage of the Tulunid dynasty provided the political support for the 

Shāfiʽī method of independent reasoning, which was endorsed by the newly formed religious 

elite, to flourish in Egypt. El Shamsy also focuses on an important factor relatively neglected by 

other academic scholars and that is the recognition of written transmission as a key component of 

Islamic legal work. Given al-Shāfiʿī’s prolificacy, his legal texts and teachings were available to 

                                                 
27 El Shamsy, The Canonization of Islamic Law: A Social and Intellectual History, 91. 
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a wider audience of scholars, and hence were conducive in creating a community of jurists that 

eventually evolved into the Shāfiʿī school. 

Nimrod Hurvitz adds yet another layer to the process of formation of schools in his work on 

the Ḥanbalī school by providing a new approach to school formation, which rests on: 

 

Identifying a number of factors that were instrumental to the formative process of the schools, 

[and] focuses on the master-disciple nexus. The masters stood at the heart of the formative 

process. Their activities and interests extended far beyond the articulation of doctrine. Masters 

could attract adherents for many reasons, including personal piety, social and political vision, 

involvement in local networks, or relationships with the caliphal court.28 

 

In the case of Ibn Ḥanbal, he argues that it was his ‘moral outlook’, social activity, and behavior 

that helped raise his status among contemporaneous scholars. His asceticism, for instance, was 

key to mobilizing students and elevating his status in his circle of learned students and among his 

unlearned followers outside the circle. In other words, and alongside an elaborate doctrine that 

attracted legal experts, Ibn Ḥanbal’s deeds and social conduct contributed to the growth in 

number of followers among the masses, the non-proficient in legal matters. Taking al-’amr as an 

example, Hurvitz argues that: 

 

The practitioners of al-’amr were not necessarily adroit in the intricacies of legal knowledge. 

Yet, despite their lack of legal knowledge they could demonstrate their affinity to the Hanbali 

circle through zealous imposition of the Hanbali interpretation of moral conduct. Thus, the 

practice and support of al-’amr enabled individuals who were relatively ignorant in legal matters 

                                                 
28 Hurvitz, “Schools of Law and Historical Context: Re-Examining the Formation of the Ḥanbalī 
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to contribute actively to the growing Hanbali circle. Hanbali moral activism probably served as a 

means to attract new followers as well as a way of strengthening group solidarity.29 

 

The Ḥanbalī circle of disciples grew out of their interest in hadith transmission and legal 

discussions, their attitude towards theologians and theology, as well as their social networks and 

their articulation of other ideological issues. Although Hurvitz concedes that the Ḥanbalīs were 

not the only ones to embrace mild asceticism, he argues that they stood out because of the social 

repercussions that mild asceticism had among them. It was only among Ḥanbalīs that mild 

asceticism became a “shared moral sensibility that left its traces on their internal social dynamics 

while its resolute implementation, via alamr, affected their relations with other Muslims and 

contributed to the construction of their own group identity.”30 

 

WHAT CAN WE LEARN FROM THE PROTO-MADHHABS 

In order to understand the emergence of Islamic legal thought, it is of utmost importance to begin 

by investigating the contributions of the early ʽulamā’ and legal scholars, such as al-Zuhrī, al-

Awzā‘ī, and al-Thawrī, et al, whom they had a substantial following and were active during the 

Umayyad period. In his extensive work on the Muslim scholars during the Umayyad period, 

Steven Judd presents a revisionist view against what he labels “the piety-minded opposition 

paradigm”. According to this view “the pious [scholars] became either active or quietist 

                                                 
29 Hurvitz, “Schools of Law and Historical Context: Re-Examining the Formation of the Ḥanbalī 
Madhhab,”, 63. 
30 Hurvitz, “Schools of Law and Historical Context: Re-Examining the Formation of the Ḥanbalī 
Madhhab,,” 64. 
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opponents of the godless realm under which they lived,”31 while scholars who cooperated with 

the ruling Umayyads were deemed as “sycophants who placed their own advancement ahead of 

their faith.”32 This distorted view, Judd argues, lies partly in an overreliance by modern scholars 

on Abbasid history chronicles, such as Tārīkh al-Ṭabarī, which demonize the Umayyads and by 

extension scholars who collaborated with them. Instead of relying on Abbasid sources, Judd 

proposes to focus on biographical and prosopographical sources aimed at assessing ḥadīth 

narrators, such as Ibn Saʽd's and Khalīfah b. Khayyāṭ’s Ṭabaqāt, al-Rāzī's Akhbar al-Quḍāt, 

among others. The purpose of these sources, circumvent the Abbasid historians’ agenda, which 

conformed to the official narrative of the ruling power. Notwithstanding their piety mindedness, 

Umayyad scholars where indeed the precursors of the madhāhib and were indeed eponyms of 

what can be called the “proto-madhhab”. In his extensive exposé of several of these ʽulamā’, 

who either worked for the Umayyads or at the least were not actively opposing their rule, Judd 

demonstrates how they articulated Islamic legal practice that was not necessarily serving the 

caliphs. I will elaborate further, in chapter 4, on Judd’s study of the pro-Umayyad network, its 

impact on legal thinking, and later evolution of schools of law. 

 

CONCLUSION 

In this chapter I have laid out the main theories to school formation in contemporary academic 

scholarship. These contributions, and despite some of their shortcomings, are vital to any 

analysis insofar as they all carry, in varying degrees, key elements that will help us understand 

                                                 
31 Steven Judd, Religious Scholars and the Umayyads: Piety-minded Supporters of the Marwānid 
Caliphate (New York: Routledge, 2014), 25. 
32 Steven Judd, Religious Scholars and the Umayyads: Piety-minded Supporters of the Marwānid 
Caliphate, 142. 
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the genesis of Islamic legal thinking, school development, and establishment of eponymous 

schools. These different theories undoubtedly carry truth in them, and it would be amiss to 

completely reject any of them. They are, at the end of day, all compelling stories contemporary 

historians are narrating about the past. In the first part of this dissertation, I have presented the 

theoretical framework of this project and discussed the state of the field, with the hope of setting 

valid and solid parameters to the story I will be telling in the following part about the formation 

of Islamic schools of law.  
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Chapter 3 

 

The Path from Customary to Islamic Law 

 

 

 

It took the newly formed Islamic Empire less than two decades after the death of Muḥammad to 

rule over Persia, Iraq, Syria, parts of Asia Minor, and North Africa. History has seldom 

witnessed such a sweeping and rapid expansion of a relatively small community, previously 

confined to an arid and geographically constrained area, the Ḥijāz. Fueled by an unarticulated 

new religion and accustomed to their tribal ways, the Arab conquers had to rule over foreign 

subjects in foreign lands. The birth of the ummah was the product of the encounter between the 

conquerors and conquered. On the one hand, Arabs had to transform from a close knit tribal 

community to the guardians of an encompassing and inclusive religion. The non-Arab 

populations, on the other, had to adapt to fit an organically developing Islamic ethic, and 

gradually participate in its articulation. Yet, in their first encounter, non-Arabs suffered exclusion 

and discrimination at the hands of their new rulers, while intra-Arab tribal rivalries intensified as 

the stakes became higher. There was power and wealth to be had.  

It was in this context that the Islamic ethical episteme was born. By ethical episteme it is 

meant the foundation of the communal ethos or the root of phronesis, i.e. practical moral 

wisdom, in a specific worldview.  As Socrates poses the question in the Euthyphro dialogue: 

What is the origin of moral values? From where do they derive their authority? In other words, 
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how did the Arab conquerors move from a customary ethical episteme to one that is ‘Islamic’? 

And how did non-Arabs substitute their old set of values with new ones? As such, and as a first 

step towards understanding the birth of the ummah, it is imperative to investigate the forces 

behind the shift from tribal impulses and old customary norms to an overarching unifying 

religious moral code, i.e. the forces that produced an embryonic Islamic identity.  

It is this question that I seek to answer in this chapter by tracing the evolution of the Islamic 

ethic in parallel with the socio-economic and political developments, covering the period from 

early Islam to the mid-Umayyad era. Admittedly, it is difficult to give justice to the changes 

witnessed during such an extended period in one chapter; however, focusing on the evolution of 

muʽāmalāt, i.e. civil laws or practices that regulate the interaction among the subjects of a 

community rather than ʽibādāt or ritual and rites, can provide us with a general understanding of 

the evolution of the Islamic ethic, as reflected by the laws enacted by the successive caliphs. 

 

FROM CUSTOMARY LAW TO RELIGIOUS LAW AND BACK AGAIN 

The traditional Islamic narrative has predominantly painted the four rightly guided caliphs as 

righteous and pious men ever seeking to promote and enforce Islamic values and norms among 

the members of the Muslim community and in the ‘pagan’ newly captured territories. A closer 

look, however, suggests that promoting ‘Islamic values’ was not of a primary concern in the first 

decades after the death of the Muḥammad. In fact, a distinct set of Islamic values disparate from 

customary law did not exist. They were dictated by the circumstances and fashioned according to 

the needs of the caliphate. 
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Upon his designation as Muḥammad’s successor, the first Caliph Abū Bakr al-Ṣiddīq (r. 11-

13/632-34) faced staunch opposition by the anṣār and had to gain the allegiance of the Arab 

tribes. Fresh out of the Riddah Wars (11/633-12/634) which saw the rebellion of the Arab tribes 

in Yamāmah, Najd, and other regions in the Ḥijāz who refused to pay the zakāt, Muslim leaders 

knew very well that they needed to cement their dominance over the Arabian Peninsula before 

attempting to spread the new religion. Barring a number of ordinances derived from the Quran, 

customary law remained the law of the land, governing relations among the different Arabian 

tribes. As Hallaq notes “these customs and laws were still the only ‘system’ of law known to the 

conquerors, while the Quranic injunctions contained and symbolized the mission in whose name 

these conquerors were fighting… [and] A large portion of pre-Islamic Arabian laws and customs 

remained applicable, and indeed survived into the legal culture that was being constructed.”33 

Levying taxes was central to Abū Bakr’s expansionist ambitions and after regaining control over 

the Arabian Peninsula he ordered Khālid b. al-Walīd (d. 21/642) and ‘Iyāḍ b. Ghanm (d. 20/641) 

to march on Iraq. According to accounts,34 Khālid’s conquest of the southern cities of Iraq was 

uneventful, as local populations opted for paying the jizyah in return for their safety. Others, like 

the tribe of Banū Shaybah, decided to forge a ‘tactical’ alliance with the Muslim army to assert 

their dominance over the tribes west of the Euphrates.35 It is highly likely that Abū Bakr was 

seeking to raise money and/or recruit fighters rather than converting Iraqis to Islam. It wasn’t 

until the Muslims squared off with the Sassanid army in the battle known as Dhāt al-Salāsil in 

                                                 
33 Hallaq, The Origins and Evolution of Islamic Law, 31. 
34 Muḥammad b. Jarīr al-Ṭabarī, Tārīkh al-Umam wal-Mulūk (Cairo: Dār al-Maʽārif, 1976), 3:343-350; 
Aḥmad b. Abī Yaʻqūb al-Yaʻqūbī, Tārīkh al-Yaʻqūbī (Beirut: Al-Aʽlamī, 2010), 1:17; Aḥmad b. Yaḥyā 
al-Balādhurī, Futūḥ al-Buldān (Beirut: Mu’assasat al-Maʽārif, 1987), 247-250. 
35 Al-Balādhurī, Futūḥ al-Buldān, 339. 
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13/633 that any military engagement occurred. The first phase of Iraq’s conquest was, as Donner 

suggests, “less a part of the conquest of Iraq itself than a preparation for the conquest.”36 

Similarly in Syria, and according to Abū Bakr’s instructions, the Muslim army was ordered to 

establish a pact with the local population who did not show resistance, and to assure them that 

they will live according to their laws.37 This suggests that Muslims were not concerned with 

promulgating the new religion. ‘Islamic law’, and even more an Islamic ethic, was thus non-

existent, as laws remained almost unchanged in the Arabian Peninsula and the conquered lands.   

During the first five years of the reign of caliph ‘Umar b. al-Khaṭṭāb (r. 13-23/634-44), he 

had to also navigate complex tribal and regional animosities in order to continue with the 

expansion of the nascent Islamic Empire. Following his ascension to power, ‘Umar ordered 

Khālid to march on Syria and appointed his kinsman Abū ‘Ubayd b. Mas‘ūd al-Thaqafī (d. 

13/634) to lead the army in Iraq, previously under the command of an Iraqi tribal leader al-

Muthannah b. Ḥārithah from the Banū Shaybān clan.38 After the crushing defeat in the Battle of 

the Bridge at the hands of the Sassanian army, ‘Umar was forced to rally support from Arabian 

tribesmen to reinforce Muslim’s presence in central Iraq. His dire need for military backing kept 

him from strictly enforcing Qur’anic injunctions in the Peninsula, as he sought to avoid angering 

Arab tribes still clinging onto the pre-Islamic traditions. For instance, as mentioned in Ibn Saʽd’s 

Kitāb al-Ṭabaqāt al-Kabīr, ‘Umar divided the allotments of booty, ‘aṭā’, among tribesmen 

without enforcing property tax on them, kharāj.39 As for the futūḥāt, Islam does not seem to have 

                                                 
36 Fred Donner, The Early Islamic Conquests (New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1981), 174.   
37 Al-Balādhurī, Futūḥ al-Buldān, 166. 
38 Al-Ṭabarī, Tārīkh al-Umam wal-Mulūk, 6:444-445. 
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been a driving force as some scholars have suggested.40 For instance, Muḥammad b. Yūsuf al-

Kindī (d. 283/897) reports that ʽAmr b. al-ʽĀṣ (d. 91/684) approached ʽUmar to get permission to 

conquer Egypt arguing: “I am familiar with it and its ways; it is the least immune and most 

rich.”41 Apprehensive about engaging the Rūm’s army any further, ʽUmar declined. 

Nevertheless, Ibn al-‘Āṣ went through with his plan and marched onto Egypt, despite ʽUmar 

sending him a letter requesting, yet again, to refrain from doing so.42 This account among others, 

indicate that ‘riches’ and spoils of war, not ideological drive or divine authority, were behind the 

conquests, one that is a remnant of the pre-Islamic ethical episteme, and according to which 

Muḥammad’s successor, the supposedly ‘rightly guided caliph’, was too weak to rein in 

powerful Arabian tribes driven by their tribal moral values. 

The decisive victory of the Muslim army in the battle of al-Qādisiyyah in 15/636 and the 

subsequent conquest of northern Iraq, alongside the rapid expansion in the Levant and Egypt and 

the settlement there, meant that ‘Umar needed to cement Muslim rule over the conquered 

territories and regulate the interaction among Muslims living in garrison towns. But, thorny legal 

issues arose from discord among Muslims in these towns, especially regarding land ownership 

and allotting booties, among others. These discords needed the intervention of a higher authority, 

that of the Caliph, and the appointment of qāḍīs was such means to gradually enforce the rule of 

the caliphate. But the laws according to which rulings were dispensed were not Islamic per se, 

                                                 
40 Hallaq for example suggests that “the Arab conquests were conducted with a clear sense of mission, 
and were by no means limited to material and territorial gain.” Hallaq, The Origins and Evolution of 
Islamic Law, 30. 
41 Muḥammad b. Yūsuf al-Kindī, Kitāb al-Wulāt wa Kitāb al-Quḍāt (Leiden: Brill, 1912), 7.  
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i.e. derived only from the Qur’ān, but rather an amalgamated form of tribal/Islamic legal ethic.43 

Even more, some Arab noblemen refused to hold the office of qāḍī due to being instructed to 

rule according to customary pre-Islamic law. For instance, according to al-Kindī, Kaʽb b. Yasār 

b. Ḍinnah refused the request of ‘Umar to hold this position in Egypt saying: “By God, God will 

not spare me from [adopting] the practices of al-jāhiliyyah and its doom.”44 The qāḍīs, as such, 

were responsible for litigating disputes among Muslim soldiers residing in garrisons, according 

to the traditional pre-Islamic customary laws, infused in some instances with clear Qur’anic 

injunctions. Furthermore, judicial appointments were an extension of the ruling tribe rather than 

religious merit. For instance, the first two qāḍīs of Egypt appointed by ‘Umar were Qays b. Abī 

al-ʽĀṣ and ʽUthmān b. Qays, both kinsmen of the wālī ʽAmr b. al-ʽĀṣ.45 

Though constrained by the customary legal ethics, ‘Umar, however, did enforce new laws 

that represented a departure from customary law, by bolstering state administration, a requisite to 

legitimizing these rulings. To that end, ‘Umar enacted administrative laws that aimed to set the 

fundamental principles of governance. The expansion of the jurisdiction of the wulāt, the 

organization of bayt al-māl, the distribution of booties, and the imposing of taxes were but few 

examples of his attempt to structure the state.46  

ʽUmar was also keen to promote the monotheistic religion of Islam and, particularly, the values 

of communal life taught and practiced by Muḥammad. To that end, a Qur’ān teacher, or qāṣṣ, 

was appointed in garrison towns. As law tilted more towards Islamization, these teachers were 
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gradually appointed to the position of qāḍī. As such, it wasn’t until the second part of the reign 

of ‘Umar that we witness the naissance of an Islamic ethical episteme, albeit infused with the 

tribal customary law, as it gradually began to be promulgated in the Muslim community.47  

Tribal affinities remerged as the focal point of the reign of ‘Uthmān b. ‘Affān (r. 23-35/644-

56), as it superseded religious considerations or even merit in appointing the wulāt. For as soon 

as he took over the caliphate, ‘Uthmān replaced the wulāt of the major cities with his kinsmen 

from the Banū ‘Abd Shams, a phratry of the Quraysh tribe, many of whom were from the 

Umayyad clan. In Damascus he extended the authority of Mu‘āwiyah b. Abī Sufyān (r. 41-

661/60-680) to include the whole Shām region. In Baṣrah, he appointed ‘Abd Allah b. ‘Āmr b. 

Kurayz (d. 58/678), his cousin, who was 25 years old to replace Abū Mūsā al-Ash‘arī (d. 

44/664). In Egypt, ‘Uthman replaced ‘Amr b. al-‘Āṣ with his half-brother ‘Abd Āllah b. Abī al-

Sarḥ (d. 36-37/656-657), also from the Umayyad clan. Most indicative was his decisions in 

Kūfah. ‘Uthmān first appointed Sa‘d b. Abī Waqqās (d. 55/674) as wālī upon the 

recommendation of his predecessor ‘Umar. Sa‘d who led the Muslim army in the conquest of 

Iraq was soon after replaced with al-Walīd b. ʽUqbah (d. 60/680) from Banū Umayyah, despite 

the accounts that the latter was a heavy alcohol drinker. Only after a popular opposition to the 

unjust rule of Ibn ‘Uqbah that he was replaced with another Umayyad Sa‘īd b. al-‘Āṣ.48 As the 

literature suggests, ʽUthmān’s rule represented a regression towards the tribal ethic. For instance, 

Ibn Saʽd relates in his Ṭabaqāt that the third caliph granted Marwān b. al-Ḥakam, his cousin, one 

fifth of the war booty, khums, in Egypt and donated money to his relatives, money that was taken 
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out of the treasury, bayt al-māl, justifying his actions by saying “Abū Bakr and ʽUmar spent this 

money on themselves and their kin and I have seized it and divided it among my kin.”49   

Furthermore, ʽUthmān’s seizure of al-ṣawāfī, the ownerless lands in conquered territories, 

which were previously used as communal properties for Muslims, led to their disgruntlement, 

especially in Kūfah. These lands were to be distributed at the discretion of the caliph, and 

‘Uthmān ended up awarding them to members of his phratry. For instance, the caliph gave al-

ṣawāfī in Syria to Muʽāwiyah to pay his soldiers, while in Iraq he granted land concessions to 

prominent Qurayshī phratries,50 most likely to quell their ire of his favoritism towards Banū 

Shams. Disguising his tribalism in the form of Islamic law, ʽUthmān reportedly justified his 

decision by saying: “This is God’s wealth I dispense it to whoever I want and withhold it from 

whoever I want.”51 Madelung interprets ʽUthmān’s actions as “motivated mostly by an almost 

childlike pleasure to be in a position to gratify his family and to rehabilitate those of them 

disgraced by Muhammad for their opposition to Islam.”52 However, such a statement assumes 

that ʽUthmān was departing from an Islamic ethic that was already in place; in fact in the 

absence of well-articulated Islamic norms, tribal affiliations inextricably dominated the ethos of 

the Islamic community at the time. 

The death of ʽUthmān in 35/656 ushered in a series of fitan, or internal conflicts, first over  

exacting punishment for ʽUthmān’s assassins between ʽAlī b. Abī Ṭālib (r. 35-40/656-61), on the 

one hand, and Ṭalḥah b. ‘Ubaydallāh (d. 36/656), al-Zubayr b. al-ʽAwwām (d. 36/656), and 

ʽĀ’ishah bt. Abī Bakr (d. 58/678), Muḥammad’s wife, on the other. This conflict was soon 
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followed by another between ʽAlī and Mu‘āwiyah, the founder of the Umayyad dynasty, over the 

right to the caliphate. Given the magnitude of these events and impact on the historical narrative 

of the later Muslim community, and the strong polarization that they generated, primary sources 

are riddled with accounts that are either hagiographic or tend to vilify one faction or the other. 

Despite our inability to accurately reconstruct the sequence of events of this turbulent era, yet we 

can clearly identify the setback in the centralization of power, which was taking shape during 

‘Umar’s reign, and which is a prerequisite for promulgating a unified Islamic ethic. Tribes in 

Medina and most of the Ḥijāz supported Ṭalḥah, Iraqis rallied behind ʽAlī, and Syria was under 

the control of Muʽāwīyah. The fragmented Islamic empire, in which people identified along 

tribal lines, was reflective of customary law still regulating affairs among Muslims. Even ʽAlī’s 

claim to the caliphate was rooted in his nasab, close kinship to Muḥammad, rather than his 

piousness or strong commitment to ‘Islamic values’, as later hagiographic accounts suggest. For 

instance, Aḥmad al-Yaʽqūbī (d.284/897), a supposedly Shī‘ī sympathizer, relates how ʽAlī 

denounced, but did not punish, “those in Mecca who sat on tables where wine was served”, and 

his ‘odd’ (‘ajībah) sentences, as al-Ya’qūbī describes them, against homosexuals. Interesting 

also, ʽAlī’s castigating, without punishing, one of his allies for “cursing the prophet on a 

pulpit”.53 In all probability, ‘Alī’s commitment to ‘Islamic values’ as opposed to the ‘vile and 

ungodly’ Umayyads is a later narrative adopted and promulgated by the Abbasids.  

This disarray will endure for another two decades until the mid Marwanid dynasty, when out of 

the tribal tension that scarred the Muslim community grew the need for a higher authority to 

legitimize the right to rule. As clan standing, tribal consensus, and closeness to the prophet were 
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sources of caliphal legitimization, the settlement of disputes required an arbiter that transcends 

the will of men, that of God. Perhaps the motif behind the story of Muʿāwiyah’s troops impaling 

copies of the Qurʾān on their lances ‘to spare the blood of fellow Muslims’ best represents the 

symbolism of the use of a higher authority, a theme that as we shall see becomes central to the 

rule of subsequent caliphs, and the cornerstone of a constructed Islamic ethical episteme.  

   

EARLY MARWANID DYNASTY AND THE SUNNAH MĀḌIYAH 

It was the fifth Umayyad Caliph ‘Abd al-Malik b. Marwān (d. 86/705) who initiated the process 

of ‘state building’, a sine qua non to the formation and subsequent evolution of law. By state 

building, it is meant the undertaking of a centralized power to establish and oversee a set of 

institutions regulating the socio-economic relations among the members of a community 

according to enforceable statutory laws. As Hawting points out: 

 

The early Marwanid period saw a gradual move away from the indirect system of rule of the 

Sufyanids to a more centralised and direct form of government. The middlemen, the ashraf and 

the various non-Arab notables, who had stood between the government and the subjects, were 

replaced by officials more directly responsible to the caliph and his governors… Furthermore, 

numbers of non-Arabs now began to accept Islam and become mawali while many Arabs ceased 

to have a primarily military role and turned to occupations like trade.54 

 

The evolution from customary and ad hoc laws that prevailed in the pre-Marwanid era to 

pseudo-statutory laws proved a milestone in the articulation of legal thinking in the decades and 

centuries to follow and the moral episteme in which legislation itself was rooted. The deeds of 
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the companions were to gradually become an undisputed sunnah māḍiyah, or past precedence. 

The socio-political context is one of the reasons behind this transformation. Facing rebellions, 

which undermined the legitimacy of the Umayyad dynasty, ‘Abd al-Malik employed a three 

pronged approach to consolidate his power. The first is to have what Max Weber calls the 

‘monopoly of use of violence’,55 i.e. have the exclusive retention of the legitimate use of physical 

force, as a necessary prerequisite for centralizing power. As we shall see al-Ḥajjāj b. Yūsuf al-

Thaqafī (d. 95/714) proved to be a much valuable tool to achieve this goal by extinguishing the 

rebellions in the Ḥijāz and Iraq. This in turn required overcoming another hurdle and that is the 

ability to legitimize the Umayyad rule. Brutal force without legitimacy cannot be sustainable, 

and ‘Abd al-Malik succeeded in this task by showing his prowess in winning over most of the 

tribes who were supporting the rebellions, thus reasserting the tribal consensus gentium as means 

to appease those disputing the legitimacy of the Umayyad rule. Finally, ‘Abd al-Malik’s efforts 

to organize and systematize the workings of the empire required standardized laws applicable 

across the Islamic state. Hence, it can be argued that he initiated the process of standardization of 

law, and it is this process that was most consequential in the formation of Islamic law as it 

created a legal corpus that later ‘ulamā’ would adopt and build on.     

Upon his accession to power, ‘Abd al-Malik had to face the ongoing rebellion of ‘Abd Allāh 

b. al-Zubayr (d. 73/692). Ibn al-Zubayr, who enjoyed the overwhelming support of Medinan 

tribes and Muḥammad’s companions including Anas b. Malīk (d. 93/ 712) and, Sulaymān b. 

Yasār (d. 110/ 728), among others, was the son of Zubayr b. al-Awwam and Asmā’ bt. Abī Bakr 

daughter of the first caliph Abū Bakr, from the Banū Hāshim tribe, a nasab or lineage that gives 
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his claim to the caliphate a much stronger legitimacy over that of the late Umayyad converts. 

Concomitantly, ‘Abd al-Malik was facing the Khawārij and other remnant factions of ‘Alī 

supporters, who also refused to acknowledge the caliphate in Damascus. To quell the rebellions 

‘Abd al-Malik tasked al-Ḥajjāj, born in Ṭā’if into a poor family of builders and from an 

undistinguished ancestry, to march on Ḥijāz and Iraq and reassert the Umayyad dominance there. 

In the traditional sources, al-Ḥajjāj is one of the most maligned figures in Islamic history, 

portrayed as an ill-tempered and ruthless general, torturing and killing anyone who stood 

opposed to ‘Abd al-Malik’s rule.56 Regardless of whether his was indeed overly violent, it was 

undoubtedly his tactical prowess and stringency that were behind his success.  

Following the defeat of Ibn al-Zubayr and the weakening of the Khawārij, ‘Abd al-Malik 

had to face yet another rebellion, that of ʽAbd al-Raḥmān b. al-Ash‘ath (d. 85/704) in Kūfah. Ibn 

al-Ashʽath, a nobility from the Kindah tribe in the Ḥaḍramawt region, supported the Zubayrid 

revolution but was pardoned by ‘Abd al-Malik, who sought to regain the support of the 

rebellious Arab tribes. The reasons for this revolution have been a center of debate in 

contemporary academic scholarship. Julius Wellhausen argues that it was a reaction of both the 

Arab nobility and Iraqis against the Umayyads in general and the oppression and persecution by 

al-Ḥajjāj seen by the former group as of lesser standing than them. Even the Anti-Umayyad 

historian Muḥammad b. Jarīr al-Ṭabarī (d. 310/923) mentions that al-Ashʽath was “arrogant and 

conceited for his lineage to the kings of the kingdom of Kindah.”57 Alfred von Kremer proposes 

that it was driven by the desire of the mawālī to obtain equal rights as Arab Muslims. Again 
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several of the proto-‘ulamā’58 stood with Ibn al-Ash‘ath, such as Anas b. Mālik, ‘Āmir al-Sha‘bī 

(d.103-109/721-727), Sa‘īd b. Jubayr (d.95/714), and ‘Abd al-Raḥmān b. Abī Laylā (d.83/701) 

who probably died during the battle of Dayr al-Jamājim, in which Ibn al-Ash‘ath was defeated.59 

The relevance of these revolutions and the impact of their outcome on the evolution of law 

are twofold. First, they reveal that the early proto-‘ulamā’ were, alongside their knowledge in 

tradition, political actors providing support for one political faction over the other. This is 

important insofar as the Umayyad caliphate was threatened by men who ostensibly had religious 

authority. Second, al-Ḥajjāj's success in restoring dominance of the Umayyads over most of the 

rebelling regions instilled the idea of a centralized power that has the prerogative of exacting 

punishment according to what it deems fit, unlike, during the previous reigns where laws were 

mostly established ad hoc and dictated by the circumstances. 

ʽAbd al-Malik then turned to provide legitimacy to his rule and for the Umayyad dynasty. 

As Donner notes: 

 

On the one hand, they [the Umayyads] engaged in efforts at what we can call inward 

legitimation, that is, efforts directed at persuading those who were already members of the 

Islamic community that the Umayyads deserved to lead them. This included, most obviously, 

their efforts to counter the charges raised by those who openly challenged their power – notably 

the ʿAlids, the Zubayrids, the Khawārij, and numerous other rebels, such as Ibn al-Ashʿath. It 

also included their efforts to deflect the less overt accusations against their power, raised by the 

pious and other disaffected groups.  The Umayyads also faced a broader and even more 
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important challenge, however: that of legitimizing the very community they led, a process we 

can call outward legitimation, because it was directed in the first instance toward non-Muslims.60 

 

The modus operandi of the time was strengthening tribal alliances, rather than appealing to 

any higher authority, i.e. Islam. To that end, ‘Abd al-Malik sought to court members of tribes 

who previously supported rebellions by appointing them in official positions and providing them 

financial allowances. For instance, al-Shaʽbī, a member of the prominent Ḥamadān tribe who 

supported along with his father at least one of the rebellions against the Umayyads depending on 

the accounts,61 became a prominent diplomatic emissary of ʽAbd al-Malik without having an 

official appointment.62 Similarly, Muḥammad b. Muslim b. ‘Ubayd Allāh al-Zuhrī (d. 124/742), 

known as Ibn Shihāb, from the Banū Zuhrā tribe, which supported Ibn al-Zubayr’s revolution, 

held several key positions in the Umayyad court, and played a central role in laying the 

foundation of Islamic law. As for Anas b. Mālik, the famous companion and member of the 

Khazraj tribe, and as attested in Ibn Saʽd’s Ṭabaqāt, he was called by al-Hajjāj ‘malicious’ for 

being “once with ‘Alī b. Abī Ṭālib, once with Ibn al-Zubayr, and then with Ibn al-Ashʽath” and 

was punished accordingly.63 According to the accounts, Anas was beaten and tortured by al 

Ḥajjāj, and upon hearing about his plight ‘Abd al-Malik got angry and ordered the Umayyad 

general to apologize to him.64 Even Ibn al-Ashʽath was pardoned for supporting the Zubayrid 
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revolution, before he again turned against the Umayyads. However, and despite his courting 

some of the Ḥijāzī tribes, ‘Abd al-Malik did not provide any patronage or support to any of the 

Medinan religious scholars who were still seen with suspicion, given their support of the 

rebellions.  

But tribal alliances were only a tactical means by which ‘Abd al-Malik managed to appease 

the rebellious Arab tribes. Cementing the rule of the Umayyad dynasty required a set of laws, 

which the caliph would be the enforcer. To that end, the Umayyad caliph initiated the process of 

law standardization, which would create a legal corpus that renders rights and liabilities ipso jure 

rather than ad hoc rulings dispensed at the discretion of the caliph or an appointed judge. Thus 

the collection of tradition, and more importantly it being written down and disseminated, was 

essential to the functioning of the empire, a process that led to the naissance of the ḥadīth 

literature. It is important to note here that the scarcity of sources from the Umayyad period 

makes it almost impossible for an accurate historical reconstruction of the development of law 

during the early Marwanid dynasty; however anecdotal accounts could help us put together a 

somewhat coherent picture of the forces that shaped Islamic law.     

According to several accounts, and starting with the founder of the Marwanid dynasty the 

question of the appropriateness of writing down tradition was frequently discussed. Marwān and 

his son ‘Abd al-Malik often urged qāḍīs to resolve disputes according to the sunnah māḍiyah 

that is written down. For instance, al-Kindī reports that Marwān asked Shurḥabīl the qāḍī of 

Egypt if he wrote down the Quran, tradition, sunan, and scoffed at the judge when he told him 

that his rulings were based on oral transmission.65 Here we can identify an attempt by the 
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founders of the Marwanid dynasty to standardize law, not necessarily as it being Islamic but 

rather as a sunnah māḍiyah or deeds of past generation. 

Enter Ibn Shihāb al-Zuhrī. According to Ibn Sa‘d, al-Zuhrī was recruited into the 

administration of ‘Abd al-Malik to collect Sunnah and provide counsel in legal matters.66 The 

first legal question al-Zuhrī was asked about was the right of a freed slave to inheritance, known 

as Umm al-Walad. ‘Abd al-Malik was impressed by al-Zuhrī’s ruling on this matter, which relied 

on a precedence set by ‘Umar rather than the Qur’ān or prophetic ḥadīth, and recruited him in his 

court.67 He served the Umayyads for almost five decades and was a central figure in laying down 

the foundation of the sunnah. According to several accounts, it was al-Zuhrī who first wrote 

down the deeds of the companions. Ibn Saʽd relates an exchange between Ṣāliḥ b. Kaysān 

(d.140/757) and al-Zuhrī in which the latter says that the deeds of the companions should be 

considered as sunnah while the former objected. However, Ibn Kaysān later in the account 

relates his regret not writing down the deeds of the companions and wished he had followed al-

Zuhrī’s advice.68  

At this juncture, it is important to discuss the question authenticity of al-Zuhrī’s transmitted 

tradition in contemporary scholarship. Joseph Schacht argues that the traditions attributed to al-

Zuhrī but not included in Malīk’s Muwaṭṭa’, and those that are not opinions, should be 

considered inauthentic, as they were attributed to him towards the end of the 2nd/8th century. 

Schacht concludes that “Zuhrī himself was hardly responsible for the greater part of these 
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traditions.” 69 However, Harald Motzki’s decisively debunks Schacht’s skeptical view of al-

Zuhrī’s traditions through a compelling quantitative study of the chain of transmitters on the 

authority of al-Zuhrī found in ‘Abd al-Razzāq al-San‘ānī’s (d. 211/826) Muṣannaf . Motzki 

states that al-Zuhrī’s “legal teaching did not at all consist of ra’y alone, but also included - for an 

important part - traditions about the legal opinions and the practice of the preceding generations 

of Muslims.” 70 But beyond the question of authenticity, which we almost always find ourselves 

trapped in, the point to be made here is al-Zūhrī’s immense contribution towards the 

standardization of Islamic law as a reflection of traditions under the patronage of the Umayyad 

rulers. Even Schacht acknowledges that “from Zuhrī onwards, there exists an ascertainable 

authentic element in the opinions ascribed to the authorities of Medina...and there are other 

opinions ascribed to Zuhrī which are obviously authentic.”71 As such, we need to address the 

process through which al-Zuhrī became such an authoritative figure in Islamic jurisprudence.  

It wouldn’t be an overstatement to argue that al-Zuhrī is almost single handedly responsible 

for laying the foundation of ‘Islamic law’ qua ‘law’. Instead of it being merely a set of traditions, 

what was considered customs started to become the ‘law of the land’ upon which a whole ethical 

episteme would emerge. ‘Amal ahl al-Madīnah, became the source of legislation and the 

framework in which ethics is rooted. In other words, and as companions of Muḥammad, the 

predecessors of ‘Abd al-Malik enacted laws, be they customary, religious, or a mesh between the 

two, deriving their authority from their closeness to the leader of the ummah, Muḥammad. 

However, subsequent generations did not have such legitimacy and an ‘invented tradition’ was 
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needed to create continuity with the past. As Eric Hobsbawm defines invented tradition, it is a 

“set of practices, normally governed by overtly or tacitly accepted rules and of a ritual or 

symbolic nature, which seek to inculcate certain values and norms of behavior by repetition, 

which automatically implies continuity with the past. In fact, where possible, they normally 

attempt to establish continuity with a suitable historic past.”72 

A lot of the controversy surrounding al-Zuhrī was his writing down of tradition. By most 

accounts this was a thorny issue as some expressed disapproval of it. Even al-Zuhrī himself, 

according to some reports, did not want to write down tradition but was “forced by princes until 

we deemed fit that it shouldn’t be forbidden by any Muslim.”73 The importance of law 

standardization by writing it down helped also in its dissemination throughout the Islamic 

empire. Ibn Sa’d reports that “we saw that we over relied on the aḥādīth by al-Zuhrī until the 

death of al-Walīd when books were loaded on the backs of donkeys to the different regions and 

we were told this is on the authority of al-Zuhrī.”74 The consequence of law standardization went 

far beyond the legitimization of the Umayyad rule as law enforcers. ʽAmal ahl al-Madīnah 

became the ethical episteme from which laws of the unified empire are derived. 

It is almost impossible to identify an exact date for the beginning of law codification and 

there is a divergence of view regarding this matter. Traditional sources mention that ʽUmar b. 

ʽAbd al-ʽAzīz b. Marwān b. al-Ḥakam (r. 99-101/717-20), known as ‘Umar II, was the first to 

order the writing down of ḥadīth, based on a letter sent by him to Abū Bakr b. Ḥazm (d. 

120/738) related in Ṣaḥīḥ Muḥammad al-Bukharī (d. 256/870) while the latter was qāḍī of 
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Medina.75 However, in Ibn Saʽd we find that Ibn Ḥazm was the qāḍī of Medina while ‘Umar II 

was the wālī of the city during the reign of Al-Walīd b. ʽAbd al-Malik (r. 86-96/705-15), which 

could mean that the writing down of ḥadīth began during the reign of al-Walīd, his 

predecessor.76 Other accounts suggest that Hishām b. ‘Abd al-Malik (r. 105-25/724-43) was the 

first to order the writing down of ḥadīth for his sons.77 Judd agrees with this conclusion arguing 

that Hishām “was the first caliph to establish and impose policies regarding the transmission of 

knowledge.”78 Undoubtedly, the process of standardization and then codification must have 

taken decades to be completed, but ‘Abd al-Malik’s organization of a centralized system of 

administration and a bureaucracy must have been accompanied with a set of standardized laws 

that were disseminated in the Islamic Empire. However, and given the anecdotal references we 

have, it is likely that it was ‘Abd al-Malik who established ʽamal ahl al-Madīnah as a legal 

framework, an ethical episteme of some sort, for imperial laws. 

  

MARGINALIZATION OF THE MAWĀLĪ: ABŪ ḤANĪFAH ‘SON OF A SLAVE’ 

By establishing laws based on Medinan customs, the Marwanid dynasty sustained and nurtured 

the culture of marginalization of the mawālī who were considered dhimmis by law despite their 

conversion to Islam, and had to pay jizyah, a tax levied on non-Muslims, and could not inherit 

lands. A litany of accounts in traditional sources depicts the disdain of Marwanid caliphs towards 

non-Arab Muslims. ‘Alī Abū al-Qāsim b. ‘Asākir (d. 571/1176) relates in Tārikh Madīnat 

Dimashq an exchange between ‘Abd al-Malik and al-Zuhrī in which the Umayyad caliph asks 
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who are the religious leaders in the different cities of the Islamic empire and whether they are 

Arabs or mawālī. Al-Zuhrī enumerates them and notes that they are all non-Arabs except 

Ibrāhīm al Nakhaʽī the Imām of Kufah. Angered by this fact, ‘Abd al-Malik cautioned that 

“mawālī will be the leaders of the Arabs. They will deliver their Khutbah and Arabs will be 

listening, sitting under the pulpit.”79 

Another story with a similar motif but involving different protagonists related by Muwaffaq 

al-Makkī (d. 680-1172) in which ‛Īsā b. Mūsā, the Arab nobility, asked the Kūfan faqīh Ibn Abī 

Laylā about the fuqahāʼ of all the main cities, who all turned out to be mawālī much to the 

discontent of Ibn Mūsā. So finally, “Ibn Mūsā got angry and asked me [Ibn Abī Laylā] who are 

the fuqahāʼ of Kūfah? and I would have told him al-Ḥakam b. ʻUyanah and Hammād b. Abī 

Sulaymān, but I saw evil in him so I said Ibrāhīm and al-Shaʻbī. Who are those? He inquired 

reddened with anger.  Arabs, I replied. This is when Ibn Mūsā said: God is great, and came to his 

senses.”80 

At this stage, it’s important to note that the term mawlā evolved in the centuries following 

the futūḥāt. While mawlā al-ʽitq meant a freed slave in the pre-Umayyad period, the term 

encompassed in the following centuries non-Arabs who embraced Islam. As Jamil Chaudry 

notes: 

 

In Arabic historical terminology the word mawālī is used primarily for those non-Arabs who 

were freed slaves of their masters or whose ancestors were freed. Likewise, those people were 

also considered “mawālī" who did not belong to any Arab tribe and whose home country was not 

Arab but who, impressed by the Muslims, embraced Islam. They maintained allegiance and 
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mutual cooperation with one of the Arab tribes and migrated towards Arab territories like Kufa 

and Basra. They were attributed as mawālī to the tribe with whom they established friendship 

and cooperation. Similarly any non-Arab who accepted Islam at the hand of an Arab Muslim was 

attributed to the tribe of that Arab Muslim and was included among the mawālī of that Arab 

tribe.81  

 

The term mawlā in the pre-Islamic era did not refer exclusively to an ethnic origin, but 

rather to a status defined by the relationship between Arab tribal patrons and individuals and/or 

other tribe members, be they Arabs, non-Arabs, or Bedouins, freemen or slaves. Most notable 

forms of these relationships were: 1) Walā’ al-ḥilf, i.e. tribes and members of tribes allied with 

another Arab tribe based on a covenant, 2) Walā’ al-jiwār, i.e. tribes who were allied due to their 

proximity, 3) Walā’ al-‘itq, i.e. relationship between a master and his former slave after the latter 

was freed.82 Consequently, a mawlā was, up until the 1st/7th century not necessarily a non-Arab. 

But around the mid-Umayyad period, and with the increasing contact between the Arab 

conquerors and the non-Arabs, and the “conceptual changes brought about by the development 

of the Islamic community as a new type of society in Arabia (e.g. the prohibition of adoption, 

ḥilf and the enslavement of Arabs) and by the expansion of the new community into areas 

inhabited by non-Arabs… the category of mawlā was filled nearly exclusively by non-Arabs and 

the term was restricted to them.”83 
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It was in this context that Abū Ḥanīfah was born. Before turning to fiqh, Abū Ḥanīfah was a 

successful textile merchant. As a non-Arab mawlā, Abū Ḥanīfah is likely a descendent of a slave 

family. Ḥusayn b. ʽAlī al-Ṣaymarī (d.436/1045) gives in his book Akhbār Abī Ḥanifah wa 

Aṣḥābihi three accounts of his ancestry. The first is that he was mawlā of Banū Thaʽlabah, a 

Qurayshī tribe, the second is that his family was ‘owned’ by them, i.e. slaves, and the third is that 

they were freemen supporters of ‘Alī b. Abī Ṭālib.84 Likely facing discrimination, Abū Ḥanīfah’s 

stature was frequently put into question by his opponents, just like that of his tutor Ḥammād b. 

Abī Sulaymān (d. 120/737), also a mawlā from Isfahan, who is considered to be one of the 

founders of the Iraqi school of law. For instance, he is often referred to in biographies as the Zūṭī 

descendant of a slave family owned by a Qurayshī family, a clear effort to denigrate him. Most 

interesting is Ibn Saʽd’s brief entry in his Ṭabaqāt on Abū Ḥanīfah, mentioning him as follows:  

 

His name is al-Nuʽmān b. Thābit mawlā... and he is from ahl al-ra’y. The consensus is that he 

died in Baghdad in Rajab or Shaʽbān in in the year 150 during the reign of Abū Jaʽfar. 

Muḥammad b. ʽUmar said: Ḥammād b. Abī Ḥanīfah related to me: he died at 70 years old. 

Muḥammad b. ʽUmar said: I was in Kūfah the day he died expecting him [to come] and we heard 

the news of his death. He was weak in Ḥadīth.85 

 

Efforts to replenish Abū Ḥanīfah’s nasab are abound among his supporters. His grandson 

Ismāʻīl, a jurist in his own right, answered his opponents who tried to discredit him by attacking 

his ancestry saying: “My name is Ismāʻīl b. Ḥammād b. al-Nuʻmān b. Thābit b. al-Nuʻmān b. al-
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Marzabān son of Persian freemen. In the name of God we never suffered slavery.”86 Abū 

Ḥanīfah learned from several notable scholars of the time including al-Shaʿbī, ʿAṭāʾ b. Abī 

Rabāḥ (d. 115/732), and Jaʿfar al-Ṣādiq (d. 148/765) and adopted a legal methodology that is 

based on opinion, ra’y, which contrasts sharply with the traditionalists’ approach of Medinan 

ʽamal, now becoming increasingly the state sponsored law. His wealth allowed him not only to 

be independent from governmental patronage, unlike many scholars of the time, but also to 

financially support a host of students, among them Yaʽqūb b. Ibrāhīm al-Anṣārī (d182/798), 

kown as Abū Yūsuf al-Qāḍī, and Muḥammad b. Ḥasan al-Shaybānī (d. 189/805), who both 

transmitted most of Abū Ḥanīfah’s jurisprudence, and as we shall see in chapter 6 were the 

founders of the Ḥanafī school of law.  

 

‘UMAR II AND THE ISLAMIZATION OF LAW 

Unlike Abū Ḥanīfah, Mālik was born into Arab nobility during the reign of al-Walīd b. ʽAbd al-

Malik, a period of prosperity in the Ḥijāz in general and Medina in particular. After decades of 

marginalization, due to the widespread anti-Umayyad sentiment in the city, Al-Walīd began 

opening up to previously alienated notables and ordered the renovation of al-Masjid al-Nabawī 

in Medina and the construction of roads, mountain passes, and wells in the Hijāz.87 This policy 

was fostered even further by his successor ʽUmar II. Often referred to as the ‘fifth righteously 

guided caliph’, ‘Umar II was born in Medina in 60/680 and received his education there from 

prominent religious scholars of the time. Most biographies of ʽUmar II are hagiographic. Perhaps 
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the earliest, is Sīrat ʽUmar b. ʽAbd al-ʽAzīz ʽalā mā Rawahu al-Imām Mālik b. Anas wa 

Aṣḥābuhu by the Mālikī scholar ʽAbd Allāh b. ‘Abd al-Ḥakam (d. 214/829) and a later biography 

by Jamāl al-Dīn b. al-Jawzī (d.597/1116) Sīrat wa Manāqib ʽUmar b. ʽAbd al-ʽAzīz al-Khalīfah 

al-Zāhid. 

The politically savvy ‘Umar II managed to restore stability both in Iraq and the Arabian 

Peninsula by appealing to two social groups previously marginalized: the Medinan elite and the 

mawālī. While holding the office of wālī of Medina, he built a cordial relationship with the 

‘ulama’ in the city. As Ibn Saʽd reports, ‘Umar II invited “fuqahā’ in the city… and said to them 

I am inviting you to ask you to perform a task, which you will be compensated for, and that is to 

be my aides to do what is right, and I will not make any decision without your counsel or the 

counsel of those of you attending.”88 The fuqahā’ whom ‘Umar II used as council of advisors 

represented the main Medinan phratries, and were called the seven fuqahā’ of Medina. His close 

connection with the Arab nobility in the city, some of whom previously supported the rebellions 

against the Umayyads, such as ‘Urwah b. al-Zubayr (d. 94/713), angered Al-Ḥajjāj who asked al-

Walīd to remove ʽUmar II from his post. The Umayyad caliph bowed to al-Ḥajjāj’s pressure and 

dismissed ʽUmar II. He remained in Medina through the remainder of al-Walīd’s reign and that 

of his son Sulaymān.89 

After being designated as caliph, ‘Umar II adopted a series of reforms that helped him gain 

support of the previously rebellious groups. First off, and as he sought to appease the ‘ulamā’ in 

Medina and Mecca, most of whom were ill-treated by al-Ḥajjāj, he sponsored teachers and 

encouraged religious education. He expanded the welfare programs in Medina, which according 
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to some accounts, was facing a high rate of poverty.90 Mālik himself did not conceal his 

admiration of ‘Umar II as it is related in al-Madārik by al-Qāḍī ʻIyāḍ (d. 544/1149) “Mālik was 

asked whether it was permitted to fight fellow Muslims rebelling against the caliph. He replied: 

only those rebelling against ʻUmar b. ʻAbd al-ʻAzīz.”91  

Turning his sight to Iraq, ‘Umar II sought to woo the khawārij in order to quell their 

rebellion. Ibn al-Jawzī relates several instances of the caliph’s attempt to court and appease 

factions of the khawārij. For instance, he narrates that a group of Ḥarūriyyah met with him to 

complain about their grievances and although he was advised by his council to “terrorize them”, 

he remunerated them and told his council: “If you can use a medicine to heal the wounds of your 

friend and avoid cauterization [burning the wounds], then never cauterize.”92 Furthermore, 

‘Umar II included in his entourage a number of mawālī advisors, such as Maymūn b. Mihrān (d. 

107/726), a freed slave from Kūfah who became the mentor for his sons.93 He undertook 

development work in the regions populated by non-Arabs, most notably in Persia and Khurāsān, 

including the construction of canals, roads, and medical facilities. He also allowed the Hijrah, or 

emigration, of Bedouins to the cities, who were previously forbidden from trading there.94 

Umar’s II professed that his reforms were but the command of God. Upon his designation as 

caliph he is reported to have said “the prophet of God and the rulers after him have put down 

laws based upon the book of God, stemming from the religion of God, no one can alter or change 
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them, or even consider anything that would oppose them, and he who is guided by them is 

following the righteous path... I am the executer of God’s will not an innovator but an adherent 

[to the Sunnah].”95 In that regard, ‘Umar II enacted laws more in line with Qur’anic injunctions, 

such as the abolition of alcohol shops and consuming inebriants, forbidding public nudity, and 

fair dispensation of zakāt.96 

Despite his brief reign which lasted for two years and a half, ‘Umar II managed to bring a 

relative unity to the ummah under the banner of Islam. His asceticism and proclivity to enact 

strict ḥudūd aligned with the Qur’ān, while concomitantly endorsing ‘amal ahl al-Madīnah as 

the framework of ‘true Islamic values’, entrenched further the deeds of the Ṣaḥābah and the 

sunnah māḍiyyah as having divine authority. Rather than being merely a set of precedents 

adopted by the Arab elite, ʽamal became inherent to Islam itself and thus an integral part of the 

Islamic ethical episteme. As Wellhausen puts it: 

 

Islam was making progress in the ruling family. Muâwia, Abdulmalik, Walîd and Sulaimân 

form, as it were, an ascending scale with Umar II as its culminating point. But his piety differed 

from that of his predecessors; it permeated his whole life in quite another way from theirs and 

determined his public actions. Sulaimân was a luxurious profligate, Umar almost an ascetic; to 

the former the ruling power offered unlimited means of enjoyment; upon the latter it imposed a 

weight of responsibility… and he was always afraid of coming short of the requirements of 

God.97 
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‘Umar II’s Achilles heel, however, was his fiscal mismanagement. As he sought to alleviate 

the tax burden on some of the marginalized groups,98 mainly the mawālī, ʽUmar II put a hefty 

weight on the Islamic empire’s coffers.99 This, as we shall see in the following chapter, will force 

his successor Hishām to enforce draconian taxation laws, which will undo the relative unity that 

was short-lived under his reign.  

 

THE IMPIOUS CALIPH YAZĪD IBN ‘ABD AL-MALIK 

‘Umar II and his successor Yazīd II were two antipodal caliphs. While the former was revered 

for his piety, adherence to Islam, justice, and impartiality, the latter was deplored for his 

hedonism, corruption, and administrative incompetency. An abundance of accounts in the 

historical sources relate Yazīd II’s infamous self-indulgence. Ibn ‘Abd Rabbih and al-Ṭabarī 

wrote about his excessive wine drinking, love of companionship of slave women, and infatuation 

with a slave girl named Ḥabbabah,100 while al-Balādhurī relates that Yazīd II once said “the 

pleasures of life are four: Singing, wine, companionship of those you like, and giving to those 

who ask.”101 However, it can be argued that Yazīd II’s self-indulgence played as important a role 

in cementing the Islamic ethos as much as his predecessor ‘Umar II, by exactly being the anti-

pious caliph. The proximity in the reign of the two caliphs provided a glaring contrast between 

what a ‘true Muslim ruler’ ought to be and what an ‘Umayyad tribal caliph’ is. 
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First, Yazīd II was tolerant of the rampant corruption that plagued the Islamic empire, 

benefiting exclusively his entourage. For instance, al-Ṭabarī relates that his brother Maslamah b. 

‘Abd al-Malik, who was the governor of Iraq and Khurasān, was living a luxurious life and it 

wasn’t until the end of Yazīd II’s tenure, and after the caliphate became almost bankrupt, that he 

dismissed Maslamah because “he didn’t send any of the kharāj levied [there].”102 Second, Yazīd 

II stoked the tensions with the khawārij and with non-Arabs, which ‘Umar II has managed to 

appease for a short while. He first sent his army to establish full control over Kūfah and killed 

Shawdhab al-Khārijī, the leader of the khawārij, who was in correspondence with ‘Umar II 

regarding the grievances of the Kufans. Yazīd II drew the ire of the Iraqis since he married the 

niece of the former governor of Iraq al-Ḥajjāj, and appointed his father in law Muḥammad b. 

Yūsuf al-Thaqafī, al-Ḥajjāj’s brother, as wālī of Yemen. There, the latter reinstated the kharāj 

which was waived during the reign of ‘Umar II.103 Third, Yazīd II reignited intra-Arab tribal 

rivalries, most notably in Khurāsān which witnessed the rebellion of Yazīd Ibn al-Muhallab, a 

rebellion that will sow the seeds of the Abbasid revolt. Ibn al-Muhallab, a Yamanī from the Azd 

tribe, was appointed by al-Ḥajjaj b. Yūsuf governor of Khurasān to succeed his father, who 

helped the Umayyads defeat the khawārij in Iraq. However, for dubious reasons al-Ḥajjāj asked 

the caliph to remove Ibn al-Muhallab from his post.104 It is likely that the dismissal was a rooted 

in the Qays-Yamanī rivalry, but up until the reign of Yazīd II the balance of power between these 

two extremely powerful Umayyad allies was well managed by the caliphs.  
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Ibn al-Muhallab was close to the Sulaymān b. ‘Abd al-Malik (r. 97-99/715-17), the seventh 

Umayyad caliph, who favored the Yamanīs, and upon becoming caliph Sulaymān appointed him 

as governor of Iraq and the east.105 Ibn al-Muhallab remained in favor until the reign of ‘Umar II 

who imprisoned him due to his favoring of his own kinsmen and torturing of prisoners.106 The 

plot thickens when right around the death of ‘Umar II, Ibn al-Muhallab managed to escape from 

prison and fled to Baṣrah where he refused to acknowledge Yazīd II as caliph.107 It is highly 

likely that Ibn al-Muhallab realized that the new caliph will seal his fate given the family ties 

between Yazīd II and his nemesis al-Ḥajjāj. Although Ibn al-Muhallab called the Iraqis for ‘a 

holy war’ to topple the Umayyads according the ‘Qur’ān and Sunna’, he failed to harness 

enough support, and most importantly did not get the backing of any prominent religious scholar, 

probably due to the tribal nature of the rebellion, or potentially due to the respect commended by 

‘Umar II who didn’t like him. His revolt was unsuccessful, however, as Maslamah b. ‘Abd al-

Malik led an army that defeated him in 102/721.108 The importance of the Muhallabide revolt lies 

not only in the escalation of tribal rivalries in Iraq, but also his policy towards non-Arabs, which 

leads us to the fourth point. Muḥammad ‘Abd al-Ḥayy Shaʽbān suggests the Muhallabide revolt 

reflected a policy of disagreement between the Qaysīs aspiration for expansion and Arab 

monopoly, and the Yamanīs military isolationism and inclusion of non-Arabs.109  Case in point 

was Ibn al-Muhallab’s reversal of al-Ḥajjāj’s policies that kept the mawālī out of the Iraqi 

garrison towns. However, Gerald Hawting doubts this conclusion suggesting that “it seems more 

                                                 
105 Al-Ṭabarī, Tārīkh al-Umam wal-Mulūk, 6:524-525. 
106 Al-Ṭabarī, Tārīkh al-Umam wal-Mulūk, 6:556. 
107 Al-Ṭabarī, Tārīkh al-Umam wal-Mulūk, 6:564. 
108 Al-Ṭabarī, Tārīkh al-Umam wal-Mulūk, 6:590-604. 
109 M.A Shaban, Islamic History: a New Interpretation (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1971).  
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satisfactory to see this period as one in which the factions were taking shape as the soldiers 

formed parties among themselves in pursuit of their economic and other interests, and individuals 

like Yazīd b. al-Muhallab sought to use these for their own ends.”110  In all cases, Ibn al-

Muhallab’s defeat alienated yet another group that would ally themselves decades later with the 

Abbasids, the Yamanīs of Khurāsān. As al-Ṭabarī notes, the rally to support the Hashemite 

family against the Umayyads in Khurāsān was partly based on the call for revenge for Ibn al-

Muhallab.111 

Yazīd II’s ill-treatment of non-Arabs grew as he pushed for military expansion, while 

concomitantly having to deal with unrest and civil wars in different regions of the Islamic 

empire. His appointment of Yazīd b. Muslim as governor of North Africa led to an uprising there 

due to the new governor’s cruel treatment of the mawālī. Al-Ya’qūbī recounts how the governor 

enslaved the mawālī who revolted against him and locally appointed Muḥammad b. Yazīd, 

‘Umar II’s former governor. To stave off any further rebellion Yazīd II had to accept this de 

facto appointment.112 The only relative success was achieved by Al-Jarrāḥ b. ‘Abdallāh, Yazid's 

governor in Armenia, who managed to conquer parts of the Caucasus, taking Balanjar in 

104/723.113  

Despite his many shortcomings, it is important to note here that Yazīd II managed to stave 

off tensions with ‘ahl al-bayt, a policy that his successor Hishām b. ‘Abd al-Malik would fail to 

do. For instance, Yazīd II removed his efficient wālī of Medina al-Ḍaḥḥak, after the latter 

                                                 
110 Hawting, The First Dynasty of Islam: The Umayyad Caliphate AD 661-750, 57.  
111 Al-Ṭabarī, Tārīkh al-Umam wal-Mulūk, 6:587. 
112 Al-Yaʻqūbī, Tārīkh al-Yaʻqūbī, 2:241. 
113 Al-Yaʻqūbī, Tārīkh al-Yaʻqūbī, 2:241. 
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attempted to force Fāṭimah b. al-Ḥusayn to marry him, threatening her, in case she refused, to 

torture her sons. As the pressure grew on Fāṭimah, she appealed to Yazīd II to shield her from the 

wālī’s advances, which prompted the caliph to replace al-Ḍaḥḥak with ‘Abd al-Walīd b. 

‘Abdallāh.114 Thus, Yazd II’s alienating policies towards the different constituents of the Islamic 

empire, have led to the portrayal of the Umayyad caliphate as upholders of a tribal hegemonic 

ideology, one that governs and imposes its domination through appointed despotic Arab tribal 

wālīs who in turn ruled according to their whims and interests, rather than Islamic values, upheld 

by ‘Umar II. It was a setback for the Islamic ethos that has been forming under the reign of his 

predecessor.  

Investigating the state of law during the reign of Yazīd II helps drive this point further. 

Fueled by the abovementioned nepotism, tribal affiliations, and corruption, the judicial branch, 

as an autonomous body, witnessed erosion whereby law became under the purview of the 

governor or wālī, leading to a pause in the incremental progression towards the independence of 

the judiciary ushered by ‘Umar II. Historical sources suggest that most of the jurisdiction during 

the reign of Yazīd II was placed in the hands of the governor, while the role of the qāḍī 

diminished. For instance, little is recorded in the traditional historical sources regarding the 

names of qāḍīs and the cases they dealt with. In Medina, there is paucity of recorded names of 

appointed jurists, and even in some cases there are conflicting accounts. Khalīfah b. Khayyāṭ 

records that the qāḍī was Salama b. ‘Abd Allah al-Makhzūmī, while Wakī’ names him 

                                                 
114 Al-Ṭabarī, Tārīkh al-Umam wal-Mulūk, 7:12-13, Al-Yaʻqūbī, Tārīkh al-Yaʻqūbī, 2:240. 
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Maslamah.115 In Baṣrah, there is much confusion as to who was the qāḍī. Wakī’ names ‘Abd al-

Malik al-Laythī, however according to most accounts he died in 100/718 during the reign of 

‘Umar II.116 A possible explanation for the diminishing role of the qāḍī, appointed by the 

caliphate, could be the increase in the purview of the wālī as the central government was 

weakened by the rampant tribal tensions, as mentioned above, compounded by the corruption of 

the caliph.  

It is important to note here, that the extent of the jurisdiction of the qādī remains a point of 

contention in modern academic studies. Steven Judd argues that “qādīs had unquestioned 

jurisdiction over marriage, divorce, inheritance, and other family laws. Neither local elites nor 

political leaders were above the qādī in such cases.” 117 Yet, Judd acknowledges that cases of 

rebellion, heresy, and allotment of booties were outside the jurisdiction of the qādī.118 Against 

this view, and similar to Joseph Schacht’s position, Mathieu Tillier argues that “governors were 

indeed regarded as the highest judicial authority in early Islam, and that their legal powers far 

surpassed that of any other judge.” 119 Wālīs appointed the qāḍīs and dismissed them, and the 

latter’s decisions could be overruled by governors. Tillier goes even further to argue that 

governors even had more control over the judiciary than the caliphs and imposed their will on the 

                                                 
115 Judd, Religious Scholars and the Umayyads: Piety-minded Supporters of the Marwānid Caliphate, 
154. 
116 Judd, Religious Scholars and the Umayyads: Piety-minded Supporters of the Marwānid Caliphate, 
178-179. 
117 Steven Judd, “The Jurisdictional Limits of “Qāḍī” Courts during the Umayyad Period,” Bulletin 
d’Etudes Orientales 63(2014): 56-43, 43. 
118 Judd, “The Jurisdictional Limits of “Qāḍī” Courts during the Umayyad Period,” 43. 
119 Mathieu Tillier, “Judicial Authority and Qāḍīs’ Autonomy under the ʿAbbāsids,” Al-Masāq 26/2 
(2014): 119-131, 119. 
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appointed qāḍīs.120 The fact that both Judd and Tillier present several cases persuasively 

supporting their arguments indicates an ebb and flow in the jurisdiction of qāḍīs and wālīs. 

Depending on the power and authority of the caliph, the regional and local context, rebellions 

and unrest, the balance of power would tilt in favor of the one over the other. During the reign of 

Yazīd II, anecdotal evidence points to the overwhelming power of the governor over the 

judiciary. Case in point is an account related by al-Ṭabarī after the appointment of ‘Abd al-

Raḥmān al-Ḍaḥḥāk as wālī of Medina to replace Abū Bakr b. Ḥazm. According to this account, a 

dispute over land between a man from the Banū Fihr (al-Ḍaḥḥāk’s tribe) and another from Banū 

al-Najjār was brought to al-Ḍaḥḥāk for retrial, as the qāḍī had ruled in favor of the latter. The 

man from the Banū Fihr was complaining about the ruling and asked the new governor to rule in 

his favor, leveraging his nasab. However, when al- Ḍaḥḥāk learned that the two legal scholars 

who advised the qāḍī on that matter were Saʽīd b. al-Musayyab and ʽAbd al-Raḥmān b. al-

Ḥārith, two prominent Medinan scholars, he said to his kinsman that the rule of these two 

esteemed scholars should stand.121 This story points out to the wālī’s purview to overturn rulings 

by local judges. The fact that this case was brought to al-Ḍaḥḥak suggests that unlike the cases in 

which qādīs are the ultimate judges, a direct appeal to the wālī could be made. It also reveals a 

deep deference for scholars such as Ibn al-Musayyab and Ibn al-Ḥārith considered, in all 

likelihood, the guardians and custodians of Medinan ‘amal. 

 

 

 
                                                 
120 Tillier, “Judicial Authority and Qāḍīs’ Autonomy under the ʿAbbāsids,” 131. 
121 Al-Ṭabarī, Tārīkh al-Umam wal-Mulūk, 6:574-574. 
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CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, I have laid out the process through which Medinan ‘amal evolved from being a 

customary law to Islamic law and with that the fundamental change in the ethical episteme of the 

Muslim community. The so called golden age of the rightly guided caliphs represented a 

continuation of the tribal worldview, an ethos that was deeply entrenched among early Muslims, 

which even the early caliphs were forced to abide by. With the centralization of power under the 

Umayyad banner, the deeds of the companions became legal precedents for the second 

generation of Muslims, the tābiʽūn, replacing thus the pre-Islamic customary law as basis for 

legislation with a new form of common law ‘amal ahl al-Madīnah or sunnah māḍiyah. As the 

process of standardization gradually began under the rule of ‘Abd al-Malik, a pseudo-statutory 

law started to emerge, strengthening in the process the grip of the ruling power, who would 

become the enforcer of laws. 

The inclusiveness of ‘Umar II policies and his appeal to ‘Islamic values’ proved to be a 

turning point in the Islamization of ‘amal, rooting the ethical episteme in the ‘divine wisdom’ of 

the companions, rather than a mere a set of precedents. ‘Umar II was the first caliph to set the 

tenets of an inclusive Islam, both through laws and policies, one that appeased the different 

constituents of the Islamic empire. His ‘impious’ and ‘un-Islamic’ successor, on the other hand, 

reverted back to a tribal ethos that alienated the khawārij, non-Arabs, and even some Arab 

factions, eroding in the process the judiciary that was supposed to be rooted in Islamic values. 

The perceived piety of ‘Umar II laid out what ‘true Islam’ can be in terms of justice, equality, 

and inclusiveness, while the impious Yazīd II represented the un-Islamic ruler, who does not a 

have the moral stature or the nous to provide religious guidance. It can be argued that this 
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antithetical juxtaposition paved the way for the conception that a ‘true Islam’, which is not arabo-

centric, does exist independent of Umayyad sponsored laws. In other words, a ‘true’ 

magnanimous version of Islam can be formulated and propounded outside the realm authority, 

and hence religious discourse should no longer be monopolized by the caliph and constrained to 

the Arabian traditions. It was this changing conception of Islam and production of religious 

knowledge in a turbulent political climate that Yazīd II would inherit to his successor Hishām b. 

‘Abd al-Malik, one that as will shall see will force the new caliph to make drastic changes to the 

Umayyad way of rule. As politics and religion began to intertwine, politically active ‘ulamā’ 

emerged as supporters of anti-Umayyad revolutions rooted in a new vision of Islam. 
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Chapter 4 

 

Political Dissidence and State Sponsored Knowledge Production 

 

 

 

As we have seen in chapter 3, the evolution of the Muslim community’s ethical episteme from a 

tribal to an Islamic one took decades and was dictated, in part, by the socio-political context of 

the expanding empire. The Islamization of ʽamal ahl al-Madīnah was but the first step in the 

articulation of an Islamic legal code that would define Islamic law during the early Umayyad 

period. But as ‘amal evolved from being a set of local Ḥijāzī precepts to a framework for the 

Islamic legal code, it heralded the birth of its antithesis: Ra’y. The watermark of ‘Umar II’s 

legacy was his legitimization of ‘amal as the root of Islamic law, not through a caliphal decree 

per se but rather through a combination of personal asceticism and piousness, political savviness, 

and legal reforms, all of which were conducive to an inclusive ‘Islam’ that appeased the different 

ethnic groups adversely affected by the Arabo-centric legal system imparted by his predecessors. 

His enactment of temporary legislations, especially tax laws, sedated the mawālī, sullen by 

previous Umayyad rulers, his policy of dialogue towards the Khawārij and Shī‘ites, quelled their 

sporadic rebellions, and his empowering of Medinan tribes, Arab noblemen, and ‘ulamā’, re-

elevated their stature among Muslims. However, ‘Umar II was the exception to the rule, as his 

successor Yazīd II reignited the tensions that were lurking beneath the surface. But, as legal 

cases continued to grow in complexity the Qur’ān, being the ‘founding document’, and ‘amal, 
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the set of ‘legal precedents’, could no longer provide basis for legislation. The role of the 

‘ulamā’, as such, became increasingly central to legislation and the functioning of the state. 

In this chapter, I will trace the evolution of the ‘‘ālim’, not only as an articulator of Islamic 

law, but also either as a knowledge producer serving power or a politically active religious rebel. 

His role, as such, ought to be contextualized and understood in light of the challenges and needs 

of the ruling power. During the reign of Hishām b. ‘Abd al-Malik (r. 105-25/724-43), the need to 

strengthen a class of state sponsored legal experts arose. Pseudo-bureaucratic and apolitical in 

nature, this class of ‘ulamā’ engaged in the study of law, while an anti-Umayyad politically 

active class of scholars outside the patronage of the caliphate emerged. The latter’s rise to 

prominence, I will argue, was due, in part, to the increasingly ‘religious’ undertones of the 

revolutions against the caliphate. Some of these politically active ‘ulama’ were the precursors of 

ra’y, a legal approach that will become defined during the Abbasid period, while the state 

sponsored scholars were mostly advocates of tradition. Yet, and as we shall see, there was no 

methodological delineation between the traditionalists and aṣḥāb al-ra’y nor a staunch antipathy 

between the two. 

Hence, and in order to contextualize the genesis of the two classes of ‘ulamā’, I will start by 

investigating the repercussions of Hishām’s policies on the affairs of the Islamic state, setting up 

first the environment in which he had to operate. The crumbling state Hishām inherited and 

constant challenge to the Umayyad legitimacy have their seeds in Yazīd II’s ineffectual reign. 

His policies further aggravated the divisions within the Islamic empire and alienated the mawālī 

and the Umayyads’ historical archrivals, the Alids, which fueled unrest and revolts. In that 

regard, two revolutions stand out as purportedly rooted in ‘true Islam’, but, driven, nevertheless, 
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by socio-economic factors. The first is that of al-Ḥarīth Ibn Surayj beginning in 116/734 and 

spanning for over a decade and a half. The second is the revolution of Zayd b. Zayn al-‘Ābidīn b. 

Alī, (d. 122/740) a descendant of ‘Alī b. Abī Ṭālib, who claimed the right of ‘ahl al-bayt to the 

caliphate, and who was supported by the Kufan shī‘ites and the mawālī.1 These two revolutions 

can be seen as precursors of the Abbasid revolution in terms of upholding a political agenda 

rooted in a new vision of Islam. 

Zayd’s revolution, though limited in scope, saw the rise to prominence of one such politically 

active scholar, Abū Ḥanifah, not so much as a proponent of a specific legal methodology, ra’y, 

but more so as a political figure representing a voice for the disgruntled non-Arabs, rallying 

under the banner of an anti-Umayyad Islam. As the hotbed of dissent and revolutions, Iraq and 

Khurāsān were a fertile ground for the surge of anti-Umayyad scholars, alienated by the 

supremacy of the Arab conquerors and their traditions. The chapter will conclude by revisiting 

the reign of al-Walīd b. Yazīd (r. 125-26/743-744), known as al-Walīd II, as it ushered the 

demise of the Umayyad caliphate. 

 

HISHĀM’S FISCAL POLICIES: FOMENTING CIVIL UNREST  

Hishām represents, arguably, the apogee of the Umayyad dynasty both as a skillful administrator 

and a promoter of the Umayyad version of Islam. Hishām was left with a financially bankrupt 

empire caused by ‘Umar II’s changes in the taxation system followed by the failed expansionist 

policies of Yazīd II and rampant corruption. Hishām’s austere fiscal measures meant undoing 

some of Umar II’s tax policies, while his political positioning vis a vis the different socio-ethnic 
                                                 
1 Muḥammad b. Jarīr al-Ṭabarī, Tārīkh al-Umam wal-Mulūk (Cairo: Dār al-Maʽārif, 1976), 6/166; Aḥmad 
b. Abī Yaʻqūb al-Ya‘qūbī, Tārīkh al-Yaʻqūbī (Beirut: Al-Aʽlamī lil Maṭbū‘āt, 2010), 2/255-256.  
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constituents of the Islamic state led to the persistence of tensions within the state and the 

challenge to the legitimacy of the Umayyad rule. 

Described as a ‘penny pincher’, ‘stingy’, and ‘hoarder’ by a number of historians, such as al-

Ṭabarī and al-Ya‘qūbī, among others,2 Hishām implemented a series of fiscal policies aimed at 

replenishing the depleted coffers of the Umayyad Empire. Al-Ya‘qūbī describes him as a “miser, 

uncouth, tyrannical, forbidding, merciless, and brazen ruler.”3 The pro-Abbasid historical 

narrative predominantly maligns Hishām, portraying him as a ruler who sought acquisition of 

lands and properties to accumulate personal wealth. However, the miserly behavior depicted in 

the anti-Umayyad narrative most likely reflects Hishām’s fiscal austerity, as he increased levied 

taxes and rooted out the rampant corruption. His tendency to micromanage in fiscal matters, 

tightfistedness, and sense of accountability, are well documented even in the works of pro-

Abbasid historians. Al-Ṭabarī relates, for instance, that Hishām used to carefully supervise the 

fiscal transaction reported in the dawāwīn.4 The Umayyad caliph’s sense of accountability is also 

documented in Futūḥ al-Buldān, where al-Balādhurī narrates that the governor of Iraq Khālid b. 

‘Abd Allāh al-Qasrī wrote to Hishām asking permission to build a bridge over the Tigris River to 

which the Umayyad caliph responded “if it was feasible the Persians would have done it before 

you.” Al-Qasrī insisted on building the bridge but his project failed. As a reprimand, Hishām 

fined him and forced him to reimburse the state the cost of his unsuccessful venture.5 Al-

Balādhurī also relates that Hishām was once offered gifts, however, he refrained from accepting 

                                                 
2 Al-Ṭabarī, Tārīkh al-Umam wal-Mulūk, 7:14; Al-Yaʽqūbī, Tārīkh al-Yaʻqūbī, 2:257. 
3 al-Yaʽqūbī, Tārīkh al-Yaʻqūbī, 2:258. 
4 Al-Ṭabarī, Tārīkh al-Umam wal-Mulūk,7:203. 
5 Aḥmad b. Yaḥyā al-Balādhurī, Futūḥ al-Buldān, 408-409. 
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them saying that bayt al-māl is more deserving of the gifts.6 Perhaps, the inglorious downfall of 

his faithful governor of Iraq al-Qasrī best represents Hishām’s attempt to snuff the rampant 

corruption and to remit as much money as possible to Damascus. Al-Ṭabarī, al-Balādhūrī and al-

Yaʿqūbī report that al-Qasrī had amassed large sums of money, built several castles in different 

parts of Iraq, and lived in superfluity. The luxurious lifestyle of the governor of Iraq caught the 

eye of the caliph, who, upon an alleged ‘investigation’, found out that al-Qasrī’s was not 

remitting all levied taxes to Damascus, and so he had him removed from office and seized had 

his lands and properties.78 

But Hishām’s new tax system disproportionally targeted the mawālī, fueling unrest and 

revolutions, most notably in Khurāsān where Ibn Surayj, his former military leader and governor, 

garnered support from non-Arabs and began an open revolt. Ibn Surayj, an Arab Muḍarī, 

managed to lead a movement that included both Arabs and mawālī “supporting the right of the 

latter [group] as Muslims, opposing the Umayyads on religious grounds and demanding their 

acceptance of the ‘Book and Sunnah’.”9 By reinstating the jizyah paid by the mawālī in the east, 

specifically Khurāsān, and the ṣadaqah, poll tax payed by Muslims, instead of kharāj in Iraq,10 

the caliph alienated non-Arabs who found in Ibn Surayj an ally who would reclaim their right to 

be treated as equals to Arabs in the Islamic empire. Here we can clearly distinguish a shift in the 

                                                 
6 Aḥmad b. Yaḥyā al-Balādhurī, Ansāb al-Ashrāf, 8:386. 
7 Al-Ṭabarī, Tārīkh al-Umam wal-Mulūk, 7:142-143; Al-Yaʽqūbī, Tārīkh al-Yaʻqūbī, 2:240; Al-
Balādhurī, Futūḥ al-Buldān, 411. 
8 Abī al-Qāsim Ibn ‘Asākir relates a different story, less credible, and that is a woman complained to al-
Qasrī that she was raped by his slave, so he asked her “how did you find his penis?”. After learning about 
the incident, Hishām removed al-Qasrī from office. Abī al-Qāsim Ibn Asākir, Tārīkh Madīnat Dimashq, 
16:161. 
9 Gerald Hawting, The First Dynasty of Islam: The Umayyad Caliphate AD 661-750, 63. 
10 Al-Balādhurī, Futūḥ al-Buldān, 512. 
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nature of political dissent. As I argued in the previous chapter, the progression in the Islamic 

ethos from a hegemonic Arab ideology to a potentially inclusive one blurred the lines between 

the political and the religious, and in the case of Ibn Surayj the revolution against the Umayyad 

dynasty took on a religious tone, advocating for a caliphate rooted in what Islam ought to be, 

which for the mawālī was equality among Muslims. Legal precepts that affected the lives of the 

different ethnic groups in the Islamic empire, such as taxation, stature, and political participation, 

became points of contention in the legal and political discourse. After almost a decade of unrest 

in Khurāsān, Hishām managed to pacify, but not completely extinguish the revolution and 

reestablish the Umayyad rule primarily by launching a series of reform led by his governor Naṣr 

b. Sayyār who granted Khurāsānīs tax relief, reinstituting the kharāj tax on all Muslims equally 

while restricting the jizyah on non-Muslims only.  

Although previous revolutions, discussed in chapter 3, including those of Ibn al-Zubayr, Ibn 

al-Ash‘ath, Ibn al-Muhallab, among others, received support from some ‘ulamā’, yet, they were 

tribal and/or political in essence and not religious. In other words, the right to rule was not 

contested based on a version of Islam and/or ‘Islamic values’ as was the case with Ibn Surayj. 

Even the Alid revolts, including that of al-Ḥusayn b. Abī Ṭālib (d. 61/680), were rooted in the 

claim of ahl al-bayt to the caliphate, rather than an overarching interpretation of Islam. With Ibn 

Surayj, on the other hand, a religious motif emerged, insofar as his rallying call was to apply the 

teachings of ‘Islam’. Ibn Surayj was also a murji’ī, and had as his scribe and assistant Jahm b. 

Ṣafwān (d. 128/746) the prominent murji’ī theologian.11 This gave the revolt an additional 

                                                 
11 Wilferd Madelung, “The Early Murji’a in Khurāsān and Transoxania and the Spread of Ḥanafism,” Der 
Islam: Journal of the History and Culture of the Middle East 59/1 (1982): 32-39, 34; Hawting, The First 
Dynasty of Islam: The Umayyad Caliphate AD 661-750, 86.  
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theological foundation, given that murji’īs contested the claim that the right to the caliphate 

ought to be based on nasab, or kinship. This is vital insofar as some of the ‘ulamā’ who opposed 

the Umayyads prior to Ibn Surayj’s revolution were murji’īs and qadarites and were persecuted 

by Hishām for their theological views. The qadariyyah “denotes a group of theologians, not in 

itself homogeneous, who represented in one form or another the principle of liberum arbitrium 

(free will) in the early period of Islam.”12 As we shall see, the Umayyads felt threatened by such 

a theology as it gives Muslims agency and the free will to defy the caliphate and act against it. 

 

APOLITICAL VERSUS POLITICAL ‘ULAMĀ’ 

In rebellious regions, such as Iraq and Khurāsān, anti-Umayyad scholars were using their 

religious position to undermine the caliphate in Damascus. Among those were the Alids, namely 

Muḥammad al-Bāqir (d. 117/733), his brother Zayd b. Alī, and al-Bāqir’s son Jaʽfar al-Ṣādiq (d. 

148/765), the Abbasids who started harnessing support in Khurāsān, and some Khurasānī, Iraqi, 

and even Syrian qadarites and murji’ī ‘ulamā’, the likes of Ghaylān al-Dimashqī (d. 106/724), al-

Ja‘d b. Dirham (d. 105/723), Ibn Ṣafwān’s teacher, and Hammād b. Abī Sulaymān (d. 120/737), 

teacher of Abū Ḥanīfah who supported Zayd’s revolution.   

In order to circumvent the threat of the growing anti-Umayyad religious discourse, Hishām 

sought to control the Islamic legal and theological knowledge, and separate the political sphere 

from the religious by using what Khalil Athamina describes as the policy of the stick and carrot 

                                                 
12 Josef van Ess, “Ḳadariyya”, in Encyclopaedia of Islam, Two, eds. P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. 
Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs, (Brill Online: 2012), http://dx.doi.org/10.1163/1573-
3912_islam_COM_0409. 
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with the circle of ‘ulamā’.13 Having preponderance over the legal discourse was of paramount 

importance for Hishām, and as Steven Judd points out “his direct assertion of caliphal authority 

over how scholars preserved and transmitted knowledge illustrates the extent to which Hishām 

sought to control religious knowledge and those who propagated it. Scholarly autonomy clearly 

had its limits, and those limits were determined by the caliph, at least during Hishām’s reign.”14 

Controlling the religious discourse and knowledge production required a class of pro-Umayyad 

apolitical ‘ulamā’. This network was formed by scholars residing in the different regions of the 

empire and led by Ibn Shihāb al-Zuhrī.  

It is important to note, however, that ‘pro-Umayyad’ and ‘apolitical’ might sound 

paradoxical, for supporting the Umayyad caliphate assumes a political posture. A nuanced 

distinction, as such, is needed to understand how the two can be compatible. By ‘pro-Umayyad’ 

it is meant a network of ‘ulamā’ whose members rendered services to the Umayyads in their 

capacity as scholars, though sometimes in non-religious functions also, irrespective of the 

contentious political issues surrounding the Umayyad’s right to rule, hence ‘apolitical’. The 

network was pseudo-bureaucratic, due to the lack of a centralized body governing its work, and 

politically neutral, under the Umayyad regime. In other words, for the pro-Umayyad ‘ulamā’, 

caliphs were the de facto rulers and power need not be rooted in any religious discourse. Except 

in some cases were they displayed antipathy towards the Alids, these scholars avoided the 

subject of the right to the caliphate, unlike later scholars such as Mālik who, for example, 

                                                 
13 Khalil Athamina, “The ‘Ulamā’ in the Opposition: The ‘Stick and the Carrot’ Policy in Early Islam,” 
Islamic Quarterly 36/3 (1992): 153-178. 
14 Steven Judd, Religious Scholars and the Umayyad: Piety-Minded Supporters of the Marwānid, 54. 
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includes in his Muwaṭṭa’ a section on al-Bay‘ah,15 and nowhere in the primary sources we find 

them presenting any justification for the right of the Umayyad to rule. This can also be inferred 

from Abū Yūsuf’s al-Radd ‘alā Siyar al-Awzā‘ī16 and Ikhtilāf Abī Ḥanīfah wa Ibn Abī Laylā,17 in 

which the subject of khilāfah does not come up. It was, perhaps, the network’s neutrality that 

was perceived as deference to Umayyad, and consequently one among the many reasons why 

historians, both past and contemporary, frown upon its scholars. 

Al-Zuhrī was enthusiastic, to say the least, about promulgating tradition, and as mentioned 

in chapter 3, he began the process of law standardization during the reign of ‘Abd al-Malik. 

Evidence points to the acceleration of the efforts to disseminate written aḥādith during the reign 

of Hishām, with al-Zuhrī as its point of reference. For instance, Ibn ‘Asākir relates that Hishām 

asked al-Zuhrī to recite his aḥādīth so that his kuttāb, or scribes, can write them down, a request 

that al-Zuhrī reluctantly accepted.18 Furthermore, al-Zuhrī became extremely influential in 

Hishām’s court, and was entrusted with teaching Hishām’s sons.19 Despite his influence, al-Zuhrī 

did not hold any official position but seems to have served as Hishām’s right hand, and was his 

trusted delegate. For instance, and according to Ibn Sa‘d, the Umayyad caliph asked al-Zuhrī to 

accompany his son Maslamah b. Hishām while the latter was sent to ḥajj and gave him 17,000 

                                                 
15 Mālik b. Anas, Muwaṭṭa’ Mālik (Beirut: Dār ’Iḥyā‘ al-Turāth al-‘Arabī, 1985), 2:982-983. 
16 Ya‘qūb Abū Yūsuf al-Qāḍī al-Anṣārī, al-Radd ‘alā Siyar al-Awzā’ī (Cairo: ‘Iḥyā’ al-Ma‘ārif al-
Nu‘māniah, 1938). 
17 Ya‘qūb  Abū Yūsuf al-Qāḍī al-Anṣārī, Ikhtilāf Abī Ḥanīfah wa Ibn Abī Laylā (Cairo: ‘Iḥyā’ al-Ma‘ārif 
al-Nu‘māniah, 1938).  
18 Ibn ‘Asākir, Tārīkh Madīnat Dimashq, 55:331-332. 
19 Muḥammad b. Sa‘d, Kitāb al-Ṭabaqāt al-Kabīr, 7:432. 
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dinars to spend in Medina. There, al-Zuhrī encouraged Maslamah to spend the money helping 

people and gaining their favor, which the latter did.20 

But, the influence of al-Zuhrī went far beyond the walls of Hishām’s court, and extended to 

the network of pro-Umayyad scholars, which he was the epicenter. This network dominated the 

judiciary, and as Judd convincingly argues “the appointed qāḍīs were students or followers of 

these ‘ulamā’. Ibn Shihāb al-Zuhrī was undoubtedly at the center, the leader among them despite 

not having an official title.”21 The ‘ulamā’ in Hishām’s network all had a strong relationship with 

al-Zuhrī or with one of his surrogates. His influence in establishing this network cannot be 

understated as he was responsible for recommending certain ‘ulama’ to the caliph, and by proxy, 

he was, to a large extent, behind the knowledge production during the reign of Hishām.22  

‘Abd al-Raḥmān b. ‘Amr al-Awzā‘ī (d.157/774) was, arguably, the second most influential 

‘ālim in Hishām’s court, and an essential member of the network. Several accounts relate his free 

access to the caliph’s court, as he was probably favored due to his staunch opposition to the 

qadarites and his adherence to ḥadīth. Though he was described as somewhat of an ascetic, 

unconcerned about ‘worldly’ matters, he contested the Alids’ right to the caliphate as suggested 

in  al-Aṣfahānī’s Ḥilyat al-Awliyā’ who relates an exchange between al-Awzā‘ī and ‘Abd Allāh 

b. ‘Alī, a descendent of ‘Alī b. Abī Ṭālib, where the latter asks him “isn’t the caliphate ordained 

to us [ahl al-bayt] by the prophet, and for which ‘Alī fought in Ṣiffīn?” al-Awza‘ī then replied “if 

                                                 
20 Ibn Sa‘d, Kitāb al-Ṭabaqāt al-Kabīr, 7:432. 
21 Judd, Religious Scholars and the Umayyads: Piety-minded Supporters of the Marwānid Caliphate, 56. 
22 For a more detailed account of the lives of some of the Pro-Umayyad scholars, see Judd, Religious 
Scholars and the Umayyads: Piety-minded Supporters of the Marwānid Caliphate, ch.3-7. 
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it was so, then ‘Alī wouldn’t have accepted the arbitrage.”23 Maymūn b. Mahrān (d.116-117/733-

734) was also an esteemed muḥaddith who strongly opposed the Qadarites, and held key official 

positions during the reign of ‘Umar II and Yazīd II, as reported by Ibn Sa‘d.24 According to al 

Dhahabī, Sulaymān b. Mūsā al-Ashdaq (d.119/736), a student of the prominent Damascene faqīh 

Makḥūl al-Shāmī (d.112/730) and leader in the pro-Umayyad network, said “we take ‘ilm 

coming from al-Jazīrah on the authority of Maymūn.”25  

‘Abdallāh b. Shubrumah (d.144/761), is another noted muḥaddith who served as qāḍī of 

Kūfah and gained the trust of the Umayyad caliphs through his strong adherence to 

traditionalism and close connection to al-Zuhrī. After serving as qāḍī of Kūfah, Ibn Shubrumah 

was appointed by Yūsuf b. ‘Umar to oversee bayt al-māl.26 Given the importance of financial 

transactions during the reign of Hishām, Ibn Shubrumah must have been well trusted by the 

regime to be appointed for that position. Ibn Sa‘d relates also that he was appointed by ‘Isa b. 

Mūsā to collect the Kharāj, without specifying where, and that he also served, at one point, as 

wālī of Yemen.27 As the case with most pro-Umayyad ‘ulamā’, Ibn Shubrumah vehemently 

opposed the Qadarites, for reasons I will discuss below, and reserved a strong dislike for Abū 

Ḥanīfah. However, and despite adhering to ḥadīth and rejecting qiyās, he was not opposed to all 

aṣhāb al ra’y. He kept close companionship with Muḥammad b. ‘Abd al-Raḥmān b. Abī Laylā 

(d. 148/765) who was an endorser of ra’y and even attended, at one point, the ḥalaqah of 

Ḥammād b. Abī Sulaymān. Despite that, Ibn Abī Laylā succeeded Ibn Shubrumah as qāḍī of 

                                                 
23 Abū Nu‘aym al-Aṣfahānī, Ḥilyat al-Awliyā’ wa Ṭabaqāt al-Aṣfiyā’ (Beirut: Dār al-Kutub al-ʽIlmiyyah, 
1989), 6:141. 
24 Ibn Saʽd, Kitāb al-Ṭabaqāt al-Kabīr, 9:483. 
25 Al-Dhahabī, Siyar A‘lām al-Nubalā’, 5:158. 
26 Khalīfah b. Khayyāṭ, Tārīkh Khalīfah b. Khayyāṭ (Riyadh: Dār al-Ṭaybah, 1985), 361. 
27 Ibn Saʽd, Kitāb al-Ṭabaqāt al-Kabīr, 8:470. 
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Kūfah, probably upon the recommendation of the latter to al-Thaqafī, and remained in this 

position for over two decades, as he seems to have gained the trust of the Umayyad wālī by 

being the protégé of Ibn Shubrumah. This selective approach of the regime towards aṣḥāb al-

ra’y suggests that the motivation to include or exclude them from the network was mostly 

political, rather than doctrinal. Although their inclusion was politically motivated by the ruling 

regime via al-Zuhrī, yet the ‘ulamā’ themselves were not political agents per se or politically 

active, but rather by virtue of being apolitical they were attractive members to be included in the 

network. Ibn Abī Laylā’s inclusion, for instance, was due to him not exhibiting any hostility 

towards the Umayyads. He is even reported to have distanced himself from his father ‘Abd al-

Raḥmān b. Abī Laylā, who fought and died with al-Ash‘ath in his revolt against the Umayyads, 

saying: “I know nothing of my father except that he had two wives.”28  

Finally, ‘Abd Allāh b. ‘Awn b. Arṭubān (d.151/768), is a more intriguing ‘ālim in the pro-

Umayyad network, as he didn’t enjoy the prestige and stature of the other scholars. He is 

reportedly to have been beaten by the wālī of Baṣrah, Bilāl b. Abī Burdah, for marrying an Arab 

woman although his was not from Arab descent.29 Judd includes him in his list of pro-Umayyad 

scholars, for good reason. He was staunchly opposed to the Qadarites, a pro-Umayyad and anti-

Alid in Baṣrah a region of political dissent, a traditionalist, had close connection with Makḥūl al-

Shāmī, a student of ‘Āmir al-Sha‘bī and al-Ḥaṣan al-Baṣrī, and teacher of al-Awzā‘ī.30 All these 

factors combined justify his inclusion in the network. However, Ibn ‘Awn seems to have been 

the least ‘pious’ and most subservient to the regime among the other ‘ulamā’ in the Umayyad 

                                                 
28 Ibn Saʽd, Kitāb al-Ṭabaqāt al-Kabīr, 8:478.  
29 Ibn Sa‘d, Kitāb al-Ṭabaqāt al-Kabīr, 9:262; Al-Dhahabī, Siyar A‘lām al-Nubalā’, 6:370. 
30 Ibn Sa‘d, Kitāb al-Ṭabaqāt al-Kabīr, 9:262; Al-Dhahabī, Siyar A‘lām al-Nubalā’, 6:370. 
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network. Accounts related by Ibn Sa‘d indicate that he was actively seeking to gain the patronage 

of the caliphate. Among the accounts indicative of that was his encounter with Hishām, where 

upon the visit of the Umayyad caliph to Baṣrah, Ibn ‘Awn rushed to greet him and told him he 

preferred to meet with him rather than his kinsmen.31 Also, the fact that he didn’t hold any 

grudge against Bilāl b. Abī Burdah for whipping him, suggest that he did not wish to antagonize 

the Umayyads.32 Furthermore, he apparently had a proclivity towards accumulating wealth and 

was criticized for his love of money, replying to the criticism by saying “money is 

advantageous,”33 which would fit well into the anti-Qadarite sentiment and that is money being a 

blessing from God. 

By reviewing the biographies of these pro-Umayyad ‘ulamā’ from the lens of their political 

involvement or its lack of it thereof, we detect that they were mostly anti-Qadarite and 

traditionalists, except Ibn Abī Laylā who had a penchant for ra’y. However, Hishām did not 

alienate all Qadarites. For instance, Makḥūl al-Shāmī was a very well regarded scholar in 

Damascus despite being a friend of Ghaylān al-Dimashqī and purportedly a Qadarite himself.34 

Being of humble origins,35 a Qadarite, and weak in ḥadīth,36 Makḥūl’s high standing and 

reputation was probably due to his close relationship with al-Zuhrī, a relationship that gained 

him favor in the Umayyad court. Shams al-Dīn al-Dhahabī narrates that al-Zuhrī said: “the four 

                                                 
31 Ibn Sa‘d, Kitāb al-Ṭabaqāt al-Kabīr, 9:265. 
32 Ibn Sa‘d, Kitāb al-Ṭabaqāt al-Kabīr, 9:262; Al-Dhahabī, Siyar A‘lām al-Nubalā’, 6:370. 
33 Ibn Sa‘d, Kitāb al-Ṭabaqāt al-Kabīr, 9:266.  
34 Ibn Sa‘d, Kitāb al-Ṭabaqāt al-Kabīr, 9:457; Ibn ‘Asākir, Tārīkh Madīnat Dimashq, 60:228. 
35 Ibn Sa‘d mentions that he was the slave of ‘Amr b. al-‘Āṣ and was given to a man from Egypt who 
freed him, while al-Dhahabī relates that he might have been of Nubian origins or from Kabul, and may 
not have been owned. Ibn Sa‘d, Kitāb al-Ṭabaqāt al-Kabīr, 9:456; Al-Dhahabī, Siyar A‘lām al-Nubalā’, 
5:157.  
36 Ibn Sa‘d, Kitāb al-Ṭabaqāt al-Kabīr, 9:458. 
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‘ulamā’ are Sa‘īd b. al Musayyab in Medina, al-Sha‘bī in Kūfah, al-Ḥasan in Baṣrah, and 

Makḥūl in al-Shām.”37 Makhūl seems to have enjoyed strong caliphal support, as Abū Nu‘aym 

al-Aṣfahānī reports, to the extent that he could chastise with impunity Hishām’s brother Yazīd, 

while still young, for interrupting his ḥalaqah by trying to sit at the front of the gathering.38 Al-

Asfahānī also reports that Makhūl once said he prefers to be appointed as qāḍī and not over bayt 

al-māl,39 which suggests that he was considered for such high positions in the Umayyad state. 

Other esteemed ‘ulamā’ were on the periphery of the network, and while they were highly 

regarded by al-Zuhrī, they were not integral members, if members at all. Among them were al-

Hasan al-Baṣrī (d. 110/728) and his companion Muḥammad b. Sirīn (d. 110/728). It is not clear 

whether al-Baṣrī was a Qadarite since there are conflicting reports about this matter.40 The sunnī 

primary sources clearly distance Al-Baṣrī from the qadarīs, depicting him as a traditionalist and 

ascetic. However, Mourad Suleiman in his extensive research on the authenticity of five epistles 

attributed to al-Baṣrī, he argues that four of them are falsely attributed to him. However, 

according to the remaining authentic epistle, Suleiman finds that al-Baṣrī was indeed a qadarī, as 

both Shī‘ī and Sunnī sources intimate. However, according to Suleiman later orthodox sources 

presented him as having relinquished his qadarī position.41 Nevertheless, al-Bārī had a close 

relationship with ‘Umar II who held him in high regard and served as his qāḍī in Baṣrah.42 

Furthermore, we find in the primary sources that al-Baṣrī encouraged people not to fight against 

                                                 
37 Al-Dhahabī, Siyar A‘lām al-Nubalā’, 5:158; Al-Aṣfahānī, Ḥilyat al-Awliyā’ wa Ṭabaqāt al-Aṣfiyā’, 
5:178-179. 
38 Al-Aṣfahānī, Ḥilyat al-Awliyā’ wa Ṭabaqāt al-Aṣfiyā’, 5:183-184. 
39 Al-Aṣfahānī, Ḥilyat al-Awliyā’ wa Ṭabaqāt al-Aṣfiyā’, 5:179. 
40 Ibn Sa‘d, Kitāb al-Ṭabaqāt al-Kabīr, 9:164-166; Al-Dhahabī, Siyar A‘lām al-Nubalā’, 4:580. 
41 Mourad Suleiman, Early Islam between Myth and History: Al-Ḥasan al-Baṣrī (d. 110H/728CE) and the 
Formation of his Legacy in Classical Islamic Scholarship (Leiden: Brill, 2006), 174. 
42 Wakī‘, Akhbār al-Quḍāt, 2:7. 
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the rulers.43 These qualities meant that al-Baṣrī wouldn’t have been a nuisance to Hishām, even 

if he was a Qadarite. Though influential in terms of legal scholarship, both al-Baṣrī and Ibn Sirīn 

remained on the periphery probably due to their asceticism. 

Scrutinizing the pro-Umayyad network of ‘ulama’ we find, however, discordance in legal 

methodologies and theological doctrines among its members. If that is the case, then the question 

that begs itself is: how can there be a state sponsored production of knowledge when there is 

disagreement among the supposed ‘producers of knowledge’? The answer is two-fold. First, 

Hishām did not seem to be interested in promoting a specific methodology of deriving precepts. 

Laws were deemed to be suitable as long as they were not diametrically opposed to the tradition 

of Medina, the traditions already compiled, standardized, and promulgated by al-Zuhrī through 

the network. The fact there was a dissociation between methodology and actual laws, such as 

Makḥūl being weak in ḥadīth yet still a prominent ‘ālim with substantial following, including the 

influential jurist al-Ashdaq, and Ibn Abī Laylā though his inclination towards Iraqi opinion, still 

he was the protégé of the traditional Ibn Shubrumah, suggest that the caliphate did not engage in 

promoting a specific methodology, but rather sought to establish laws concordant, to a certain 

with tradition. In that regard, we find a common link among these pro-Umayyad ‘ulamā’ and 

that is having several teachers in common, most notably ‘Āmir al-Sha‘bī (d.103/723) who stands 

out as being the most frequently mentioned. This suggests that the members of the network 

represented continuity in the traditions related by al-Sha‘bī and other traditionalist, and compiled 

by al-Zuhrī. As such, the Umayyads did not look for a coherent legal methodology but rather 

                                                 
43 Ibn Sa‘d, Kitāb al-Ṭabaqāt al-Kabīr,9:162; al-Dhahabī, Siyar A‘lām al-Nubalā’ 4:578. However, 
Suleiman argues unconvincingly against this claim based on his anti-ascetic and pious view of al-Baṣrī’s, 
Mourad Suleiman, Early Islam between Myth and History, 189. 
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sought to compile laws passed down by the traditional muḥaddithīn, and in many cases those 

with nasab, thereby reasserting the tribal nature of Islam. The proponents of sunnah, as such, 

became as Ibn al-Muqaffa‘ describes them “those who claim that the Sunnah is to be followed 

make up a sunnah when there is none, until they shed blood with any reason or justification.”44  

Second, and as previously mentioned, the Umayyad caliph was opposed only to the qadarite 

theologists who challenged the Umayyad’s right to rule but not all of them. In fact, while he 

recruited anti-qadarite scholars to have the theological grounding to quash dissidence, he 

concomitantly supported pro-Umayyad qadarite scholars, such as Makḥūl, or highly regarded 

them, such as the case with al-Baṣrī. This suggests Hishām’s interest in endorsing a theology that 

does not question his right to the caliphate, but ready to make an exception when a qadarite is on 

his side, or at least those who does not openly contest his right to the caliphate.  

As such, we can infer that the religious knowledge endorsed, produced, and promulgated by 

the ruling power through its network of scholars rested on two cornerstones: 1) tradition as the 

source of legislation regardless of the methodology by which it is established, and 2) A theology 

that precludes a rapport between power and religion, i.e. the right to rule does not need any 

religious underpinnings for it to be justified. In other words, Hishām sought to secularize the 

legitimacy of the ruler and not separating state and religion. Thus, the apolitical religious 

scholars were allowed to opine about legal matters ranging from prayers to inheritance, but not 

be vocal about the political affiliations and who has the right to the rule. Yet, and despite having 

a well-connected network of ‘ulamā’, Hishām did not create a centralized judicial bureaucracy. 

Ibn Khayyāṭ enumerates seven centralized government official positions, apart from the qāḍī and 
                                                 
44 ‘Abd Allāh b. al-Muqaffa‘, “Risālah fi al-Ṣaḥābah,” in Āthār b. al-Maqaffa‘, 309-323 (Beirut: Dār al-
Kutub al-‘Ilmiyyah, 1989), 316-317. 
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wālī, none of which is judicial or religious, equivalent to the position qāḍī al-quḍāt established 

by the Abbasids decades later.45 The reason for this is unknown, and in earnest inexplicable. One 

could speculate that perhaps creating such position would be redundant given the lack of a 

unified state sponsored legal methodology applicable across the empire, or perhaps it was due to 

his desire to keep the qāḍī under the close scrutiny of the wālī.     

Finally, it is important to note that seeking out the motives behind the pro-Umayyad 

scholars’ choice to work for the ruling power would be a futile endeavor. Whether they were 

driven by piety and religious curiosity, as Judd suggests,46 or areligious seeking to further their 

careers, as Goldziher proposes, is extraneous to their impact on the development of law.47 

Regardless of their motivation, which could have been a combination of both piety and self-

advancement, the fact remains that through their production of knowledge, i.e. their compilation 

and propagation of Medinan traditions under the sponsorship of the political power, and their 

organization, these scholars were vital in the gradual systemization of Islamic law, which, as we 

will see in chapter six, became a potent state structure for the Ḥanafī circle to spread ra’y as a the 

dominant legal methodology. 

 

PURGING THE STATE FROM ANTI-UMAYYAD SCHOLARS 

While strengthening the pro-Umayyad network, Hishām sought to simultaneously purge the state 

from scholars who questioned, either openly or secretly, the legitimacy of the Umayyad rule. His 

staunch opposition to the Qadarites and their leader Ghaylān al-Dimashqī, was the prime 

                                                 
45 Ibn Khayyāṭ, Tārīkh Khalīfah b. Khayyāṭ, 361-362.  
46 Judd, Religious Scholars and the Umayyads: Piety-minded Supporters of the Marwānid Caliphate, 13.  
47 Goldziher, Muslim Studies, 2:38-42.   
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example of this policy. Unlike ‘Umar II, who sought to appease and engage peacefully 

dissidents, Hishām was ruthless in cracking down on opposition, albeit under the guise of 

religion and theology. Judd argues that “During Hishām’s reign, there appears to have been a 

concerted, increasingly systematic effort on the part of the regime to persecute those suspected of 

heresy. This effort was built on the foundation of doctrinal authority his father constructed two 

decades earlier.”48 At face value, it seems plausible that Hishām’s persecution of ‘heretics’ was 

for theological reasons. This interpretation is supported by Ibn ‘Asākir’s account that in a heated 

debate in Hishām’s court between al-Awzāʽī and Ghaylān, the former managed to convince the 

Umayyad caliph of the perils of the Qadarite theology. Hishām then swiftly ordered Ghaylān’s 

execution, and exiled his Qadarite followers.49 Another interpretation, one shared by Joseph van 

Ess and not ruled out by Judd,50 is of a political nature. As Judd puts it “religious dissenters were 

becoming better organized, gaining adherents and engaging in political activities which the 

regime perceived as threatening,”51 and that is why Hishām started oppressing them. 

These two interpretations, i.e. the theological and political, can be in fact reconciled. Hishām was 

no doubt interested in theology, but concomitantly sought to ‘tame’ the scholarly community and 

trim their political clout by ‘depoliticizing’ it, returning it back into the Umayyad fold. After all, 

the most dangerous threat to the Umayyad right to the caliphate could come from Islam itself, 

and who best can provide the legal and moral justification for this challenge but the community 

                                                 
48 Steven Judd. “Muslim Persecution of Heretics during the Marwānid Period (64–132/684–750),” Al-
Masāq 23/1 (2011), 14.   
49 Ibn ‘Asākir, Tārīkh Dimashq, 48: 204.  
50 Josef van Ess, “Les Qadarites et la Gailaniya de Yazid III,” Studia Islamica 31 (1970): 269-286; Steven 
Judd, “Ghaylan al-Dimashqi: The Isolation of a Heretic in Islamic Historiography,” International Journal 
of Middle East Studies 31/2 (1999): 161-184, 162.  
51 Judd, “Ghaylan al-Dimashqi: The Isolation of a Heretic in Islamic Historiography,” 162. 
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of scholars. It is highly unlikely that Ghaylān was an outcast or a marginal figure with 

unorthodox views, as he was depicted in the historical narrative much later. In fact, he had free 

access to ʽUmar II’s court and engaged in several debates with him.52 His connections with 

prominent ‘ulamā’, some of them likely Qadarites such as al-Baṣrī and Makḥūl,53 undoubtedly 

gave him credence in the scholarly community. So the threat of Ghaylān was in the combination 

of his theology and political views. Muḥammad al-Shahrastānī mentions in his book al-Milal wal 

Niḥal that Ghaylān used to profess that the caliphate need not be restricted to Qurayshīs and 

“anyone who follows the Qur’ān and Sunnah is worthy of it.”54 Al-Shahrastānī concludes that 

Ghaylān combined three attributes “qadar, irjā’, wa khurūj,”55, or free will, postponement of 

judgement, and rebellion against the ruler. The fact that the Umayyad caliph extended his 

persecution to Ghaylān’s “well-connected and respected members of the scholarly and 

bureaucratic community,”56 points to his wariness of a growing anti-Umayyad sentiment within 

the religious elite. To that end, a concerted effort was made to disparage Ghaylān al-Dimashqī. 

Even a prophetic ḥadīth was put into circulation in which Muḥammad cautioned that “there will 

be a man in my ummah by the name of Ghaylān who will be more harmful to it than Iblīs.”57 

While Hishām was clamping down on the religious opposition in Damascus, a new region of 

concern began to emerge, and that is Khurāsān. As we have seen, opposition to the Umayyad 

rule by non-Arab Muslims and non-Muslims alike in that region was growing, fueled by Hishām 

discriminative policies. This tension will eventually culminate in the Abbasid revolution. 

                                                 
52 Ibn ‘Asākir, Tārīkh Dimashq, 48: 192-197.  
53 Ibn ‘Asākir, Tārīkh Dimashq, 60:227.  
54 Muḥammad al-Shahrastānī, al-Milal wal-Niḥal  (Cairo: Mū’assasat al-Ḥalabī lil-Nashr, 1968), 1:143. 
55 Al-Shahrastānī, al-Milal wal-Niḥal, 1:143. 
56 Judd, “Muslim Persecution of Heretics during the Marwānid Period (64–132/684–750),” 11.   
57 Ibn ‘Asākir, Tārīkh Dimashq, 48:191. 
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 ‘AMAL VERSUS RA’Y: A BLURRY LINE 

In terms of fiqh at this stage, opinion was not exclusively practiced in Iraq. In Mecca and 

Medina, well regarded fuqahā’ were using a pseudo form of ra’y, rooted in ḥadīth but involving 

nevertheless a form of interpretation. For instance, Rabīʽah b. Farrūkh, known as Rabīʽah al-

Ra’y (d. 136-142/753-759) was a highly regarded Medinan ‘ālim. Interestingly, and according to 

Ibn Sa‘d, Mālik admired Rabī‘ah despite his use of opinion in interpreting ḥadīth, saying: “the 

beauty of fiqh died with the passing away of Rabī‘ah”.58 Mālik’s admiration of Rabī‘ah was 

arguably due to him being a fellow Medinan scholar and not Iraqi. The scarcity of sources 

regarding his methodology precludes us from forming a clear understanding of how he meshed 

sunan with ra’y. On the one hand, and according to accounts, he seemed to have departed from 

‘amal and was questioned by the Umayyad caliph al-Walīd b. Yazīd for doing so, as he was 

asked by the caliph “why did you abandon al-Riwāyah [stories narrated to us]? He replied 

[Rabīʽah]: Oh commander of the faithful time has elapsed and contented people have 

dwindled.”59 On the other, and despite his use of opinion, he was considered by Ibn Saʽd to be 

trustworthy, thiqah, in ḥadīth.  

Similarly, Ibn abī Laylā did not hesitate to use ra’y, however he was a close companion of 

Ibn Shubrumah, a strict traditionalist. Thus, the antagonism between the traditionalists and ahl 

al-ra’y during the early 2nd/ mid-8th century was not apparent yet, and with the lack of a clear 

methodological articulation, the line between the two methods was blurry. As Hallaq rightly 

points out “the proto-traditionalists had not yet come to the point at which they would insist upon 

exclusive reliance on Prophetic ḥadīth, or even on the reports of Companions and Successors… 
                                                 
58 Ibn Saʽd, Kitāb al-Ṭabaqāt al-Kabīr, 7:510. 
59 Ibn Saʽd, Kitāb al-Ṭabaqāt al-Kabīr, 7:511. 
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[while] the term ra’y was used to indicate sound and considered opinion, and we have therefore 

rendered it into English as ‘‘discretionary reasoning.’’ To be erroneous, therefore, ‘‘opinion’’ 

had at that time to be qualified by a negative attribute, for its natural, default status was clearly 

positive.”60 

Furthermore, it would be erroneous to posit at this stage the existence of regional ‘ancient 

school’, as Schacht and later Melchert suggest.61 While it is true that Medinan jurisprudence 

began to consolidate further the traditionalist legal discourse, the scholarly community in Iraq 

was much less unified. Al-Baṣrī and Ibn Sirīn both resided in Baṣrah and were strictly 

traditionalists, while Hammād b. Abī Sulaymān and later his pupil Abū Ḥanīfah were proponents 

of opinion. In Syria, Makḥūl was a weak muḥaddith and predominantly a faqīh while al-Awzā‘ī 

was a traditionalist. Yet, it is true that Iraq mirrored to a large extent the emerging dialectic 

between traditionalism and opinion, but it was the ethnic diversity in that region that played a 

vital role in fueling the divergence in viewpoints, a point I will elaborate further on in the next 

chapter. 

 

ABŪ ḤANĪFAH: A PORTRAIT OF A REBELLIOUS FAQĪH 

Unlike in Khurāsān, the turmoil in Iraq was driven by the Qays-Yamanī tribal rivalry, on the one 

hand, and the Shī‘ite and Khawārij rebellions, on the other. Zayd b. Zayn al-‘Ābidīn, a 

descendant of ‘Alī, led one of the numerous revolts in that region, as he rallied Iraqi supporters 

around him and proclaimed himself caliph. There are several accounts regarding the causes of 

                                                 
60 Hallaq, The Origins and Evolution of Islamic Law, 74- 75. 
61 See chapter 2, Schacht, An Introduction to Islamic; Schacht, The Origins of Muhammadan 
Jurisprudence; Melchert, “How Ḥanafism came to originate in Kufa and Traditionalism in Medina”; The 
Formation of the Sunni Schools of Law, 9th-10th Centuries C.E.   
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the Zaydi revolution. The most recurrent is about a financial dispute between Hishām and Zayd. 

According to al-Yaʽqūbī and al-Ṭabarī, Khālid al-Qasrī had entrusted money to Zayd, and 

Hishām wanted it returned to the state after relieving al-Qasrī from his post and seizing his 

properties. Zayd denied that he owed any money, and after an exchange between the two men 

during which Hishām accused Zayd of seeking the caliphate saying to him: “You claim the 

caliphate and you being a son of a slave woman.” Zayd responded by likening himself to Ismāʽīl, 

the son of Ibrāhīm from his slave woman Hājar, who Muslims believe is the ancestor of Arabs. 

He then returned to Iraq and after another tense encounter with al-Thaqafī, he rallied the people 

of Kūfah to fight alongside him against the Umayyads, declaring himself caliph.62  

Ibn ‘Asākir provides, along with  accounts found in the earlier sources, religious motives for 

the revolution, including ḥadīths that elevating not only ahl al-bayt, but Zayd, in particular,63 

which can be probably dismissed as later hagiographic additions. What is important in the Zaydī 

revolt is that his rallying cry for support among the Iraqis was not only rooted in the ‘Alīds’ 

alleged right to the khilāfah, but in their religious piousness and magnanimity. Although the 

rebellion was unsuccessful as Zayd was killed in battle by al-Thaqafī in 122/740, his revolution 

epitomizes the intertwining between the religious and the political that was surfacing and as 

Blankinship notes: 

 

The Shiʽī” movement of Zayd b. ʽAlī in al-Kūfa perhaps offers a more creditable example of 

religious influence, as exemplified in his stated program. But it still must be identified more as a 

political than a religious movement. Most of the articles in Zayd’s program are political in nature 

and are only religious to the extent that they claim that the Umayyad caliphate was a failure and 
                                                 
62 Al-Ya‘qūbī, Tārīkh al-Ya‘qūbī, 2:254-255; Al-Ṭabarī, Tārīkh al-Umam wal-Mulūk, 7:165. 
63 Ibn ‘Asākir, Tārīkh Dimashq, 19:455-465. 
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illegitimate. No new religious doctrines were propounded…While it undoubtedly revealed the 

dissatisfaction of the Kufans, their disaffection was not new. The ‘Abbasids demanded revenge 

for Zayd and his son through the mediacy of the Khurasani army. The downfall of the Umayyad 

caliphate was not caused by Shiʽism or religious schisms.64 

 

In other words, Zayd and his nephew Ja‘fār al-Ṣādiq, used their stature as well regarded 

scholars along with religious standing of ahl al-bayt to provide an alternate voice within the 

religious community in Iraq, one that began to compete with Hishām’s sponsored network of 

‘ulamā’ as it meshed between the political and religious. The Zaydī revolution will ultimately 

have a long lasting impact, as another faction of the Muslim community, the supporters of the 

Abbasids, would later mobilize against the Umayyads, and as Wellhausen rightly points out 

“later Shi’ite rebellions, which brought about the destruction of the kingdom of Damscus, were 

connected with it.”65  

Abū Ḥanīfah, still a relatively unknown Iraqi faqīh at the time, is said to have supported the 

Zaydī revolution wholeheartedly and even financially, and paid the price for doing so.66 

Although there are reasons to believe that Abū Ḥanīfah was in fact a supporter of Zayd, given the 

extensive reports of the Iraqi scholarly community in general supporting the Alid rebellion, and 

Abū Ḥanīfah in particular. However, the authenticity of the accounts about his miḥnah or ordeal 

with the Umayyad governor Yazīd b. Hubayrah is extremely doubtful. The miḥnah was due to 

Abū Ḥanifah’s refusing the offer presented to him by Ibn Hubayrah, the wālī of Iraq, to hold an 

official position, presumably that of qāḍī, saying “if he would have asked me to open the doors 

                                                 
64 Khalid Yahya Blankinship, The End of the Jihad State: The Reign of Hisham Ibn 'Abd al-Malik and the 
Collapse of the Umayyads (New York: SUNY Press, 1994), 102. 
65 Wellhausen, The Arab Kingdom and its Fall, 338. 
66 Al-Makkī, Manāqib Abī Ḥanīfah, 1:139.  
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of the mosque of the city of Wāsiṭ I would have said no, what now that he wants me to sanction 

the shedding of blood? I will never accept.”67 Due to his refusal to cooperate with the Umayyads 

and being accused of supporting the Zaydis, Abū Ḥanīfah was beaten and tortured by Ibn 

Hubayrah. He was jailed and his release was conditioned upon his approval to hold the position. 

In order to escape, Abū Ḥanīfah asked Ibn Hubayrah to give him time to think about the offer but 

went into hiding.68  

In Islamic early sources there is a frequent mention of ‘ulamā’ refusing to hold official 

positions, to the extent that almost every renowned scholar has at some point refused to do so. 

Unquestionably, these accounts are hagiographic, and the motif is that the ‘ulamā’ were not 

tempted by positions of power. In the case of Abū Ḥanīfah, this story is even more doubtful. It 

seems highly unlikely that Ibn Hubayra would have sanctioned the appointment of an anti-

Umayyad ‘political faqīh’ to a key post. In fact, Ibn ‘Asākir reports that Ibn Hubayrah used to 

say: “the qāḍī should only be a religious scholar (‘ālim), knowledgeable, and firm.”69 If so, why 

would he offer a pro-Zaydī mawlā the position of qāḍī in Kūfah? Why would the Umayyads 

appoint a scholar who supported a rebellion against them? Even more, why would they seek to 

replace Ibn Abī Laylā their faithful qāḍī in Kūfah? Yet, the account of Abū Ḥanīfah’s torture is 

likely to be true. He most certainly had a falling out with the Umayyad wālī due to his support of 

the Zaydī rebellion, and was punished accordingly. In other words, he was punished for his 

political involvement rather than his refusal to hold the position of qāḍī. As such, this 

                                                 
67 Al-Makkī, Manāqib Abī Ḥanīfah, 1:131. 
68 Al-Ṣaymarī, Akhbār Abū Ḥanīfah wa Aṣḥābihi, 66-68. 
69 Ibn ‘Asākir, Tārīkh Dimashq, 65:324. 
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explanation conforms to the narrative that he represented a political threat given his stature in 

Kūfah and ability to provide legitimacy for Iraqis wishing to join the fight against the Umayyads.  

In sharp contrast, Mālik, a young Medinan ‘ālim at the time of the revolution, is portrayed as 

not exhibiting any strong dislike for the Umayyads and did not endorse the revolution of Zayd. It 

is related that he voiced his opposition to the Alids and had less than flattering comments about 

ʻAlī b. Abī Ṭālib. According to the Mālikī jurist ‘Iyāḍ: 

 

He [Mālik] was asked once who were the greatest of the people succeeding the prophet: Mālik 

answered Abū Bakr, he was asked then: and after him? He said: ‘Umar. And after him? ‘Uthman 

he replied. And after him? Mālik replied: Here the [great] people stopped, commenting about 

‘Alī that: he who seeks it [authority] is not like he who does not.70 

 

As such, and while Abū Ḥanīfah was against the Umayyads, likely suffering from 

discrimination for being a non-Arab, Mālik enjoyed the privileges granted by the ruling dynasty 

to Arabs especially to Medinans scholars who were considered to be the true ahl al-ʻilm. The 

juxtaposition of the political positions of these two men will prove later on, as I will argue, vital 

to elevating their stature among their peers, Mālik in Andalusia under the Umayyad rule and Abū 

Ḥanīfah’s students under the Abbasid rule. 

 

AL-WALĪD II AND THE BEGINNING OF THE END OF THE UMAYYADS 

Hishām’s tight fisted rule was followed, after his death, by a series of internal conflicts that 

would lead to the weakening and eventual demise of the Umayyad dynasty. His successor al-

                                                 
70 ʻIyāḍ, b. Mūsā, Tartīb al-Madārik wa Taqrīb al-Masālik li Maʻrifat Aʻlām Madhhab Mālik (Rabbat: 
Wizārat al-Awqāf wa al Shūʼūn al- Islāmiyyah, 1966), 2:45-46. 
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Walīd b. Yazīd, known as al-Walīd II, ruled for almost a year and ushered in the third Fitnah, an 

era of intra-Umayyads fighting. The clout of the scholarly community, once buoyed by Hishām 

began to wane as tribal rivalries reasserted the power of the tribe over religion. The traditional 

historical narrative, such as al-Ṭabarī, al-Ya‘qūbī, among others, much maligns al-Walīd II, who 

is portrayed as being a hedonistic ruler indulging in ‘earthly pleasures’.71 However, a 

reevaluation of al-Walīd II’s rule is in order. It’s likely that the accounts about his wine drinking, 

depravity, and debauchery are true. After all, he wasn’t the first Umayyad to do so, and is surely 

not an exception in the history of Islam. But al-Walīd II did show interest in theological 

questions, and as Judd rightly points out:  

 

Despite his alleged indifference to matters of religion, al-Walīd was actually quite prolific in his 

discussions of religious matters, at least by Umayyad standards. While his predecessor Hishām 

provided patronage for prominent religious scholars, such as al-Zuhrī (d. 124/742) and al-Awzāʽī 

(d. 157/774), and sought their advice on matters of policy, the sources preserve scant references 

to Hishām’s own views on key issues, despite his long reign and his reputation for stern piety. 

By contrast, al-Walīd appears to have been less reserved in expressing his own religious views.72  

  

In fact, it can be argued that al-Walīd II’s strict endorsement of predestination and 

persecution of the Qadarites, much like his predecessor Hishām, illustrates his attempt to purge 

those who questioned the legitimacy of his reign on religious grounds. However, his self-

indulgent lifestyle opened the door for his cousin Yazīd ibn al-Walīd (r.126/744), Yazid III, to 

proclaim himself caliph due to the ‘un-Islamic’ behavior of al-Walīd II. But, perhaps, al-Walīd 

                                                 
71 al-Ṭabarī, Tārīkh al-Umam wal-Mulūk, 7:209; al-Ya‘qūbī, Tārīkh al-Yaʻqūbī, 
2:264. 
72 Steven Judd. “Reinterpreting al-Walīd b. Yazīd,” Journal of the American Oriental Society128/ 3 
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II’s political inaptitude was more noteworthy than his hedonism. He first started persecuting 

members of the Umayyad family, namely those who opposed his ascension to power.73 Then, he 

alienated one of the strongest Umayyad allies, the Yamanīs, who were already starting to switch 

their allegiance to the Abbasids in Khurāsān. According to al-Ṭabarī, Khālid al-Qasrī warned al-

Walīd II about a plot by Yazīd III to assassinate him, however, for unknown reasons, the 

Umayyad caliph ‘sold’ al-Qasrī to his nemesis Yūsuf b. ‘Umar al-Thaqafī, who tortured and 

killed him.74 As for the mawālī in Khurāsān, al-Walīd II reignited social tensions there after he 

undid the tax policies introduced by Naṣr b. Sayyar during the tenure of Hishām.  

Another important factor for the weakening of the Umayyad rule was the overstretched state 

of the Umayyad army. True, internal conflicts were the leading factor in the Abbasid victory, but 

as Blankinship suggests al-Walīd II inherited a caliphate depleted by “an unprecedented series of 

military disasters inflicted on the caliphate by outside powers during this [Hishām] reign. It was 

mainly this combination of spectacular military defeats that started the Umayyad rule hurtling 

toward its sudden downfall, rather than any new set or worsening set of internal problems.”75 

The military setbacks left the Umayyad ruling elite unguarded which allowed the toppling of the 

caliph. As internal conflict intensified, al-Walīd II was toppled by Yazīd III, who despite gaining 

a reputation of piety, couldn’t stabilize the crumbling Umayyad dynasty. He reigned for a mere 

six months, and appointed his brother Ibrāhīm as his successor. In turn Ibrahīm was quickly 

ousted by Marwān II (r. 127-32/744-50), the grandson of Marwān I, who as soon as he occupied 

Damascus and proclaimed himself caliph moved the capital to the Turkish city of Ḥarrān. 

                                                 
73 Hawting, The First Dynasty of Islam: The Umayyad Caliphate AD 661-750, 67. 
74 Al-Ṭabarī, Tārīkh al-Umam wal-Mulūk, 7: 254-256.  
75 Blankinship, The End of the Jihād State: The Reign of Hisham Ibn 'Abd al-Malik and the Collapse of 
the Umayyads, 5. 
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Resentment in Syria over the relocation of the capital grew, and Marwān II became almost 

completely isolated. The influence of the Khawārij in Iraq and Iran remained steadily on the rise, 

while Khurāsān became under full Abbasid rule. These events will set the stage for the 

Hashemite revolution that will topple the Umayyad dynasty. During the last years of the 

Umayyad dynasty, the Umayyad network of ‘ulamā’ seems to have disintegrated and weakened, 

as its clout diminished following the death of its main pillars, al-Zuhrī, Makḥūl, and Maymūn. 

However, the traditions endorsed and promulgated by the pro-Umayyad network will not fade 

with it as other prominent ‘ulamā’ will pick up the torch of traditionalism, most notably Mālik 

and Sufyān al-Thawrī. 

  

CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, I have traced the rise of a pro-Umayyad Islamic scholarly community in parallel 

with, and in opposition to, a politically active dissident class of ‘ulamā’, such as the case with 

abū Ḥanīfah support for the Zaydī revolution. This second class of dissents, which included 

prominent ahl al-bayt scholars, kept gaining momentum after the fall of the Umayyad, which I 

will discuss further in the next chapter. As the Islamic ethical episteme began to replace the tribal 

system of values in the Islamic empire, rulers were judged and evaluated according to their 

adherence to a new divine ethos. The mélange between the political and religious intensified due 

to, and as a response to, the socio-political changes that accompanied the transition from a ‘pious 

and benevolent’ caliph ‘Umar II to the ‘ruthless and self-serving’ Hishām b. ‘Abd al-Malik. As 

the Umayyad legitimacy was increasingly put into question on religious grounds by their 

political adversaries, Hishām sponsored a network of pro-Umayyad scholars as he sought to 
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isolate religious scholarly work from the political sphere and constrain the production of 

religious knowledge to the state. Thus, Hishām aspired to separate the political, i.e. the 

legitimacy of and right to rule, and the religious.  

Concomitantly, anti-Umayyad politically active ‘ulama’ began to voice their rejection of the 

caliphal authority, among those were the Alids, qadarites, murji’īs, and non-Arab jurists. Hostile 

policies enacted by Hishām, including the discrimination against non-Arabs, unfair taxation, and 

political exclusion, exacerbated the situation and led to a further fragmentation in the Islamic 

empire. Nevertheless, a more sophisticated legal discourse began to emerge as the study of law 

became intrinsic to the functioning of the state. Yet, clearly articulated legal methodologies did 

not exist in the Umayyad period, but the seeds of what later would define opinion versus 

tradition were gradually being sown. While the sunan māḍiyah were ‘Islamicized’, sponsored, 

and adopted by the state, ra’y began to develop as an alternative legal discourse to that of the 

state. 
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Chapter 5 

 

The Birth of the Iraqi and Medinan Socio-Religious Movements 

 

 

 

As we have seen in chapter 4, the reign of Hishām b. ‘Abd al-Malik witnessed the rise to 

prominence of a state sponsored network of ‘ulamā’, pseudo bureaucratic, pro-Umayyad, and 

apolitical. Led by Ibn Shihāb al-Zuhrī, who had the ear of the caliph, this network evinced a legal 

discourse that is concordant with tradition, but not a legal methodology per se. Theologically, the 

network was overwhelmingly anti-Qadarite, nevertheless, some of its prominent members held 

Qadarite views, such as Makḥūl al-Shāmī. This network, coopted by the regime, became the 

‘knowledge producer’ and evolved in contrast to, and in parallel with, a political class of ‘ulamā’ 

who challenged the Umayyad right to the caliphate based on an anti-tribal, anti-Arabo-centric 

‘Islam’. The latter class did not opine exclusively about legal and religious questions, but also 

disputed the legitimacy of the Umayyad rule based on what they perceived as the ‘true Islamic 

values’, blurring in the process the line between the religious and the political.  

The Abbasid revolution further meshed the political and the religious. Clothed in a version 

of inclusive Islam and riddled with apocalyptic motifs, the Abbasid da‘wah further empowered 

the political scholars who laid the religious grounds for the revolution. This, however, turned out 

to be a double edged sword. As soon as the Abbasids took over, a number of ‘ulamā’ began to 

question their legitimacy; among them were Abū Ḥanīfah and Mālik. Caliphs and governors 
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feared their clout. They were beaten, imprisoned, courted, and tempted by successive caliphs. 

They revolted, acquiesced, built alliances, and formed circles of students. In the context of state 

opposition, regional adversary, and ethnic rivalry, Abū Ḥanīfah and Mālik will emerge as the 

voices of two regional socio-religious movements, the Iraqi and the Medinan. These two 

movements were embroiled in a tacit tug of war between each other, and, at certain stages, in 

open war against the Abbasids.  

In this chapter, I will begin by discussing the origins of the Abbasid revolution, its actors, 

constituents, its promises and failures. Examining the repercussions of the policies of Abū al-

‘Abbās al-Saffāḥ (r. 132/750-136/754) and Abū Ja‘far al-Manṣūr (r. 136/754-158/775), the first 

two Abbasid caliphs, will shed light on the emergence of two competing socio-religious 

movements, the Iraqi and the Medinan. The ensuing revolts and unrest, among which were the 

revolutions of Muḥammad al-Nafs al-Zakiyyah and his brother Ibrāhīm; the regional adversary 

between Medina and Kūfah; the Abbasid policy towards the ‘ulamā’; and the power/knowledge 

dialectic during this tumultuous period, will all be discussed as ingredients in the process of 

elevating the stature of the protagonists in this story, Abū Ḥanīfah and Mālik, from mere legal 

scholars to charismatic leaders. 

But before delving into the socio-political context of the Abbasid revolution, it is essential to 

reconstruct the transition of the pro-Umayyad network from an influential circle to individual 

‘ulamā’ scattered regionally, and how they survived the demise of the Umayyad dynasty and 

ascension of the Abbasids to power. Discussing the political underachievement of two former 

pro-Umayyad scholars, Sufyān al-Thawrī and ‘Abd al-Raḥmān al-Awzā‘ī, who both had a 

distinctive legal approach but did not end up with their own madhhab, will further highlight the 
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political aspect of the canonization of two eponyms of schools of law, Abū Ḥanīfah and Mālik. 

In this context, three circles of ‘ulamā’ can be distinguished: 1) the formerly pro-Umayyad 

network, now orphaned and mostly bereaved individual scholars, including Ibn Shubrumah, Ibn 

Abī Laylā, Ibn ‘Awn, al-Awzā‘ī, and their student al-Thawrī, 2) The Ḥanafī emerging network, 

and 3) Mālik as a representative of the Medinan traditionalists. The devolution of the pro-

Umayyad network and evolution of the two other during the first decade and a half of the 

Abbasid rule led to the formation of two charismatic authorities, Mālik in Medina and Abū 

Ḥanīfah in Kūfah. 

 

THE DISINTEGRATION OF THE PRO-UMAYYAD NETWORK 

In the absence of a patron and the passing away of its main pillars, the pro-Umayyad network 

lost its sway and standing. The remaining members became scattered in the different regions of 

the empire, and did not have, or didn’t wish to have, access to the caliphal court. The network’s 

clout weakened following the death of Hishām, its sponsor, and Ibn Shihāb al-Zuhrī, its leader, 

who, reportedly, was involved in a plot to remove al-Walīd II from the line of succession and 

name one of Hishām’s sons instead.1 Bound by an oath to his brother Yazīd II, al-Walīd II’s 

father, to name his son as successor, Hishām refused. As the future caliph learned about al-

Zuhrī’s advice, he swore revenge as soon as he takes over the reign. Al-Zuhrī, however, died 

months before al-Walīd II became caliph in 124/741.2 The weakening of the network was 

compounded by the death of many of its prominent figures: Makḥūl in 112/730, ‘Aṭā’ b. Abī 
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Rabāḥ in 115/732, Maymūn in 116-117/733-734, al-Ashdaq, Makhūl’s student in 119/736. Also 

al-Baṣrī and Ibn Sirīn, both on the periphery of the network, died in 110/730. 

It is likely that al-Zuhrī’s advice to Hishām has caused a rift between al-Walīd II and the 

network, or distrust perhaps, which undermined its members’ stature. Yet, it was also Walīd II’s 

proclivity for self-indulgence that has undoubtedly alienated the community of ‘ulamā’, who 

sought to distance themselves from the hedonistic caliph. For instance, and according to Wakī‘, 

Ibn Shubrumah refused to receive financial support offered to him by the wālī of Iraq ‘Abd Allāh 

b. ‘Umar b. ‘Abd al-‘Azīz, son of ‘Umar II, saying “I have never requested anything I do not 

need from people, and especially from the disreputable.”3 In fact, little, if any, is recorded about 

the interaction between al-Walīd II and the scholarly community, and as Steven Judd rightly 

points out “scholars who were al-Walīd’s contemporaries appear to have stayed on the sidelines 

in his struggle with the Qadarites.”4 The ‘ulamā’s point of contact with the ruling regime seems 

to have been the wulāt, with the exception of al-Awzā‘ī who was appointed qāḍī of Damascus by 

Yazīd III, but “attended only one majlis, and then asked to be relieved and was relieved.”5 Ibn 

Shubrumah and Ibn Abī Laylā, on the other hand, remained in their posts, the former overseeing 

bayt al-māl in Iraq until the death al-Thaqafī, while the latter as qāḍī of Kūfah, remaining even 

after the Abbasid revolution. 

But a sense of indifference between the ‘ulamā’ and regime appears to have grown in the 

subsequent years after the death of Hishām. Several accounts, relate a general sense of malaise 

among the scholars regarding the wulāt’s lack of religious knowledge. For instance, Ibn ‘Asākir 

                                                 
3 Wakī‘, Akhbār al-Quḍāt, 3:50. 
4 Steven Judd, “Reinterpreting al-Walīd b. Yazīd,” Journal of the American Oriental Society 128/3 
(2008): 439-458, 458. 
5 Wakī‘, Akhbār al-Quḍāt, 3:207. 
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relates that al-Thawrī asked ‘Abd al-Azīz b. ‘Umar, the wālī of Mecca and Medina, about his 

father’s invocation, du‘ā’, to which the Umayyad wālī admitted his ignorance. Al-Thawrī 

sneered at him saying “I thought you were more knowledgeable about your father’s ḥadīth.”6 

Another story, related by Wakī‘, reports that Ibn Shubrumah reproached ‘Abd Allāh b. ‘Umar 

the wālī of Iraq for never entering the Mosque of Ḥīrah.7 However, it is important to emphasize 

that this malaise or discontent did not translate into any opposition to the Umayyad dynasty, even 

in its dying days, nor a particular position towards the Abbasids. Furthermore, it is not hard to 

imagine that the judiciary itself was eroded and undermined, not necessarily due to specific 

policies, but rather due to their lack thereof. Unrest and infightings has undoubtedly sidelined the 

‘ulamā’ and quḍāt, some of whom preferred to recuse themselves. For instance, Ibn Khayyāṭ 

reports that the qāḍī of Baṣrah ‘Āmir b. ‘Ubaydah resigned at the outset of the third fitnah and no 

one was appointed in his stead.8 

As such, and as the first generation of the network passed on, the younger generation, which 

includes al-Awzā‘ī, Ibn Shubrumah, Ibn Abī Laylā, and al-Thawrī, witnessed the final years of 

the Umayyad dynasty and the ascension of the Abbasids to power. The period of intra-Umayyad 

fighting and Abbasid revolution inevitably led to the decoupling of power and knowledge, as the 

discourse of resistance began to replace the old discourse. Knowledge producers, i.e. the 

scholars, became irrelevant in a contentious political environment; one dominated by perpetual 

coups, assassinations, and ousting. Their silence regarding the monumental political changes is 

salient in the primary sources and reinforces the argument that the pro-Umayyad network was 

                                                 
6 Ibn ‘Asākir, Tārīkh Madīnat Dimashq, 36:327. 
7 Wakī‘, Akhbār al-Quḍāt, 3:50. 
8 Ibn Khayyāṭ, Tārīkh Khalīfah b. Khayyāṭ, 371. 
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apolitical, for had they been involved in politics, they would have no doubt been affected by the 

changes in political power, or at least their political views revealed in the sources.  

  

THE ABBASID’S SHAKY ALLIANCE THAT TOPPLED THE UMAYYADS 

Who was behind the Abbasid revolution, and what were its main driving forces? A heated 

contemporary scholarly debate has centered on the question of whether the revolution was in 

essence Arab or non-Arab. On one end of the spectrum, M.A. Shaban views the Abbasid 

revolution as Arab, arguing that Islam was not yet widespread in the eastern part of the empire 

especially in Khurāsān and Merv, the centers of the revolution.9 Shaban’s conclusion is 

supported by Richard Bulliet’s quantitative study of conversions in the East, based on which he 

argues that “Iranian influence into Muslim politics is impossible to sustain when it is realized 

that the population of Iran was only about 8 percent Muslim in 750 when the Abbasids came to 

power.”10 Similarly, Jacob Lassner argues that there is an “exaggerated emphasis…given to the 

role played by the indigenous population of Khurāsān during the years of clandestine 

operations,”11 due to the fact that during the secretive activities of the Abbasid revolt “caution 

dictated that the substantive work be carried out by trusted agents rather than by members of the 

family. As a result, two particularly significant figures emerged: Abū Muslim in Khurāsān and 

Abu Salamah al-Khallāl in al-Kūfah,”12 who were both non-Arabs.  Moshe Sharon endorses a 

similar, yet more cautious, approach regarding the role of non-Arabs. Although he downplays the 

participation of non-Arabs, he acknowledges that there was an increase in conversion among the 

                                                 
9 M.A. Shaban, The Abbāsid Revolution (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1970), 115-116. 
10 Richard Bulliet, Conversion to Islam in the Medieval Period: An Essay in Quantitative History 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1979), 43-44. 
11 Jacob Lassner, The Shaping of ʽAbbasid Rule (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1980), 3. 
12 Lassner, The Shaping of ʽAbbasid Rule, 61. 
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population of Khurāsān, not because of their support to the Hashemite claim to the caliphate, but 

rather due to their rallying behind the two generals of the revolution, Abū Muslim al-Khurāsānī 

(d.137/754) and Abū Salamah al-Khallāl (d. 132/750).13 

On the other end of the spectrum, Julius Wellhausen views the Abbasid revolution as an 

Iranian led rebellion against the Arab dominance arguing that “the final ruin of the Umaiyads 

was brought about by the Shīʽīte Iranians in Khurāsān.”14 Saleh Agha espouses a similar view, 

yet more nuanced, and that is the Abbasid revolution was predominantly Iranian with some Arab 

constituents, later hijacked by the Abbasids.15 Investigating the ‘organization’ that toppled the 

Umayyad dynasty, led by the two non-Arab generals Abū Muslim and Abū Salamah, Agha 

concludes that “they [mawālī] founded their own independent Organization, a political party, 

uncommitted to any specific imam neither an ‘Alīd nor an ‘Abbāsid.”16 The impetus of forming 

these organizations, Agha convincingly argues, was the non-Arabs’ disgruntlement from the 

marginalization suffered at the hands of the Umayyads. As such, the Abbasid revolution was at 

its core an alliance between three different groups: The non-Arabs, aspiring for inclusion, Alids 

seeking revenge from their archrivals Umayyads, and the Abbasids looking to seize power. As 

Elton Daniel sums it up: “the Abbasids had recognized the two strategies that would contribute 

most to their success: appeal to local interests in Khurasan, and exploit the nascent shiʽi 

tendencies of the population.”17 

                                                 
13 Moshe Sharon, Revolt: The Social and Military Aspects of the ‘Abbāsid Revolution (Jerusalem: The 
Hebrew University, 1990), 28. 
14 Wellhausen, The Arab Kingdom and its Fall, 397.  
15 Saleh Agha, The Revolution which Toppled the Umayyads: Neither Arab nor ‘Abbāsid (Leiden: Brill, 
2003), xxxiii. 
16 Agha, The Revolution which Toppled the Umayyads: Neither Arab nor ‘Abbāsid, xxxiv. 
17  Elton Daniel, The Political and Social History of Khurasan under Abbasid Rule 747-820 (Minneapolis: 
Bibliotheca Islamica, 1979), 32. 
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But who were the ‘non-Arabs’? Defining them only by their ethnicity would be reductionist 

and an oversimplification. The following passage in Agha’s study of the Abbasid revolution 

touches on a very intriguing notion to understand the non-Arabs’ underlying ethos during the 

revolution, which, unfortunately, he does not elaborate on: 

 

Despite this preponderance of Iranian cultural elements, no attempt is made here to assert the 

existence of a cohesive Persian national identity at the time. It may have existed in the form of 

pride in the Sāsānid past, preservation of the Persian language and resistance to Arabization, 

adherence to Zoroastrianism in its different forms and the transposition of some of its elements 

into Islam by converts, or in the form of an amalgamation of all these and other elements.18  

 

This passage intimates that the ‘Iranians’ possibly defined themselves as ‘Iranians’ not in a 

well-articulated national identity, but rather through resuscitating, or perhaps inventing, elements 

of Persian history and culture, and infusing them in their version of Islam. While this assessment 

is plausible, the non-Arabs’ attachment to their culture was in fact a consequence rather than a 

cause of their revolt against the Arab Umayyads. Collective identities are constructed and 

elements of differentiation; be they cultural, ethnic, linguistic, etc.; are heightened or subdued by 

economic and socio-political factors that dictate the behavior of groups. The ‘we’ versus ‘them’, 

non-Arabs versus Arabs, is a synergetic relationship insofar as it shifts according to the 

interaction between the two said ‘groups’. In other words, groups are not predefined but are born 

out and nurtured by a set of circumstances. In this context, and as Agha himself admits, “the 

Arabs were not an abstract notion. They were a concrete power organized within, represented, 

                                                 
18 Agha, The Revolution which Toppled the Umayyads: Neither Arab nor ‘Abbāsid, 169. 
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governed and driven by the Umayyad Arab Establishment.”19 As such non-Arabs, formed a 

group not out of their desire to harken back a Persian heritage stifled by the Arab conquerors, but 

rather it was their unequal treatment by the establishment, the political authority, that defined 

them as a group. As Daniel puts it:  

 

The temporary cohabitation between the conquering Establishment and the conquered masses 

was never transformed into permanent symbiosis. In an ideal world, the process of mutual 

acculturation could probably have been brought to success by Arab converters and Iranian 

converts working together in harmony. As it were, this process was derailed by imperial 

imperatives and the failure of the Umayyad Establishment to faithfully and steadily invest in the 

egalitarianism provided for in Islam, and by the escalating process of Iranian self-awareness.20 

 

 As such, driven by an egalitarian Islamic ethos, the non-Arabs saw in the Abbasid revolution 

an inclusive ‘Islam’ that they could rally behind and participate in articulating. This will prove to 

be essential, as we shall see, in the genesis of the schools of law. Jonathan Berkey puts it 

succinctly “if one looks at the event from a longer view, it is possible to see in the ‘Abbāsid 

revolution a step, one among many, toward the gradual reorientation of Islamic civilization, 

toward a deepening of the ecumenical spirit of Islam and in particular of its more enthusiastic 

embrace of elements of the Iranian tradition.”21 

The transition of power from the Umayyads to the Abbasids led to an ‘epistemic rupture’, as 

Gaston Bachelard calls it, in the nature of the caliphate. A new vision of caliphal authority vis a 

vis the subjects of the empire is now offered, one that is supposed to be ‘more Muslim than 

                                                 
19 Agha, The Revolution which Toppled the Umayyads: Neither Arab nor ‘Abbāsid, 169. 
20 Daniel, The Political and Social History of Khurasan under Abbasid Rule 747-820, 28.  
21 Jonathan Berkey, The Formation of Islam: Religion and Society in the Near East, 600-1800 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 106. 
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Arab’, as the Abbasid Daʽwā emphasized the religious dimension of authority, unlike the 

Umayyads who were Arabs par excellence. While it is true that under ‘Umar II Islam shifted for 

a brief period from an Arabo-centric hegemonic dogma to a religious inclusive doctrine, the 

‘magnanimous caliph’, however, was distanced from the Umayyad dynasty and often portrayed 

as deviating from it. The vacillation between the ‘potentiality’ of an inclusive Islam and the 

‘actuality’ of its hegemonic Arab identity under the Umayyad dynasty, allowed the Abbasid to 

offer a new narrative to political legitimacy: Continuity with the Muḥammadan past, not the 

Arab past, i.e. away from the tribal norms and into emulating a constructed image of a righteous 

community. 

 

AL-SAFFĀḤ: AN UMAYYAD STYLE CALIPH  

The much anticipated change that the Abbasid revolution promised did not materialize. As Al-

Saffāḥ sought to consolidate power, he took a page out of the Umayyad’s book by surrounding 

himself with family members, appointing his kinsmen to govern the different regions of the 

empire, and then expunging his former allies. Administratively, al-Saffāḥ appointed members of 

the Abbasid family as wulāt. His brother Yaḥyā was appointed governor of Baṣrah, then his 

uncle Sulaymān b. ‘Alī b. ‘Abd Allāh b. ‘Abbas. In Kufāh, his uncle Dāwūd was named wālī and 

shortly after was replaced by his nephew. Dāwūd was then appointed wālī of Mecca and Medina. 

Meanwhile his brother al-Manṣūr governed Armenia and Azerbaijan. The only exception was 

Abū Muslim, the influential Khurāsānī general, who governed Khurāsān.22 

By sidelining his allies, namely the Ḥasanid Alids and the leader of the Kūfan revolutionary 

ring, al-Khallāl, al-Saffāḥ fomented dissent. First, Abū Salamah, the army general who led the 
                                                 
22 Ibn Khayyāṭ, Tārīkh Khalīfah b. Khayyāṭ, 414. 
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Abbasid troops alongside Abū Muslim, is reported to have contacted the Alids, namely Abū 

Ja‘far al-Ṣādiq and ‘Abd Allāh b. al-Ḥasan b. al-Ḥasan, Muḥammad al-Nafs al-Zakiyyah’s 

father, to inform them his willingness to pledge allegiance to ahl al-bayt.23 The two, however, 

refused the offer and pledged allegiance to al-Saffāḥ. This narrative has credibility, given that the 

Abbasid general had a strong reason to turn against the caliph, namely because he was not 

appointed governor of Kūfah where his revolutionary network operated, like Abū Muslim was in 

Khurāsān. Amikam Elad doubts the authenticity of this account, arguing that it was circulated by 

pro-Abbasid historians to malign Abū Salamah.24 However, this argument is not very convincing 

given that the narrative actually maligns the Abbasid caliph for the manner in which he killed his 

general. The accounts about the assassination of al-Khallāl related in the primary sources are all 

concurrent. Knowing about his intentions, al-Saffāḥ was determined to kill Abū Salamah and 

lured him out of his hiding by pardoning him and promising him safety. But as soon as Abū 

Salamah emerged he was brutally killed by al-Saffāḥ.25  

Despite their acquiescence, al-Saffāḥ remained wary of the Alids in Kūfah, and sought to 

present himself as the successor of ‘Alī b. Ṭālib. Ibn Khayyāṭ relates that when the Abbasid 

caliph entered Iraq with his brother al-Manṣūr and his uncle Dāwūd the latter said in a sermon: 

“there is no caliph after ‘Alī b. Abī Ṭālib but this man [al-Saffāḥ].”26 The allegiance to the 

Hashemite given by Ja‘far al-Ṣādiq27 undoubtedly helped him stave off, at least momentarily, the 

tensions with the Alids, and thus stabilizing Kūfah. Despite the growing political ‘unease’ with 

                                                 
23 Al-Yaʻqūbī, Tārīkh al-Yaʻqūbī, 2:283. 
24 Amikam Elad, The Rebellion of Muḥammad al-Nafs al-Zakiyya in 145/762: Ṭālibīs and Early ʿabbāsīs 
in Conflict (Leiden: Brill, 2016), 83-84. 
25 Al-Ya‘qūbī, Tārīkh al-Yaʻqūbī, 2:283. 
26 Ibn Khayyāṭ, Tārīkh Khalīfah b. Khayyāṭ, 409. 
27 Al-Ya‘qūbī, Tārīkh al-Yaʻqūbī, 2:283. 
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al-Saffāh’s Umayyad style of governing, the scholarly community of Kūfah and Baṣrah 

welcomed, almost unanimously, the ascension of the Abbasids to power as it is related by 

Muwaffaq al-Makkī (d. 568/1172): 

 

When the first Abbasid caliph abū ʻAbbās al Saffāḥ entered Kūfah he summoned the ʻulamā’ 

and asked them to swear allegiance to him. Abū Ḥanīfah spoke on behalf of the others saying, 

the right [to rule] has reached the Prophet’s kin and the injustice has been removed. We give you 

our allegiance by order from God, and we will remain loyal to you until the hour of 

resurrection.28 

 

Even the former pro-Umayyad scholar Ibn abī Laylā was kept in his position as qāḍī of 

Kūfah and had access to al-‘Abbās’ court.29 Meanwhile, Arabs in Ḥijāz were apprehensive 

towards the Abbasids as they feared many of their privileges were to be taken away, especially 

since the Abbasids rallied support under the banner of ‘Islam for all’ and empowered the 

Khurāsānīs and non-Arab Iraqis. Al-Ṭabarī relates that when the Abbasid general Abū Hamzah 

al-Khārijī entered Medina after beating the last of the Umayyad troops, he decried the privileges 

Medinans enjoyed under the Umayyads, saying: 

 

I passed through your city during the reign of the cross-eyed Hishām b. ‘Abd al-Malik. Your 

harvest was spoiled and you wrote to him pleading not to pay taxes and he accepted, and so the 

rich got richer and the poor poorer, and you have thanked him. God will not reward you or him.30 

 

                                                 
28 Al-Muwaffaq al-Makkī al-Khawārizmī, Manāqib al-Imām al-A‘ẓam Abī Ḥanīfah (Beirut: Dar al-Kitāb 
al-ʻArabī, 1981), 2:151.  
29 Muḥammad b. Jarīr al-Ṭabarī, Tārīkh al-Umam wal-Mulūk (Cairo: Dār al-Maʽārif, 1976), 7:458.  
30 al-Ṭabarī, Tārīkh al-Umam wal-Mulūk, 7:395. 
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Furthermore, al-Ya‘qūbī and al-Ṭabarī relate that al-Saffāḥ sent his army to Mecca and 

Medina to get rid of the remaining Umayyad troops and had many Medinans killed and others 

imprisoned.31 This indicates that the Ḥijāzīs showed resistance to the Abbasids. Aggravating the 

situation, al-Saffāḥ ordered the killing of the well regarded Umayyad general Yazīd b. ‘Umar b. 

Hubayrah (d.132/749) after he was promised safety by the Abbasid caliph. According to the 

accounts related by al-Ṭabarī and al-Ya‘qūbī, among others,32 it was Abū Muslim who 

convinced al-Saffāḥ to renege on his promise of safety and kill the Umayyad general. It is 

important to note here, that while Ibn Hubayrah was besieged in Wāsiṭ he sought support from 

Muḥammad al-Nafs al-Zakiyyah, but the latter did not come to his aid because he received Ibn 

Hubayrah’s plea too late.33 The readiness of al-Nafs al-Zakiyyah’s to support the Umayyad 

general points to the growing resentment of the Alids towards the Abbasids, which will take 

shape a decade later in their revolt.      

In this context, Kūfah, the first capital of the Abbasids, began to emerge as a center of power, 

not as a hub of religious knowledge, but a city representing ethnic diversity and political support 

for the regime, at least in the first decade of the Abbasid rule. In contrast, Medina on the decline, 

was losing its ‘aristocratic’ status, and transformed into a nest of dissent under the banner of 

traditionalism, being the city of the prophet and the ṣaḥābah. In sum, under the Umayyads the 

Iraqis suffered oppression while Medina kept its stature as the ‘radiant city’, however, under the 

Abbasids, fortunes turned as the latter was alienated while the former buoyed. 

 

AL-MANṢŪR’S CONSOLIDATION OF POWER 
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With the death of al-Saffāḥ in 136/754, Abū Ja‘far al-Manṣūr, his successor, was left in a 

precarious position vis a vis the Medinans, who increasingly began to pose a serious political 

threat to the Abbasid reign. Marginalized and denigrated by al-Saffāḥ, Medinans reacted by 

becoming more politically vocal against the Abbasids, culminating in their support Muḥammad 

al-Nafs al-Zakiyyah’s claim to the caliphate. Muḥammad was hiding in Medina waiting for the 

opportune moment to launch his revolt, and Medinans, in general, and the ‘ulamā’, in particular, 

were supportive of the revolt.34 In Medina, the Arabs’ economic and socio-political status 

deteriorated significantly under the reign of al-Saffāḥ and his successor al-Manṣūr.35 While the 

Abbasids sought to court the Iraqis, they alienated the Arabs in Ḥijāz. As Amikam Elad puts it: 

 

There was a slow decline in Medina’s economic and geo-political status. With the ‘Abbāsis’ rise 

to power this process accelerated by the first two ‘Abbāsī caliphs deliberate policy of giving 

preference to al-‘Iraq and the eastern provinces, mainly Khurāsān, a lack of investments in Syria 

and al-Hijāz, and massive confiscations of properties and estates of the Umawī and their 

supporters.36  

 

Meccans did not fare much better under al-Manṣūr. According to al-Ya‘qūbī, when the Abbasid 

caliph wanted to expand the Great Mosque in the year 138/756, he asked his governor there, 

Ziyād al-Ḥarithī to buy the houses contiguous to the mosque so that he can begin the 

                                                 
34 Ibn Saʽd, Kitāb al-Ṭabaqāt al-Kabīr, 7:536-537; Al-Mas‘ūdī, Murūj al-Dhahab wa Jawhar al-Ma‘ādin, 
3:245. Elad disputes this conclusion despite his quantitative study showing at least a majority of support 
for al-Nafs al-Zakiyyah among Medinan tribes, Elad, The Rebellion of Muḥammad al-Nafs al-Zakiyya, 
233-234. 
35 Albert Arazi, “Materiaux pour l'Étude du Conflit de Préséance entre la Mekke et Medina,” Jerusalem 
Studies in Arabic and Islam 5 (1984):177:235, 198-204; Thomas Munt, The Holy City of Medina: Sacred 
Space in Early Islamic Arabia (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2014), 149-151; Elad, The 
Rebellion of Muḥammad al-Nafs al-Zakiyya, 103-107. 
36 Elad, The Rebellion of Muḥammad al-Nafs al-Zakiyya, 103. 
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construction work. The residents refused to sell, and so he ordered the demolition of the houses, 

clearly exhibiting a disregard towards the once revered Arabs of Mecca.37     

But Arabs were not the only faction turning against the Abbasids, Abū Muslim al-Khurāsānī 

was also reluctant in pledging allegiance to al-Manṣūr. The Abbasid general was increasing his 

sphere of influence far beyond Khurāsān and began to challenge the Abbasid caliph in 

administrative matters.38 Wary of Abū Muslim’s growing influence, compounded by old rancor, 

al-Manṣūr appointed him governor of Syria and Egypt in an attempt to ship him away from his 

power base. Sensing that the new caliph is trying to get rid of him, Abū Muslim feared for his 

life, but decided however to meet with the caliph when the latter summoned him. After an 

exchange in the caliphal court where al-Manṣūr leveled accusations against Abū Muslim of 

rebellion and heresy, he signaled to his guards to kill the Abbasid general.39 

Eliminating the threat posed by Abū Muslim allowed al-Manṣūr to turn his sight to the 

acrimonious Medinans and, according to al-Ṭabarī, when he was named caliph the first threat he 

perceived was that of the family of ‘Abd Allāh b. al-Ḥasan and his followers, wa shī‘atihi.40 This 

was not an easy task given Arab support to the rebellious Alid. Ibn Sa‘d relates, for instance, that 

two wālīs appointed by al-Manṣūr in Medina were ordered to arrest Muḥammad and his brother 

Ibrāhīm, but they misled the caliph into thinking that they were searching for them while they 

helped abet them.41 Both of these wālīs were non-Hashemite Arabs. Furthermore, al-Balādhurī 

relates a conversation between al-Manṣūr and his relative Isā b. Mūsā, from banū ‘Abbās, which 

                                                 
37 Al-Ya‘qūbī, Tārīkh al-Yaʻqūbī, 2:306-307. 
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highlights the devolving situation in Medina and the predicament of who to appoint as governor 

of the city. The latter first suggests that the caliph appoints a governor from his kin, to which al-

Manṣūr replies, “it will be hard on them to mistreat members of ahl al-bayt,” in reference to al-

Nafs al-Zakiyyah. Next, Ibn Mūsā suggests appointing a non-Arab from Khurāsān, but again the 

Abbasid caliph refrained saying that the Khurāsānīs have meshed together their love for ‘Alī’s 

family and their love for the Abbasids. According to the narrative, the caliph finally decides to 

appoint someone from ahl al-Shām “known for their hatred towards the Alids.”42 In fact, Ibn 

Sa‘d, al-Ṭabarī, and al-Ya‘qūbī, all relate that Medinans overwhelmingly supported al-Nafs al-

Zakiyyah to the extent that, when the revolution erupted, the Abbasid wālī of Medina was 

arrested and imprisoned by Medinans. To force the rebellious brothers’ hand, al-Manṣūr 

imprisoned their father ʻAbd Allāh b. al-Ḥasan b. al-Ḥasan the great grandson of ʻAlī. The 

Abbasid caliph conditioned his release upon the surrender of his two sons. However, their father 

died in prison which signaled the beginning of the military confrontation between the rebels and 

the Abbasid Army. After the military confrontation, Muḥammad died in battle in Medina 

whereas Ibrāhīm, who was leading an army in Baṣrah, was killed shortly after the death of his 

brother in a battle near Wāsiṭ.43 

While these two revolutions are taken as one under the label of ‘Alid’, both in the primary 

sources and secondary literature, i.e. Ibrāhīm’s being the extension of Muḥammad’s, these two 

revolts, erupting in two different regions and supported by two different groups, were dissimilar 

insofar as the latter sought to restore Arab preponderance while the former was fueled by non-
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Arabs’ discontent with Abbasid policies. Hence, for the Ḥijāzīs, Islam gave Mecca and Medina a 

higher stature than the rest of the empire, and perceived in al-Nafs al-Zakiyyah’s nasab a restorer 

of Arab pride. In fact, in his written exchange with al-Manṣūr, the Alid rebel bragged about his 

‘pure blood’, using it as an argument for his right to the caliphate: 

 

No one has ancestry, nobility, and standing equal to ours [ahl al-bayt]... No one from the 

Hashemites has a similar kind of descent as ours in its noble lineage, ancestry, and superiority. 

We are descendants of the prophet’s mother Fāṭimah bint ‘Amr in al-Jahiliyyah and of Fāṭimah, 

his daughter, in Islam.44  

 

Ironically, in his written response to al-Nafs al-Zakiyyah, it was al-Manṣūr who used the 

Hashemite lineage, some of whom were sons of slave women, to counter Muḥammad’s claim of 

pure nasab, saying that although they were born from slave women they are more noble than 

him.45 The evidence of Muḥammad’s ‘Arabism’ is overwhelming in the primary sources. Al-

Ṭabarī and al-Dhahabī relate, for instance, that in a sermon in Medina Muḥammad explicitly said 

that the Arabs, al-Anṣār wal-Muhājirūn, are the custodians of Islam, taking a swipe at the 

Abbasids for building the green dome in Baghdad and undermining the Ka‘bah.46 Despite the 

likelihood of anachronism in this account,47 the motif of such narratives is that the Abbasids, 

both al-Saffāḥ and al-Manṣūr, were undermining Medina first by establishing the capital of the 

Abbasid caliphate in Kūfah and then building an ‘extraneous’ city, Baghdad, to become the 

                                                 
44 Al-Ṭabarī, Tārīkh al-Umam wal-Mulūk, 7:567-568; Al-Balādhurī, Ansāb al-Ashrāf, 3:324. 
45 Al-Ṭabarī, Tārīkh al-Umam wal-Mulūk, 7:569-570; Al-Balādhurī, Ansāb al-Ashrāf, 3:325. 
46 Al-Ṭabarī, Tārīkh al-Umam wal-Mulūk, 7:588; Al-Dhahabī, Siyar A‘lām al-Nubalā’, 6:214-215. 
47 Cf. Jane McAuliffe, The ‘Abbasid Authority Affirmed: The Early years of al-Manṣūr (New York: 
SUNY Press, 1995), 152, where she argues that al-qubbah al-khadra’ was built after the death of 
Muḥammad in 145/762.  
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center of the empire.48 This meant that what was once the periphery, Iraq, became the center and 

what was the center of Islam, the holy city, the periphery. Impoverished and isolated, nasab 

remained the Medinans’ boon and Muḥammad al-Nafs al-Zakiyyah tapped right into it. 

Meanwhile, Ibrāhīm’s revolution is murkier in its timeline, narrative, and even goals. There 

are several contradictory accounts regarding its beginning in Baṣrah, the first, related in Ibn Sa‘d, 

is that Ibrāhīm was sent by his brother in 145/762 after taking over Medina and in a month raised 

an army in Baṣrah to revolt against al-Manṣūr. However, he was defeated by the Abbasid army 

in Wāsiṭ less than two months after moving to Iraq.49 This narrative seems highly unlikely, for 

why would Ibrāhīm leave his brother to fight the Abbasid army on his own? And assuming he 

did is it possible that he raised an army of thousands soldiers in Baṣrah in only one month 

without being noticed by the Abbasids? The second narrative, which makes more sense, is that 

Ibrāhīm moved to Baṣrah in 143/760 and started raising an army there. This is in line with al-

Nafs al-Zakiyyah’s strategy of sending his brothers and sons as emissaries to major cities to rally 

troops. For instance, he sent his sons, Muḥammad to Egypt, Ḥasan to Yemen, and ‘Abd Allāh to 

Khurāsān, and his brothers Idrīs to Morocco, Yaḥyā to al-Rayy, and Mūsā to al-Jazīrah,50 as such 

it is highly likely that he sent Ibrāhīm to Iraq.  

But Ibrāhīm’s rallying call was different from that of Muḥammad’s. First, he called upon the 

Iraqis to revolt against the Abbasids for the marginalization of ahl al-bayt, not as Arabs but as 

the ‘magnanimous and benevolent leaders of the ummah’, rekindling in the process Zaydī 

                                                 
48 According to accounts by al-Ṭabarī and al-Khaṭīb al-Baghdādī, plans to build Baghdad were already 
put in place by al-Manṣūr before 144/761, and interestingly enough the account in al-Ṭabarī mentions that 
it was before the revolution of Muḥammad al-Nafs al-Zakiyyah. Al-Ṭabarī, Tārīkh al-Umam wal-Mulūk, 
7:618; Al-Baghdādī, Tārīkh Baghdād aw Madīnat al-Salām, 1:376. 
49 Ibn Sa‘d, Kitāb al-Ṭabaqāt al-Kabīr, 7:549-550. 
50 Al-Mas‘ūdī, Murūj al-Dhahab, 3:346 
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sentiments in the city. The nuanced difference between the two is that Muḥammad’s was tribal 

and nativist in reaction to the socio-economic marginalization of Medina, while Ibrāhīm’s 

appealed to sentiments of the ahl al-bayt, embedded in a political discourse and included a 

coalition of khawārij, Alids, and Zaydīs. Furthermore, Ibrāhīm received a substantial non-Arab 

support. Al-Aṣfahānī reports that a group of people came to him offering him financial support 

saying: “we are not Arabs and we don’t owe allegiance to anyone,” to which Ibrāhīm answered 

“he who is blessed with wealth let him support his brother... We either follow the path of ‘Alī or 

we burn in hell.”51 Two other factors not mentioned in the primary sources but could have played 

a role in the support for the Ibrāhīm’s revolution: revenge for the killing of Abū Salamah and 

Abū Muslim, and perhaps wariness regarding the Abbasid hijacking of the da‘wah. The growing 

pro-Ibrāhīm sentiment in Baṣrah and Kūfah is reflected in al-Manṣūr’s professed dislike for 

Kūfans, perhaps also fueled by a lingering resentment for their abatement of his nemesis Abū 

Muslim. In an address in al-Hāshimiyyah to the Khurāsānī soldiers following the arrest of ‘Abd 

Allāh b. al-Ḥasan, the Abbasid caliph described the Kūfans as ahl al-shiqāq wal-nifāq, the 

people of discord and hypocrisy.52 Al-Baldhurī also relates that during a visit to Kūfah al-Manṣur 

cursed the Kūfans for their backstabbing, and said “I wonder why the Umayyads did not kill all 

of you and enslaved your offsprings.”53 Al-Manṣūr also kept a close eye on the Iraqi scholarly 

community, trying to parse out who is supporting the revolution. Al-Ṭabarī relates that he sent a 

letter to the Kūfan scholar al-A‘mash (d.147/764) pretending that it was from Muḥammad al-

Nafs al-Zakiyyah or Ibrāhīm calling on him for his support. Al-A‘mash discovered al-Manṣūr’s 

                                                 
51 Al-Aṣfahānī, Maqātil al-Ṭalibiyyīn, 287. 
52 Al-Mas‘ūdī, Murūj al-Dhahab, 3:249. 
53 Al-Balādhurī, Ansāb al-Ashrāf, 3:346. 
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ploy and answered back by ridiculing the caliph’s attempted trickery.54 Another indication of 

Muḥammad’s and Ibrāhīm’s different agendas was the position of the known Kūfan scholar 

Hārūn b.Sa‘d al-‘Ijlī (d.?) who according to al-Aṣfahānī was appointed by Ibrāhīm as the wālī of 

Wāsiṭ during the revolution and both al-Ṭabarī and al-Mizzī confirm that he was a supporter of 

Ibrāhīm.55 However, al-Mizzī mentions in his entry on Muḥammad al-Nafs al-Zakiyyah that al-

‘Ijlī reproached him, ‘āba ‘alayhi, for rebelling.56 That is plausible if we consider the two 

revolutions as having two distinct agendas, one that is pro-Arab and the other Iraqi with Zaydī 

leanings. 

 

MEDINA AND KŪFAH: TWO COMPETING SOCIO-RELIGIOUS MOVEMENTS  

These two revolutions reveal not only a discontent with the Abbasid ruling regime, but also an 

increasing regional rivalry, or at least a Medinan apprehension towards the Iraqis and discontent 

from their marginalization. Medinans sought to regain their social preponderance over the Iraqis 

by appealing to their heritage, their knowledge of the prophet’s traditions, i.e. the Islamic nativist 

discourse. Iraqis, on the other hand, who long aspired for equality and inclusion, now seeking 

political participation and representation, resented the Abbasids for ‘hijacking’ the revolution 

and ruling like the Umayyads did. Politically left out after being an integral part of the 

revolution, they appealed to the Islam professed at the outset of the revolution, and that is a 

religion for all. The mélange of the socio-political with the religious transformed the regional 

political factions, into local socio-religious movements. By socio-religious movements it is 

                                                 
54 Al-Ṭabarī, Tārīkh al-Umam wal-Mulūk, 7:577. 
55 Al-Ṭabarī, Tārīkh al-Umam wal-Mulūk, 7:601, Jamāl al-Dīn al-Mizzī, Tahdhīb al-Kamāl fī Asmā’ al-
Rijāl (Beirut: Mu’assasat al-Risālah, 1985), 30:87. Al-Ṭabarī relates that al-‘Ijlī was leading Ibrāhīm’s 
troops in Wāsiṭ. 
56Al-Mizzī, Tahdhīb al-Kamāl fī Asmā’ al-Rijāl, 25:467.  
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meant “a network of informal interactions between a plurality of individuals, groups and/or 

organizations, engaged in a political or cultural conflict, on the basis of a shared collective 

identity,”57 having a shared political agenda, i.e. socio-economic demands, embedded in a 

religious discourse. Some, however, might be apprehensive about positing the existence of such 

socio-religious movements due to the ambiguity they carry in their structure, organization, and 

goals. But such movements need not be neatly organized. They reflect a prevalent sentiment 

among the populace, which members of these movements can tap into, and to mobilize when 

political conditions allow them to expresses their grievances and demands. They also explain the 

incremental, or sometimes abrupt, alterations in group construction of its ideology and/or 

religion. As such, posting the existence of such movements is very useful in understanding 

grassroots change, or as Mario Diani explains social networks “enables researchers to deal with 

phenomena of change, which are difficult to contain within the formal boundaries of bureaucracy 

or nation states.”58 

The two movements that arose in Islam during the early Abbasid period were the nativist 

Medinan movement and the acculturational Iraqi. These two movements represented two Islams, 

not only two regions or two legal methodologies. The Medinan ‘Arabic Islam’ represented 

continuity from the first Muslim community till the fall of the Umayyads. It is reactively nativist 

in its traditionalism, seeking to regain the superior social status of Arabs, after being eroded 

down the years, and in a moment of ‘epistemic rupture’ produced by the Abbasid revolution, 

Arabs realized that the Iraqis now pose a threat to their Islam, as the latter became independent 

                                                 
57 Mario Diani, “The Concept of Social Movement,” The Sociological Review 40/1 (1992): 1-25, 13. 
58 Mario Diani, “Introduction: Social Movements, Contentious Actions, and Social Networks: ‘From 
Metaphore to Substance’?,” in Social Movements and Networks: Relational Approaches to Collective 
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participants in the articulation of Islam. It was as El Shamsy calls it “tradition under siege”.59 

The generational continuity in Medinan tradition “allowed legal practices to function as an 

independent carrier of cultural memory... The law thus possessed its own authority, and authority 

that was memetic rather than hermeneutic.”60 The Iraqi ‘Islam for all’ movement endorsed by 

non-Arabs represented a new Islam, one that allows for equal rights with Arabs and equal 

participation. Previously oppressed now empowered by the Abbasid revolution they sought to 

defend their acquired privileges. Ra’y, as we shall, will be their tool to define and articulate the 

inclusive Islam. As such, the Medinan/Iraqi antagonism was not legal in its onset, but rather it 

was over the definition of Islam itself. In other words, differences in laws and legal 

methodologies were the consequence of both the socio-political environment and the ideological 

and religious rift.  

Given their religious dimension, these two movements needed ‘ulamā’ as representative 

voices, for, established scholars can provide legitimacy for the movements’ demands, one that is 

rooted in an interpretation of Islam. The ‘ulamā’ formed ḥalaqāt, they had following, met 

regularly, and were highly regarded. It is not far-fetched to say that such social structure helped 

them mobilize people and evince their political views in a public space, be it in a ḥalaqah or 

mosque. The fact that the number of scholars involved in these revolutions was substantial points 

to their actively seeking to politically mobilize, as Ibn Sa‘d relates that “a sizeable number of 

fuqahā’ and scholars [ahl al-‘ilm] called on people to rally behind Ibrāhīm in Baṣrah and al-

                                                 
59 El Shamsy, The Canonization of Islamic Law: A Social and Intellectual History, 17 
60 El Shamsy, The Canonization of Islamic Law: A Social and Intellectual History, 21 
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Kūfah,”61 just like, as mentioned earlier, many Medinan ‘ulamā’ supported the revolution of his 

brother Muḥammad.  

The Iraqi fiqh, I contend, is, at its core, a tool to reject Medinan traditions as hegemonic Arab 

legal set of precepts and provide an alternative. The Iraqis seeking to escape the snares of the 

dominant and formerly state sponsored legal discourse connecting Islam with Arab traditions, 

found in ra’y a valuable tool to break with the past. As a legal methodology, ra’y allowed them 

to concord between their local social norms and Islam, and to provide a legal basis for the newly 

acquired rights. In other words, fiqh for Iraqis, and especially Kūfans, was a device born out the 

need to serve their social needs, rather than a purely intellectual endeavor undertaken by the Iraqi 

scholars. However, such a fluid and loose tool opens the door for different interpretations, and 

given the disparate religious/political discourse of the Medinan and Iraqi movements, regional 

antipathy between was heightened and extended to the legal, as evidenced in the primary 

sources. Medinan scholars undermined their Iraqi peers, describing them as substandard, even 

blasphemous and heretical. Abū Ḍumrah al-Laythī (d. 200/815), a Medinan scholar relates, and 

on the authority of Mālik, that “Ḥadīth comes out from us [Medina] shibran, one inch, and 

comes back from Iraq Dhira‘an, a foot.”62 Mālik’s enmity towards the Iraqis, and especially Abū 

Ḥanīfah, is well documented. Abū Nu‘aym al-Aṣfahānī relates that Mālik said the region in 

which Abū Ḥanīfah resides is inhabitable due to his corrupt ideas, and that “he [Abū Ḥanīfah] 

who distorts religion is not one of its adherents.”63 Defection from the socio-religious movement 

was not tolerated. Hishām b. ‘Urwā b. al-Zubayr (d.146/763), the son of one the seven Medinan 

fuqahā’, was a supporter of al-Nafs al-Zakiyyah and a highly regarded Medinan scholar, 

                                                 
61 Ibn Sa’d, Kitāb al-Ṭabaqāt al-Kabīr, 7:538. 
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however, after moving to Iraq he is portrayed by his Medinan peers, especially Mālikī scholars, 

as becoming weak in ḥadīth and confused because of old age.64 The ununiformed Iraqi ‘ilm 

helped the Medinan cause in undermining the Iraqis. Wakī‘, for instance, relates a case of 

‘conditioned sale’ i.e. whether it is permissible for the buyer or the seller to place conditions on a 

transaction. The three ‘ulamā’ in Kūfah he refers to are: Ibn Abī Laylā, Ibn Shubrumah, and Abū 

Ḥanīfah. According to the account, the three men gave different opinions on what is permissible 

and what is not. The first considers the sale permissible while the condition void, the second both 

permissible, and the third both void. The three, according to the account, gave a prophetic ḥadīth 

to justify their decision, and were ridiculed for their disagreement.65  

As such, if we substitute ‘regional doctrinal schools’ with ‘socio-religious movements’ we 

can better understand the concentration of ahl al-ra’y in Iraq and the traditionalists in Medina. 

Islamic laws in some cases justify local social norms and other they replace social for the benefit 

of the local community. For instance, wine drinking is, perhaps, a prime example of different 

cultural practices that required religious sanctioning. Consumption of inebriants was accepted 

and allowed in Iraq, while it was banned in Medina. Reflected in fiqh, Mālik strictly forbade it, 

Abū Ḥanifah openly allowed it.66 Al-Ṣaymarī relates that Abū Ḥanīfah was questioned in Medina 

whether it is permissible to drink wine, and as he was trying to say it is permissible al-Thawrī, 

who was accompanying him, placed his hand on Abū Ḥanīfah’s mouth and told him that our 

sanctioning of drinking wine in Iraq is not acceptable in Medina.67  
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As such, central in understanding the pre-embryonic stage of the schools, not yet established 

in the early Abbasid period but in the process of being articulated, is the gradual metamorphosis 

of the Iraqi and Medinan socio-religious movements into two proto-madhhabs, the Ḥanafī and 

Mālikī. In other words, Iraqi scholars, before Abū Ḥanīfah emerged as their charismatic authority 

figure, were not bound by a ‘regional doctrine’ but rather members of a socio-religious 

movement seeking an ‘Islam’ that embraces them as ‘citizens’ with full rights and acculturates 

some of their practices. Meanwhile in Medina, Mālik established himself as the representative of 

the ‘old Arab aristocracy’, one that is clinging onto the traditional social hierarchy.  

Two other ingredients need to be added to the recipe in order to understand the gradual shift 

from socio-religious movements into personal school. The first is the power/knowledge 

neologism. While it is true that non-Arabs’ aspirations for acculturation and the reactive nativism 

of the Medinans created the prerequisite bipolarity for the emergence of schools, it remains 

imperative to understand the mechanisms through which the two socio-religious movements 

transformed into schools of law. The answer is in the ruling power’s engagement with the 

Medinan traditionalist ‘ulamā’ and their counterpart ahl al-ra’y in Kūfah. The role of power was 

essential in pushing these movements, to become producers of religious knowledge, stripping 

them of a political agenda. That meant that the two camps needed to refine and hone the tools 

required for a well-articulated legal structure. As al-Shamsy rightly points out the impact of such 

disagreements “inevitably helped them sharpen and hone their reasoning abilities.” The process 

was incremental, one that I will further elaborate on in the next chapter. Suffice to say at this 

point, that during the second part of al-Manṣūr’s reign a concerted effort was made to 
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concomitantly nurture both the Medinan and Iraqi production of religious knowledge, while 

seeking in return their political quietism.  

The second equally important component of the metamorphosis from movement to school is 

the transformation in the type of authority. As the two socio-religious movements attracted 

followers, their evolution depended on the emergence of a charismatic leader. Circumstances 

will dictate that Abū Ḥanīfah becomes the leader of the Iraqi movement, while Mālik the 

representative voice of the Medinans. 

 

DEPOLITICIZING THE SOCIO-RELIGIOUS MOVEMENTS 

The ‘ulamā’, both in Medina and Iraq, were actors in the political unrest. It is reported that Mālik 

supported the rebellion of al-Nafs al-Zakiyyah and there is reason to believe so. Al-Ṭabarī and 

al-Aṣfahānī, among others, mention, unequivocally, that Mālik sanctioned joining Muḥammad.68 

Furthermore, the reason for Mālik’s miḥnah with the Abbasids, or ordeal, was his use of the 

prophetic ḥadīth “laysa ‘alā mustakrahin ṭalāq,” or “he who is forced into an agreement is not 

held accountable if he reneges.”69 If we put this legal opinion in context, it validates the accounts 

that he issued it to rally support for the revolution of al-Nafs al-Zakiyyah. However, there remain 

some vagueness regarding Mālik’s position vis a vis the revolution stemming from an account, 

also prevalent in the primary sources, which relates that Mālik lazima baytihi, stayed home, 

when the revolution erupted.70 These two accounts can in fact be reconciled, for Mālik could 

have supported the revolution by issuing a legal opinion but did not join the battle like other 
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Medinan scholars did, especially given that he was still at an age he could fight, as he was in his 

early fifties. Mālik’s involvement in Medinan politics is reflected in yet another account, which 

relates that the Abbasid Caliph during his ḥajj in 144/761 asked Mālik to mediate and convince 

Muḥammad Nafs al-Zakiyyah to surrender.71 It is not clear why he chose Mālik to intercede, but 

we can infer that Mālik was not only a prominent religious figure in Medina but also close to the 

Ḥasanid revolutionaries and a political actor representing the interests of Medinan Arabs. 

Meanwhile, Abū Ḥanīfah’s support for Muḥammad’s rebellion is less clear. Primary sources 

suggest that the Kūfan jurist supported Ibrāhīm in Kūfah but no mention of support of 

Muḥammad in Medina. Given the Zaydī innuendos in Ibrāhīm’s revolution, it would be safe to 

believe that indeed Abū Ḥanīfah was a supporter of the Kūfan revolt but not the Medinan.72 

Muwaffaq al-Makkī relates that Abū Ḥanīfah managed to convince al-Ḥasan b. Qaḥtabah, the 

brother of Ḥamīd b. Qaḥtabah the Abbasid general who killed al-Nafs al-Zakiyyah, not to fight 

Ibrāhīm.73 Furthermore, al-Aṣfahānī relates that Abū Ḥanīfah sent a letter to Ibrāhīm informing 

him that Kūfans will fight alongside him as soon as he enters their city.74  It is probable that he 

also had other incentives to support the revolution, other than its Zaydī leanings, among which 

were: the killing of Abū Salamah, his fellow Kūfan, and Abū Muslim his fellow Khurāsānī, and 

disillusionment with the Abbasid’s rule. In fact, Abū Ḥanīfah was closely tied to Khurāsānī 

murji’a, who were part of Abū Muslim’s entourage, and could have seen in their persecution the 

Abbasids turning against their allies.75 Abū Ḥanīfah’s relentless political activism even prompted 
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his student Zufar b. al-Huḍhayl (d.158/775) to caution his mentor saying: “you will not give up 

until the ropes are around our necks.”76 

After quashing the revolts, the Abbasids regained control over the Ḥijāz and Iraq, but 

somewhat incrementally. Medina went through a period of turmoil, although al-Ṭabarī relates 

that ‘Isā b. Mūsā granted amnesty to all people and “the sūq was open after a few days.”77 This 

narrative seems overly ruddy given the plethora of accounts, even other accounts in al-Ṭabarī, 

that there were retaliatory actions.78 First, there were lootings and killings by the Abbasid army, 

mainly the Sawdān,79 who then revolted against the Abbasid army but were quickly defeated.  

As stability was gradually restored, al-Manṣūr sought to win over the scholarly community in 

Medina. Using ‘the carrot and the stick’ policy he first exacted punishment on some of them. In 

Medina, he appointed Ja‘far b. Sulaymān as wālī who began intimidating the supporters of 

Muḥammad in the scholarly community. Among the reprimanded ‘ulamā’ were: Hishām b. 

‘Urwā b. al-Zubayr who, according to al-Aṣfahānī, was appointed by al-Nafs al-Zakiyyah wālī of 

Medina during the revolution,80 however according to al-Ṭabarī Muḥammad appointed ‘Uthmān 

b. Khālid b. al-Zubayr.81 Al-Ṭabarī’s account seems more plausible given that Hishām was 

around 85 years at the time. Al-Balādhurī also recounts that when Ibn Mūsā promised safety to 

the Medinans he “granted safety to Hishām b. ‘Urwā al-Zubayr and Ayyūb b. Salmah al-

Makhzūmī after they apologized.”82 Muḥammad b. ‘Ajlān (d.148/764), considered one of the 
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prominent scholars in Medina by al-Dhahabī and Ibn Sa‘d and considered thiqah, trustworthy, in 

ḥadīth,83 was another supporter of al-Nafs al-Zakiyyah. It is related that Ja‘far b. Sulaymān 

wanted to cut off his hand for supporting Muḥammad, but upon hearing the wālī’s intention 

Medinans gathered and pled with him to reconsider. The governor not wanting to anger the 

crowds acquiesced and spared Ibn ‘Ajlān.84 ‘Abd Allāh b. Hurmuz (d.148/764), also a prominent 

Medinan scholar who supported the revolution, was chastised by ‘Isā b. Mūsā for joining 

Muḥammad. Ibn Hurmuz had to apologize saying “it was a fitnah that misled the people 

including me,” and so he was set free.85 ‘Abd al-‘Azīz b. ‘Abd Allāh b. al-Khaṭṭāb great 

grandson of ‘Umar al-Khaṭṭāb also joined the revolution but was spared by al-Manṣūr after the 

latter apologized and asked forgiveness.86 Furthermore, al-Aṣfahānī relates that even Sufyān al-

Thawrī “wrote to Muḥammad b. Ismā‘īl b. Rajā’ in 140/760 saying if God wants what is good 

for this ummah he will sway people to agree on him [al-Nafs al-Zakiyyah].”87 As mentioned 

earlier, Mālik also was not spared from al-Manṣūr’s wrath. He was flogged by Ja‘far b. 

Sulaymān, and forced to recant the prophetic ḥadith laysa ‘alā mustakrahin ṭalāq. 

Al-Manṣūr punishment did not only target the community of Medinan scholars, but 

extended to the city as a whole. He enforced blockade, placed guards on the entrance to the city 

to inspect anything coming in and out, making trade passage difficult, and confiscated lands and 

estates, especially those of the Alids.88 Economically, Medina suffered greatly, and Mālik 

suffered financially too. Al-Qāḍī ‘Iyāḍ reports, for instance, that during one of al-Manṣūr’s 
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pilgrimages, he met with Mālik and apologized for the flogging. Then Mālik started lecturing al-

Manṣur about the importance of taking care of one’s community, to which the Abbasid caliph 

replied: 

  

Isn’t it whenever your daughter cries out of hunger that you ask for the millstone to be turned so 

that the neighbors don’t hear her whimpers? To which an astonished Mālik replied: I swear no 

one knows about this but God. Al-Manṣūr then said: so how can I know that and be ignorant of 

what is taking place in my community?89 

 

Similarly, Hishām b. ‘Urwā is said to have asked al-Manṣūr to help him pay off his 100 

thousand dinars debt, so that he can shelter youngsters in Medina, but the caliph only gave him 

10 thousand after mocking him.90 After initially punishing the community of Medinan ‘ulamā’, 

al-Manṣūr reversed course and started courting them to placate further tension. It was the same 

policy of ‘the carrot and the stick’ employed by Hishām, yet, al-Manṣūr kept the scholar at bay, 

showering those who have acquiesced with money and gifts but never bringing them too close. 

For instance, after ‘Abd al-‘Azīz b. ‘Abd Allāh b. al-Khaṭṭāb was forgiven he was sent to 

Baghdad and lived well off until his death during the reign of al-Rashīd.91 Similarly al-Dhahabī 

relates the following encounter between al-Manṣūr and Hishām b. ‘Urwah where the latter knelt 

to kiss the caliph’s hand, however al-Manṣūr picked him up and told him that he will be 

generously rewarded. He also died in Baghdad and al-Manṣūr is reported to have led the prayers 

in his funeral.92 
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In Iraq, al-Manṣūr used the same tactic, first punishing and intimidating the ‘ulamā’ then 

rewarding those who acquiesced. In one of the accounts al-Ṣaymarī relates that al-Manṣūr 

rounded up the fuqahā’ of Iraq and told them that since they swore allegiance to him but then 

rebelled against him “their blood and money” are now his.93 Among scholars who supported 

Ibrāhīm where ‘Isā b. Yūnis, ‘Abbād b. Manṣūr, and Mu‘ādh b. Mu‘ādh.94 As was the case with 

the Medinan scholars, Iraqis went into hiding first, but were pardoned by al-Manṣūr and 

appointed some of them to judicial positions. For instance, ‘Abbād b. Manṣūr was appointed a 

qāḍī in Baṣrah,95 while Mu ‘ādh b. Mu ‘ādh appointed qāḍī of Baṣrah. 96 

As such, through the policy of intimidation and courting, al-Manṣūr emulated the Umayyads 

in buying the acquiescence of the scholarly community and depoliticizing the socio-religious 

movements. The religious leaders, who once posed a threat to the legitimacy of the Abbasid rule, 

began to turn from political actors to apolitical knowledge producers. Their main asset, which 

was once their religio-political discourse, became their legal acumen. The metamorphosis did not 

instantly actualize but was rather incremental. As we shall in the following chapter, scholarly 

sponsorship and patronage in the decades following al-Manṣūr’s reign were decisive in 

completing this transformation. 

    

FROM TRADITIONAL TO CHARISMATIC AUTHORITY 

Out of the two socio-religious movements two charismatic authority figures began to emerge as 

their representatives, Abū Ḥanīfah in Iraq and Mālik in Medina. During the second part of the 
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reign of Abū Ja‘far, i.e. 143/760 onwards, we start to distinguish their rise to prominence as 

‘charismatic’ scholars, replacing the paradigm of ‘traditional authority’, which prevailed under 

the pro-Umayyad scholars, them being an extension of the tribal Umayyad leaders. But what was 

cause of their distinction? It would be erroneous to think that their doctrinal approach, admittedly 

still not yet fully articulated, didn’t gave them preponderance over the other ‘ulamā’. Indeed, 

both epitomized the ‘amal/ra’y dichotomy and couldn’t be better representatives of these two 

legal trends. Yet, the context in which they managed to establish themselves as voices of legal 

methodologies is equally important. They were both representatives of their communities and 

had to deal with the ruling power. Mālik was relentless defender of Medinans and remained in 

the city throughout his life. He relentlessly sought to give preponderance for Medinans and 

advocated Medinan ‘ilm. For instance, al-Qāḍī ‘Iyāḍ reports that Mālik use to say “if you are 

seeking knowledge then you have to reside in Medina, for the Qur’ān was not revealed in the 

Euphrates.”97 Furthermore, his insistence on ‘amal ahl al-Madīnah and the ijmā‘, consensus 

among Medinans, points to a resolve in bringing Islam back to its Hijāzī origin. Mālik also 

opened his house for “the Qurayshīs and Anṣār alike and they would ask him about ḥadīth.”98 

Setting aside the hagiographic accounts of him lecturing the caliphs and governors about piety, 

Mālik took advantage of his position as an esteemed scholar to challenge power, voicing the 

concerns and demands of the now underprivileged Medinans.99 A plethora of accounts relates his 
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calling on the regime ‘to be generous’ with Medinans,100 insisting on reasserting the ‘aristocratic’ 

stature of the city. Mālik was reproached by scholars for entering the court of the caliph despite 

the being tyrannical and unjust and he used to respond “where can we claim our rights?”101 Due 

to his financial distress, Mālik accepted gifts and financial support. He received from al-Manṣūr 

five thousand dinars for himself and thousand for his son Aḥmad, and after his miḥnah, he began 

receiving a regular stipend from the caliph.102 Al-Dhahabī also reports that he accepted two 

thousand, or maybe three, from al-Mahdī.103  

But as much as he seemed keen on staying on the right side of al-Manṣūr, Mālik sought 

recognition from the caliphate for the supremacy of Medinan ‘ilm and himself as being the 

leading scholar. ‘Iyāḍ relates that al-Manṣūr asked Mālik to keep in check the governors of 

Medina, and write to him in case they went astray,104 but no incident is reported of him doing so. 

Mālik seems to have also developed a close relationship with al-Manṣūr as they regularly met. 

Ibn Sa‘d relates that during al-Manṣūr’s ḥajj he met with Mālik and told him that he is 

determined to commit his books (the Muwaṭṭa’ perhaps) to writing and send it to all the regions 

to be implemented as law, “because ‘ilm comes only from Medina,” according to al-Manṣūr. 

Mālik advised against it saying that every region has its ‘ulamā’, ḥadīth, and norms, ’Ahwā’, and 

it’s better not impose anything on them.105 This account, gets more inflated in al-Dhahabī who 

reports that Harūn al-Rashīd offered to print the Muwaṭṭa’ in gold and hang it on the Ka‘bah.106 

This narrative is most likely hagiographic given that both al-Manṣūr and al-Rashīd appointed 
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non-traditionalist fuqa’ā, and courted some of ahl al-ra’y. What we can infer from these 

accounts, however, is that Mālik was gaining a stature of charismatic authority in Medina. Even 

if they are exaggerated and magnified, the motif of such stories indicates that Mālik enjoyed 

recognition by the caliphate as the main traditionalist scholar residing in Medina, representative 

of its legal code, and a ‘charismatic’ leader of the disgruntled Ḥijāzīs. His frequent meetings with 

the caliphs, the sometimes tense interactions, his constant complaints about the marginalization 

of Medina, etc. all tell a story of a leader of community voicing its demands to the ruling power. 

On the other hand, Abū Ḥanīfah’s leverage was twofold. First, being politically vocal, he posed a 

constant threat of rallying the Kūfans in a potential civil uprising, just like he did during the 

revolution of Ibrāhīm. Second, his wealth allowed him to build a network of students by 

sponsoring them and paying them a monthly stipend.107 This gave him influence over the 

younger generation of scholars, such as Abū Yūsuf al-Qāḍī. I will further elaborate on the 

network of Ḥanafī students in the next chapter. 

The accounts related in the primary sources confirm that Abū Ḥanīfah had close contact with 

al-Manṣūr who remained wary of him. For instance, al-Ṣaymarī relates that al-Manṣūr once 

asked Abū-Ḥanīfah how to deal with Iraqis after they revolted against him, the imām advised 

him to show mercy, and so the caliph did asking him to go back to Iraq and refrain from calling 

upon the people to rebel.108 Abū Ḥanīfah also softened his position towards the caliphate. Two 

accounts by al-Ṣaymarī relate a question asked to Abū Ḥanīfah, one by an Abbasid governor and 

the second by al-Manṣūr’s clerk, as to whether they should obey the caliph if he orders them to 
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act unjustly. Abū Ḥanīfah’s reply in both cases was that since they pled allegiance to the 

commander of the faithful, amīr al-mu’minīn, they should obey.109 

It is almost impossible to know for certain what caused the fall out between al-Manṣūr and 

Abū Ḥanīfah, or if a fall out ever actually occurred. The prevailing narrative regarding the death 

of Abū Ḥanīfah is that al-Manṣūr offered him the post of chief judge, or qāḍī of Baghdād, or 

Kūfah, depending on the account.110 Despite the many attempts to persuade him, Abū Ḥanīfah 

demurred choosing to remain independent. In one of al-Manṣūr attempts to convince Abū 

Ḥanīfah, he asked him: “why are you refusing my request?” to which abū Ḥanīfah replied: “I am 

not fit for the post”. Al-Manṣūr then angrily accused abū Ḥanīfah of lying. “If I am lying,” Abū 

Ḥanīfah said, “then my statement is doubly correct. How can you appoint a liar to the exalted 

post of Chief Qāḍī (Judge)?” Incensed by the reply, the caliph had Abū Ḥanīfah arrested, locked 

in prison and tortured.111 Other accounts, suggest that after the revolution of Ibrāhīm, al-Manṣūr 

asked ‘Isā b. Mūsā to take him to Baghdad where he was poisoned.112 This account is highly 

unlikely given that Ibrāhīm’s revolution ended in 146/763 and Abū Ḥanīfah died 150/766. 

Another account is that al-Manṣūr sent Abū-Ḥanīfah to help him build Baghdad and died there of 

old age.113 Lastly, another account suggest that Abū Ḥanīfah did in fact take on the post of qāḍī 
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but died a few days later.114 The fact that Abū Ḥanīfah spent some time in Baghdad is confirmed 

by al-Baghdādī, who relates that al-Manṣūr sent him thirty thousand dinar as compensation.115  

Regardless of how Abū Ḥanīfah died, the mystery surrounding his death, just like the 

controversy regarding his method reflects a ‘charismatic’ leader who alongside having a 

distinctive, legal approach, he was in constant contact and struggle with power. His influence as 

a sponsor of a number of students, I will argue in the next chapter, was one of the main reasons 

behind his transformation from a ‘charismatic’ authority into an eponym of a school of law. To 

emphasize the importance of both the charismatic nature of Mālik and Abū Ḥanīfah’s scholarly 

leadership and the importance of their tussle with power in the elevation of their stature, let us 

compare them with two contemporaneous scholars, Sufyān al-Thawrī and al-Awzā‘ī, who both 

had following and presumably a distinctive legal voice, but were not canonized as eponyms of 

schools of law. This comparison will highlight the case of al-Awzā‘ī a lack of influence inside 

the two emerging centers of power/knowledge, Kūfah and Medina, and in the case of Sufyān an 

absence of charismatic leadership.  

Al-Thawrī was a Kūfan muḥaddith who spent most of his life traveling between the ‘centers 

of knowledge’ to hear from transmitters. It is not clear why he is identified with Kūfah given that 

he left the city when he was around 18 years old. A possible explanation is that it is his 

birthplace or perhaps because of his close connection with Ibn Shubrumah and Ibn abī Laylā, the 

two remaining prominent formerly pro-Umayyad ‘ulamā’ living in the city. Sufyān, highly 

regarded these two scholars and is reported to have said “our fuqahā’ are Ibn Abī laylā and Ibn 
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Shubrumah.”116 Sufyān was also closely connected with al-Awzā‘ī, and has reportedly spent time 

in Beirut were the scholar resided. A close companion of his was also Ibn ‘Awn. Sufyān was not 

on good terms with Mālik. Al-Dhahabī reports that he accused Mālik of not having a good 

memory, while the latter sarcastically said “we used to be flooded by cloths and darahīm from 

Iraq. Now they are flooding us with Sufyān al-Thawrī.”117 Another account related by al-Fasawī 

and al-Dhahabī reports that after meeting with al-Awzā‘ī and Sufyān, Mālik said the former is 

good for the imāmah and the latter is not.118  

There are several reasons for the antagonism between Mālik and Sufyān, some political but 

other doctrinal. For instance al-Aṣfahānī relates that Mālik used to say “if I had any power on 

anyone who interprets the Qur’ān I would have them beaten on the head.” 119 Given that Sufyān 

was a well know mufassir, this slight could have been directed at him. Second and although 

Mālik did narrate on the authority of al-Zuhrī, he refused to narrate all his aḥadīth, considering 

many of them weak.120 As for the political reasons, Sufyān and Mālik were both vying to 

represent the traditionalist voice, but Mālik likely sought to give supremacy to Medinan 

traditionalism. Given that al-Thawrī abhorred the use of ra’y, he also didn’t think highly of abū 

Ḥanīfah. But accounts reveal a cordial relationship, albeit sometimes tense, between the two 

scholars.121   

Al-Thawrī is represented in the primary sources as an ascetic, while concomitantly staunchly 

anti-Abbasid. Al-Dhahabī relates that Abū Ja‘far al-Manṣūr, and upon entering Mecca, sent two 
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emissaries to crucify al-Thawrī, but instead of executing the order they cautioned al-Thawrī who 

fled to Yemen.122 It remains a mystery as to why al-Manṣūr would give such an order, as there is 

no mention of any interaction between al-Manṣūr and al-Thawrī prior to this event. In other 

accounts, he was asked to appear in Abū ‘Abd Allāh al-Mahdī’s (r.158/775-169/785) court while 

he was in Mecca but fled instead to Yemen, again without an apparent reason as to why he did 

not go to meet with al-Mahdī. In Yemen, he was accused of stealing and was taken to the wālī, 

but strangely enough, the governor did not send him to al-Mahdī but only chastised him.  

Afterwards, he is reported to have fled from Yemen to Baṣrah where he spent time picking 

dates.123 

Scrutinizing the accounts, however, we find that his persecution by the Abbasids is probably 

hagiographic. Most stories about his political opposition are fragmented and incoherent, casting 

doubt on their authenticity. By most traditional account, there is no reason why the Abbasids 

wanted to kill al-Thawrī, there are reasons, however, to believe that he was at least not vocal 

about his politics and did not pose any threat to the regime. The conclusion that he was anti-

Abbasid, both in traditional and contemporary works, rests, most likely, on his pro-Umayyad 

affinity and connections. The only potential explanation for the bad blood between al-Thawrī and 

the Abbasids is a confrontation he had with ‘Abd al-Ṣamad b. ‘Alī, the Abbasid governor of 

Mecca, sometime during the reign of al-Manṣūr. There are two slightly different narratives, one 

related by al-Aṣfaḥānī and al-Dhahabī, the other by al-Fasawī. The account is as follows: While 

Sufyān and al-Awzā‘ī were in Mecca for ḥajj, ‘Abd al-Ṣamad arrived to the place where they 

were staying. As the Abbasid governor knocked on the door, al-Thawrī left the room, and after 
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entering he asks about Sufyān and he is told that Sufyān is in the restroom. They call on him, and 

according to al-Fasawī, he bizarrely comes out naked, or almost naked, and sits in the middle of 

the room. The Abbasid governor asks him to recite ḥadīth about the rituals of ḥajj, instead 

Sufyān tells him it is better for him to resign his post.124 

In all likelihood, this incident, if indeed it occurred, is not cause enough for the Abbasids to 

persecute him for almost a decade. Among the explanations for this hagiographic narrative about 

al-Thawrī is given by Steven Judd and that is “the cowardice implicit in Sufyān’s flight is 

mitigated by his bravery in confronting the caliph directly and holding his ground.”125 Another 

reason perhaps could be “Sufyān’s students circulated stories emphasizing the virtue of avoiding 

government service and condemning the corruption of money.”126 However, it is not a far-

fetched conclusion that Sufyān did not oppose the Abbasids at all and was not persecuted. Most 

of the members of the pro-Umayyad network were marginalized but not all, and most 

importantly none were persecuted. Ibn abī Laylā remained in his post as qāḍī of Kūfah until his 

death. Similarly, Ibn ‘Awn continued to enjoy influence in Baṣrah despite possibly supporting al-

Nafs al-Zakiyyah’s revolution. As related in al-Dhahabī, Ibn ‘Awn did not greet al-Manṣūr’s 

governor of Baṣrah when the latter first entered the city, however, he enjoyed a cordial 

relationship with him.127 Al-Awzā‘ī, was also not persecuted, and was in fact asked for advice on 

occasions. Perhaps, Ibn Shubrumah was the only pro-Umayyad ‘ālim who seems to have been 

marginalized and was bitter about it. Wakī‘ reports that Ibn abī Laylā was once in the company 
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of al-Saffāḥ and after leaving the caliph’s court he attended a gathering where Ibn Shubrumah 

was present. When Ibn abī Laylā entered Ibn Shubrumah pointed to himself and said “I will 

always be at the center of the majlis.”128  

Casting aside all the hagiographic accounts of his opposition to the Abbasid and consequent 

persecution provide us with a more accurate description of his life. He perhaps did not like the 

Abbasids but never professed it, never posed any danger to the regime, and in the final days of 

life he was not fleeing the Abbasids but rather an ascetic compiling and teaching ḥadīth, lacking 

patronage. Sufyān’s uncharismatic leadership, absence of political voice, and assertiveness was 

his Achilles heel in diminishing his stature, and hindered him from amassing a large number of 

followers. 

For his part, al-Awzā‘ī remained on the margins of the two poles, Medina and Kūfah, 

residing in Beirut after the fall of the Umayyads. He seems to have retreated, and few 

interactions with the Abbasids are recorded. Among the accounts, an exchange between him and 

‘Abd Allāh b. ‘Alī, al-Saffāḥ’s uncle and Abbasid general, after the latter had killed a number of 

Umayyads presumably in Syria. Abd Allāh b. ‘Alī asked al-Awzā‘ī first about his view of the 

Abbasids, al-Awzā‘ī replies that he has a friendly relationship with Dāwūd b. ‘Alī, al-Saffāḥ’s 

uncle. Then, the Abbasid general asks him about his opinion regarding the killing of the 

Umayyads, al-Awzā‘ī quoted a prophetic ḥadīth which says it is forbidden, ḥarām, to kill fellow 

Muslims except in three cases,129 and does not to take a firm stance on the matter.  

Yet, al-Awzā‘ī was not an obsequious ‘ālim. He preached al-Manṣūr about the virtues of 

being a righteous caliph and refused to wear black, the color worn by the Abbasids and their 

                                                 
128 Wakī‘, Akhbār al-Quḍāt, 3:132. 
129 Al-Aṣfahānī, Ḥilyat al-Awliyā’ wa Ṭabaqāt al-Aṣfiyā’, 7:1. 
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supporters, while he addressed al-Manṣūr as ’amīr al-mu’minīn, implicitly pledging allegiance to 

the Abbasids.130 Despite having a somewhat defined legal methodology, al-Awzā‘ī doctrine 

seems to have faded, due most likely to his reclusiveness, which was not by choice since he was 

not embroiled in Medinan and Kūfan politics and couldn’t have provided any service to the 

Abbasids in that regard. He will reemerge, however, as an authority figure in Umayyad 

Andalusia, but as we shall see in chapter 7, he will again lose to Mālik. 

 

CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, I have investigated the socio-political context that impacted the role and 

positioning of the scholarly community during the reign of the first two Abbasid caliphs. I have 

argued that the reigns of al-Saffāḥ and al-Manṣūr represented, in the first decade and a half, a 

continuity of the type of rule adopted by the Umayyad dynasty, one that is in essence tribal, and 

based primarily on kinship. Seeking to consolidate power, the Abbasid ‘style’ of governing 

alienated their allies in the revolution, namely the Alids and non-Arabs prompting revolutions 

and rebellions. But the Hashemite’s revolution against the Umayyad dynasty, inclusive in its 

essence, antagonized yet another constituent, the Medinan Arabs. The revolution of Muḥammad 

al-Nafs al-Zakiyyah in Medina and his brother Ibrāhīm in Iraq represented the paragon of the 

disintegration of the shaky Abbasid alliance and the Arabs’ disgruntlement. The unrest translated 

into the formation of socio-religious movements that meshed the religious and the socio-

political, one aspiring for acculturation in Kūfah, and the other endorsing a nativist discourse. 

These movements involved prominent scholars who used their religious acumen to further 

undermine the legitimacy of the Abbasid rule. The turning point in the reign of al-Manṣūr was 
                                                 
130 Al-Dhahabī, Siyar A‘lām al-Nubalā’, 6:115. 
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his policy to court and/or tame the influential ‘ulamā’, both the Arabs and non-Arabs. More 

importantly, that policy precipitated the emergence of two centers of power/knowledge, Medina 

and Kūfah, in which two scholars stood out as their respective representatives, Mālik, an Arab 

nobleman and Abū Ḥanīfah an Iraqi non-Arab. Aside from their distinctive legal and doctrinal 

methods, it was their political activism that contributed to elevating their stature becoming the 

charismatic leaders as they represented the voice of these two competing regional socio-religious 

movements.  

As such, these two politically active ‘Ulamā’ stood out, not only as articulate jurists with a 

distinctive voice in the scholarly community, but also as opposition figures. Abū Ḥanīfah and 

Mālik were the paragons of an amalgam between charisma and the legal authority, which will 

pave the way for the transition into rational authority in the juridical space. 
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Chapter 6 

 

The Coming of Age of the Ummah 

 

 

 

In chapter 5, I have investigated the sociopolitical context that shaped the role and standing of 

the scholarly community during the reign of the first two Abbasid caliphs. I have argued that the 

reigns of al-Saffāḥ and al-Manṣūr represented, in the first decade and a half, a continuity of the 

type of rule adopted by the Umayyad dynasty, one that is in essence tribal and based on kinship. 

Inclusive in its kernel yet hegemonic in its early blossom, the Abbasid revolution didn’t live up 

to its promise. The Hashemites alienated their allies in the revolution, namely the Alids and non-

Arabs. Seeking to consolidate power, al-Manṣūr’s early ‘style’ of governing prompted 

revolutions and rebellions in the East and in Iraq. The Hashemite revolution against the 

Umayyads antagonized yet another constituent, the Ḥijāzī Arabs. The revolution of Muḥammad 

al-Nafs al-Zakiyyah in Medina and his brother Ibrāhīm in Iraq represented the paragon of the 

disintegration of the shaky Abbasid alliance and the ensuing violent reactions by Arabs and non-

Arabs alike. The unrest translated into the formation of religio-social movements that meshed the 

religious and the sociopolitical, one in Kūfah calling for equality in rights between mawālī and 

Arabs, and the other in Ḥijāz seeking to reinstate Arab supremacy. These movements involved 

prominent scholars who used their charismatic leadership to undermine the legitimacy of the 

Abbasid rule. Yet, during the second part of his reign, al-Manṣūr began his metamorphosis from 
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an uncompromising power-hungry caliph to a shrewd ‘divide and conquer’ politician, stoking 

Arab non-Arab tensions while setting himself up as the compromising arbiter. His policy of 

courting and/or taming the influential ‘ulamā’ precipitated the emergence of two centers of 

power/knowledge, Medina and Kūfah, thus, incrementally turning them from political hotbeds 

into hubs of ‘ilm. In these regions, two scholars stood out, Mālik, an Arab nobleman and Abū 

Ḥanīfah a Kūfan mawlā. Aside from their distinctive legal ‘attitudes’, it was their political 

activism that contributed to elevating their stature to charismatic leaders as they represented the 

voice of these two competing regional religio-social movements. 

In this chapter, I will examine the incremental change in the nature of the political power from a 

closed knit ruling family to a bureaucratic state, one that coopted non-Arabs previously 

alienated. This was accompanied by a change in ethos from the traditionalist Arabo-centric Islam 

to an inclusive and accultural one, a change that was expressed in Baghdad. The use of reason 

and opinion in the juridical space, starting with the reign of Muḥammad b. ‘Abd Allāh al-Mahdī 

(r. 158/775 -169 /785), and flourishing during that of Hārūn al-Rashīd (r.170/786-193/809) and 

Abū al-‘Abbās al-Ma’mūn (r.198/813-218/833), was a necessary condition for the prosperity of 

the center of the empire. The traditionalist backlash, however, was inevitable and it was 

epitomized by Ḥijāzī nativism. The epistemic rupture with the old tribal system of values 

ushered the coming of age of the ummah after centuries of trials and tribulations, the rite of 

passage. Baghdad became the center of the new empire, a mosaic open to all ethnicities and 

religions, while Ḥijāz on the periphery. 
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CALIPHS OF THE GOLDEN AGE 

Following the death of al-Manṣūr, al-Mahdī inherited a relatively stable empire and financially 

prosperous. A genuinely bon vivant and highly cultured, the caliph enjoyed wine drinking and 

listening to music, but not too excessively, and had an interest in philosophical debates and 

argumentations. Al-Mahdī sought to emulate the much revered ‘Umar II, taking a page from the 

Umayyad caliph’s playbook, by 1) Politically, establishing a religious character for the Abbasid 

rule. Unlike ‘Umar II, he did it through a relentless persecution of the heretics, zanādiqah, and 

adopting the Sunnah and Jamā‘ah; 2) Socially, adopting an equidistant position vis a vis the 

constituents of the empire, coaxing the native Arabs while coopting mawālī into the state 

bureaucracy; and 3) Economically, preserving stability by spending on infrastructure projects in 

Ḥijāz, at least in the first few years of his reign, and ‘distributing’ money in Iraq. However, al-

Mahdī’s legacy went far more than his Umayyad predecessor. Driven by his interest in 

philosophy, art, and culture, he allocated more resources towards the translation movement 

started by his father.   

Seeking to establish his divine right to the caliphate (his laqab is a clue to his ambition), al-

Mahdī looked to assert his piety by launching a ruthless inquisition against the zanādiqah 

(singular zindīq) or heretics. The persecution targeted mainly Persians in the east, and it’s no 

coincidence that the word zindīq itself is an Arabized word from Farsi.1 For this purpose, the 

caliph established an official office headed by Ṣāḥib al-Zanādiqah, who was responsible for the 

inquisition.2 Any suspect was put to death, and the policy that originally targeted those who held 

                                                 
1 Jamāl al-Dīn b. Manẓūr, Lisān al-‘Arab (Beirut: Dār Ṣādir, 1993), 10:147. 
2 Al-Yaʻqūbī, Tārīkh al-Yaʻqūbī, 2:343-344. 
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heretical views, quickly shifted to targeting dissenters.3 The persecution included even members 

of his entourage, prevalently due to political rivalries among members of his court. The son of 

al-Mahdī’s trusted and influential vizier Abū ‘Ubayd Allāh was charged with zandaqah and 

although he denied the accusation, he was executed.4 Al-Ya‘qūbī even suggests that his father 

was ordered to perform the execution but he refused and was dismissed from his position after 

that.5  

There is a consensus among contemporary scholars, and not only traditional historians, that 

al-Mahdī’s motives were in large part puritanical. Marshall Hodgson describes his piety as being 

“expressed in a rigorous communal spirit, championing the exclusive claims to truth of the true 

community,”6 viewing the persecution as motivated by al-Mahdī’s fear of Manichaeism from 

undermining the model of ‘Muslim’ piety advocated by the state scholars.7 Similarly M.A. 

Shaban views the persecution as an attempt by al-Mahdī to establish a unified ideology,8 while 

Ira Lapidus interprets it as a genuine effort to defend Islamic orthodoxy against ‘free thinkers’, 

given that the caliph saw himself as “the protector of Islam against heresy and arrogated the right 

to define acceptable doctrine.”9 True, al-Mahdī was seeking to unify an Islamic creed and 

perhaps was more religiously zealous than his father. Yet, there was a Machiavellian aspect to 

his persecution of the Zanādiqah. It allowed him to target members of his court appointed by al-

Manṣūr, as he saw them as a threat, and in few cases, al-Mahdī extended the persecution to the 

                                                 
3 Mahmood Ibrahim, “Religious Inquisition as Social Policy: The Persecution of the “Zanadiqa” in the 
Early Abbasid Caliphate,” Arab Studies Quarterly 16/2 (1994): 53-72, 55. 
4 Al-Yaʻqūbī, Tārīkh al-Yaʻqūbī, 2:343. 
5 Al-Yaʻqūbī, Tārīkh al-Ya‘qūbī, 2:343. 
6 Marshall Hodgson, The Venture of Islam (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1974), 1:289. 
7 Hodgson, The Venture of Islam,1:290. 
8 M.A. Shaban, Islamic History: A New Interpretation, 22. 
9 Ira Lapidus, A History of Muslim Societies (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988), 25. 
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Alid partisans, such as abū ‘Isā al-Warrāq and ‘Alī b. Ṣālih, who were both executed.10 

Nevertheless, al-Mahdī’s ‘purging of heretics’ campaign gained him the appearance of a 

‘righteous’ caliph similar to ‘Umar II. 

Concomitantly, al-Mahdī kept strengthening the state administratively, appointing mawālī to 

key positions and increasing their influence within the state bureaucracy. Some non-Arabs 

became viziers, others kuttāb or secretaries, and others responsible for tax collecting. 11  This, 

however, seethed the Arabs as they saw their position of power further eroding. As to his relation 

with ahl al-Dhimmah, especially Christians, it was more complicated. On the one hand he was 

suspicious of them supporting the Byzantines, while on the other he was open to having inter- 

faith dialogue with their leaders; most famously with the Nestorian priest Timothy I.12  

Economically, he put to use the filled coffers, spending money lavishly in the different 

regions of the empire. His ‘generosity’ is overwhelmingly described in the primary sources. He 

distributed money to the mawālī and launched infrastructure projects in Ḥijāz. The holy places in 

Medina as well as Mecca were rebuilt and the ka‘bah enlarged, the mosque of Basra was 

renovated, and routes linking Iraq and the Ḥijāz were improved.13 In his first year, al-Mahdī 

showered Medinans ns with money presenting them with gifts during his first ḥajj. 14 However, 

after consolidating power, money to Medina became scarce as his attention turned to Iraq, 

specifically Baghdad and its suburbs, where he would launch extensive infrastructure and 

educational projects. Al-Mahdī allocated more resources to education, literature, and translation, 

                                                 
10 Mahmood Ibrahim, “Religious Inquisition as Social Policy,” 56. 
11 Muḥammad b. Jarīr Al-Ṭabarī, Tārīkh al-Umam wal-Mulūk, 8:176. 
12 Farouk Omar, “Some Observations on the Reign of the ‘Abbasid Caliph al-Mahdī 185/775-169/785,” 
Arabica 21/2 (1974): 139-150, 143-144. 
13 Al-Ṭabarī, Tārīkh al-Umam wal-Mulūk, 8:133-136. 
14 Al-Yaʻqūbī, Tārīkh al-Yaʻqūbī, 1:338-339; Al-Ṭabarī, Tārīkh al-Umam wal-Mulūk, 8:134-136; Al-
Baghdādī, Tārīkh Baghdād, 3:386. 
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showing an interest in the art of argumentation, as he commissioned the translation of Aristotle’s 

book Topics.15 

Al-Mahdī’s political, economic, and social policies had inevitably an impact on law. His 

establishing of this new order, predicated on a commitment to Islamic orthodoxy, reinforced the 

religious rootedness of law, which in turn required bureaucratic legal scholars. The conversation 

regarding the sources of law began to develop further. The sponsoring of Baghdadi madrasas, 

which gradually became staffed with Ḥanafī scholars, and declining patronage of Medinan ‘ilm, 

will set the stage for a legal showdown, ra’y versus ‘amal. 

Thus, al-Mahdī sowed the seeds of strengthening and structuring the state for Harūn al-

Rashīd to reap the fruits of success. Al-Rashīd’s reign is considered by both traditional and 

contemporary scholars as the zenith of the Abbasid caliphate, and rightly so.  The civil war that 

ensued after his death between his two sons al-Amīn and al-Ma’mūn precipitated the decline of 

the Abbasid Empire. It is hard to parse out what is authentic and what is not in his biography 

given all the mythical idealization of his reign typified in the One thousand and One Nights. As 

Tayeb al-Hibri puts it “al-Rashīd became an imagined ideal ruler, not only in achievement but in 

personality.”16 His piety, exemplified by his constantly seeking to collect ḥadīth, his frequent 

visits to his army on the frontlines, even leading his army to battle, are all but examples of what 

is, in all likelihood, a hagiographic narrative. His support of ‘ulamā’ was perhaps another reason 

for his pious semblance, propping up his adherence to Islamic values despite his lavish lifestyle. 

Al-Baghdādī, for instance, describes him as generous caliph “who liked fiqh and fuqahā’, leaned 

                                                 
15 Dimitri Gutas, Greek Thought, Arabic Culture: The Graeco-Arabic Translation Movement in Baghdad 
and Early ‘Abbasid Society (2nd-4th/5th-10th C) (London: Routledge, 1998), 61. 
16 Tayeb al-Hibri, Reinterpreting Islamic Historiography Hārūn al-Rashīd and the narrative of the 
ʻAbbasid caliphate, (New York : Cambridge University Press, 1999), 29. 
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towards the ‘ulamā’, liked poetry and poets, and elevated literature and literary writers and hated 

deceit in religion and in argumentation.”17 Al-Ṭabarī goes even further to show his piety writing 

that he used to pray 100 rak‘ah a day and distribute one hundred thousand dirhams in ṣadaqah 

every day.18  

Yet, out of all these adulatory accounts we can still reconstruct a reliable narrative about the 

effects of his policies on the social, economic, and political levels. Politically, al-Rashīd 

continued aggressively the centralization of power in Baghdad. He reduced significantly the 

power of the governors by constantly replacing them after a short period of their appointment, 

and he reformed the tax system whereby taxes are levied by collectors directly to the state 

instead of passing through the governors. Such measures were likely the work of the Barmakids 

given their administrative aptitude and control over the state structure. Members of the Barmakid 

dynasty, an influential Persian family, became the closest advisors of the caliph. Khālid b. 

Barmak (d.165/780) was the first Barmakid to serve the Abbasids, appointed by al-Saffāḥ as 

vizier, and was kept in his position by al-Manṣūr, before appointing him as wālī of Persia.19 His 

son Yaḥyā (d.190/806) continued to serve the caliphate and played a prominent role during the 

reign of al-Rashīd, until he fell out of favor with the caliph and was jettisoned.20 There are 

conflicting reports as to why the Barmakids were casted aside,21 but the most plausible 

explanation is that they grew in influence to the extent that al-Rashīd perceived them as a threat. 

The power they wielded and extravagant lifestyle, undermined al-Rashīd and he had them 

exorcised.  
                                                 
17 Al-Baghdādī, Tārīkh Baghdād, 16:11. 
18 Al-Ṭabarī, Tārīkh al-Umam wal-Mulūk, 8:347. 
19 Al-Dhahabī, Siyar Aʽlām al-Nubalā’, 7:228. 
20 Al-Ṭabarī, Tārīkh al-Umam wal-Mulūk, 8:146. 
21 Al-Ṭabarī, Tārīkh al-Umam wal-Mulūk, 8:287-294. 
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Socially, al-Rashīd sought to keep good relations with all the ethnic and regional groups in 

the empire. However, he was unsuccessful in certain areas but managed to avoid significant civil 

unrest. In Mosul, for instance, a limited uprising occurred, while the unsatisfied Khurāsānīs 

began to challenge openly the caliphate. Arabs in Ḥijāz gradually started expressing their 

discontent with the caliphate as they lost their influence to the Persians. The relation between the 

caliph and the Ḥijāzī noblemen was rocky at best and al-Rashīd, in his frequent travels to 

Medina, constantly sought to appease them to no avail.  

Economically, the boom has led to the expansion of agriculture, crafts, and trade mainly in 

parts of Iraq. However, there is a conspicuous silence in the primary sources about state led 

projects in Ḥijāz. The only financial support was granted through distribution of money during 

Ḥajj. This prosperity in Baghdad and lack of state financing in the peripheral regions will lead to, 

as we shall see, to a religious and cultural backlash.   

 

THE CENTER AND THE PERIPHERY 

The new capital of the ummah, Baghdad, gradually became a true cosmopolitan city full of 

promise for the mawālī and relatively free from the tribal, ethnic, and social acrimonies of the 

past. Towards the end of al-Manṣūr’s reign, the city was already attracting immigrants from 

Ḥijāz, Iraq, and the east, most specifically Persia. Baghdad was becoming a mosaic, where 

Muslims from different ethnicities as well as non-Muslims were interacting on daily basis. The 

coming of age of the ummah, still expanding geographically and now matured internally, 

required a robust administration to strengthen the state’s power, increase the efficiency of law 

enforcement, regulate the interactions among subjects, Arabs and non-Arabs, Muslims, 
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Christians, and Jews, as well as tax levying, in sum a bureaucracy that could administer laws and 

enforce them. Whether voluntarily or not, al-Mahdī and al-Rashīd staffed their administrations 

with almost exclusively mawālī and Persians most of whom had the caliph’s ear. 

Simultaneously, and in terms of laws, suitable legislations had to be enacted if the stability and 

prosperity of Baghdad were to endure. A more flexible and less traditionalist ‘Arabo-centric’ law 

was needed to manage the affairs of the diverse capital of the Islamic state, one that would suit 

the change in values and the ensuing accultural reality. I will further discuss the abovementioned 

legal evolution and change in following sections. 

The economic boom in Baghdad inexorably caused the formation of a center and its 

peripheries. Although, the center/periphery model is more frequently applied to modern 

societies, drawing on Marxist analyses of capitalism, modes of production, labor markets, 

imperialism, among others, reducing this concept, however, to its essence of a developed center 

and underdeveloped peripheries helps us understand the reactionary movements in the periphery, 

movements with agendas antithetical to that of the center. The opposition by a group socio-

economically marginalized is not always expressed through demands to redress injustice; it can 

take other forms, such as cultural opposition, nationalism, religious reformation, among others. 

Perceived as the cause of the structural imbalance in the regional socio-economic relationship, 

the policies and systems of values of the opulent center became the target of the underprivileged. 

While the metropolitan center was a multiethnic flourishing hub, the marginalized peripheries 

remained ethnically monolithic. 

In the East, the reaction to the injustice targeted a perceived Islamo-Arab hegemonic 

caliphate characterized by the Arab caliph, and translated into a return to a nationalist Persian 
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identity. The eastern parts of the empire, Khurāsān and beyond were left underdeveloped and 

poverty stricken, as Ira Lapidus points out “Administrative centers, such as those at Wasit, 

Qazvin, Rayy, Nishapur, and other places, were suburbs neighboring existing cities which 

became the headquarters of Arab governors, garrisons, and administration. Here, too, Caliphs 

and governors generally confined their construction activities to fortifications, palaces, mosques, 

and water canals to supply the agglomerations, and never undertook the development of housing 

or markets for a mass population.”22 Yet, if the mawālī, and especially Persians, were being 

coopted by the state and their rights instituted by the caliph as equal to Arabs, shouldn’t that 

mitigate the historical animosity between Arabs and Persians? The answer is that anti-Abbasid 

sentiments gained traction in Khurāsān because it was the Persian aristocrats who were reaping 

the fruits of a booming Baghdad, and not residents of the East. In other words, although ethnicity 

was no longer dictating social status and hence class, as we could find both Arabs and non-Arabs 

on either side of the economic strata, the resistance to the marginalization of the East took on the 

form of cultural nativism. This sentiment was expressed by the Shu‘ūbiyyah movement that 

undermined Arabs, Arabic, and by proxy Islam itself. According to al-Jāḥiẓ (d.255/868), the 

Shu‘ūbiyyah is a madhhab that refused to acknowledge the supremacy of the Arab culture.23 Duri 

points out that Shu‘ūbiyyah resurfaced during the Abbasid caliphate, as their policies renewed 

the sense of ‘nationalism’ among Persians already nurtured by the policies of the Umayyads.24 

Likewise, the Ḥijāzīs considered the cause of their disenfranchisement as being the 

abandonment of Arab traditions and embracing of new values, which were perceived as 

                                                 
22 Ira Lapidus, “The Evolution of Muslim Urban Societies,” Comparative Studies in Society and History 
15/1 (1973): 21-50, 25. 
23 Abū ‘Uthmān Al-Jāḥiẓ, Al-Bayān wal-Tabyān (Cairo: Maktabat al-Khanjī, 1998), 3:5. 
24 Abd al-Aziz al-Duri, Al-Judhūr al-Tārīkhiyyah al-Shu‘ūbiyyah (Beirut: Dar al- Tali'ah, 1980), 63-69. 
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extraneous to Islam. Hence for them readopting Arab ethics and values, represented by the 

practices of the first Muslim community, ‘amal, will remove injustice and reinstate their 

aristocratic stature. As Benjamin Jokisch puts it “the primary motive of Mālikism was not 

theological but ethno-political resistance, and the most salient product of this conflict is Mālikī 

law.”25 For instance, in Tartīb al-Madārik wa Taqrīb al-Masālik li-ma‘rifat A‘lām Madhhab 

Mālik the Mālikī scholar al-Qāḍī ‘Iyāḍ (d.544/1149) reports that Mālik called on the successive 

caliphs to ‘take care’ of ahl al-Madīnah both socially, by elevating their stature among the 

subjects of the ummah, and economically by being ‘generous’ to them.26 He also relates that 

“when al-Rashīd came to Medina, Mālik told him: you should give back to the people of Medina 

their rights, he [al-Rashīd] said: and how much do they want?” Mālik replied that Medina is the 

city closest to Muḥammad and should be respected and elevated, and told al-Rashīd that he has 

“to pay them their dues.”27 There are also accounts of the financial hardship suffered by Ḥijāzīs. 

For instance, during one of al-Manṣūr’s or al-Mahdī’s pilgrimages, the caliph met with Mālik 

where the latter started lecturing the caliph about the importance of financially supporting the 

people of Medina.28  

Hence, the rejection of the Abbasid policies, both in the East and the Ḥijāz, was caused by 

the center/periphery developed/underdeveloped dichotomies, and took on a nativist agendas as 

reactions to the flourishing center, Baghdad. This opposition extended to the legal sphere.  

There’s a plethora of accounts in the traditional sources that reflect the regional animosity in the 

judicial space and seemed to have reached its zenith during the reign of al-Rashīd. For instance, 
                                                 
25 Benjamin Jokisch, Imperial Law (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter; 2007), 319. However, Jokisch does not 
elaborate further on this idea.  
26 ‘Iyāḍ b.Mūsā, Tartīb al-Madārik, 2:95-112.   
27 ‘Iyāḍ b.Mūsā, Tartīb al-Madārik, 2:110-111. 
28 ‘Iyāḍ b.Mūsā, Tartīb al-Madārik, 2:105. 
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the Mālikī scholar al-Zawāwī (d.743/1324) narrates that the scholars of Medina used to say: 

“You would find a man looking to learn the tradition and the interpretation of the Qur’an and 

sitting with the fuqahāʼ for fifty years and yet he would not be considered a faqīh and would not 

be appointed a qāḍī. However, as soon as he looks into the books of ̻Abū Ḥanīfah and the likes 

of abū Ḥanīfah and he memorizes Kitāb al-Shurūṭ in one or two years, you pass by his house and 

you think that he has been working hard, and after a short period of time he becomes a qāḍī of 

one the cities.”29 Another account relates that during al-Rashīd’s pilgrimage, abū Yūsuf, who 

was accompanying him, asked the Abbasid caliph “to call for prayer, and after he [al-Rashīd] did 

so, abū Yūsuf told the crowd: finish your prayers for the commander of the faithful is traveling 

and we are a traveling people (ʻalā safar). To this a man shouted: Abū Yūsuf, do not tell us 

[Medinans] what to do, we know better than you and better than he who taught you.”30 Al-

Dhahabī also depicts the Medinans’ rejection of Iraqi ‘ilm. He relates that Mālik once said in a 

gathering “look at the people of the Mashriq, consider them people of the book (ahl al-kitāb), if 

they recite to you a ḥadīth don’t believe them, but don’t call them liars.”31 

 

ISLAMIC LAW: ACCULTURATION VERSUS NATIVISM 

In light of the regional socioeconomic conflict, Medinan ‘amal versus ra’y jurisprudence, 

especially in Baghdad, were the two discourses that stood out and laid the foundation for the 

bipolar legal space. Among the several meanings of ra’y is rationalism, endorsed by Wael 

Hallaq, which I believe best capture this kind of fiqh, since in order to qualify as ahl al-ra’y, 

                                                 
29 ‘Isā b. Mas‘ūd al-Zawāwī, Manāqib al-Imām Mālik (Tunisia: Dār al-Farajānī, 2005), 57. 
30 Al-Zawāwī, Manāqib al-Imām Mālik, 58. 
31 Al-Dhahabī, Siyar Aʽlām al-Nubalā’, 8:68. 
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rational argumentation and logical justification are needed.32 El-Shamsy points out that ra’y, in 

its earliest form, was rooted in a dialect method, a thesis and an antithesis, that “did not outline a 

comprehensive argument but rather probed the details of particular hypothetical situations 

through questions that were implicitly juxtaposed with the statements uttered by the opponent.”33 

In this type of legal debate a clear winner emerges.34 To that end, El Shamsy uses an exchange 

between al-Shāfi‘ī and al-Shaybānī as an example of such type of debate. Yet, he adds another 

model of ra’y, one “that came to dominate legal discourse later on in Baghdad, namely, the 

formulation of a coherent statement of an argument and its evidence followed by a similarly 

complete refutation (radd) and, possibly, subsequent conterrefutations,” in which it is hard to 

declare a winner, without going back to the arguments.35 I contend that both types of ra’y existed 

concomitantly. The first is a scholarly debate, or perhaps some sort of an Islamic legal 

scholasticism, whereby it ends up “generating countless hypothetical cases in the process of 

reasoning.”36 The second model, i.e. presenting a coherent argument and its refutation, is a 

bureaucratic model of ra’y, for two reasons. The first is that the cases presented are mostly 

practical cases, and do not devolve into hypothetical situations. The second is that the victor in 

the debate is declared by an outside party, mostly the presenter, usually the bureaucrat faqīh, but 

could also be the caliph, or someone in a position of power. The insertion of a third party in 

practical cases points to the need for a decisive determination of an outcome according to what 

the arbiter deems fit, sometime with ulterior motives. This type of ra’y was endorsed by the 

                                                 
32 Hallaq, The Origins and Evolution of Islamic Law, 74. 
33 El Shamsy, The Canonization of Islamic Law: A Social and Intellectual History, 23. 
34 El Shamsy, The Canonization of Islamic Law: A Social and Intellectual History, 25. 
35 El Shamsy, The Canonization of Islamic Law: A Social and Intellectual History, 23. 
36 El Shamsy, The Canonization of Islamic Law: A Social and Intellectual History, 26. 
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Ḥanafīs, and is pervasive in the corpus of Abū Yūsuf, and can found also in al-Shaybānī’s al-

Ḥijjah ‘alā Ahl al-Madīnah. 

Abū Yūsuf’s Fī Ikhtilāf Abī Ḥanīfah wa Ibn Abī Laylā encapsulates this kind of ra’y. His 

approach in this book is to present Abū Ḥanīfah’s and Ibn abī Laylā’s position on a certain case, 

and states at the end with whom he agrees, wa bihi na’khudh. In few cases, there is agreement 

between the two, Ibn Abī Laylā and Abū Ḥanīfah, and in other few cases Abū Yūsuf gives only 

his own opinion. He ends up agreeing with Abū Ḥanīfah most of the time while sometimes 

agreeing with Ibn Abī Laylā. This reveals that Abū Yūsuf stood equidistantly from the two 

scholars, obviously leaning more towards his teacher, yet not completely refuting Ibn Abī 

Laylā’s dicta. This style can be contrasted with Fī al-Radd ‘alā Siyar al-Awzā‘ī where he 

systematically refutes his opponent. The use of ikhtilāf as opposed to al-radd suggests an 

objective presentation of the two views without prejudice on where he stands. This is confirmed 

by Sohail Hanif’s quantitative study of this book. Abū Yūsuf goes in favor of his teacher in 72 

percent of the cases, while he agrees with Ibn Abī Laylā’s in 19 percent,37 a substantial number 

that casts doubt on Abū Yūsuf being simply a Ḥanafī obedient student. Hanif’s explanation for 

Abū Yūsuf’s agreement with Ibn Abī Laylā is quite convincing. He suggests that “Abū Yūsuf 

was closely following Abū Ḥanīfa’s legal method by disagreeing with him: Had he consistently 

agreed with Abū Ḥanīfa, he would have abandoned Abū Ḥanīfa’s approach to fiqh.”38 The fact 

that Abū Yūsuf does not rely on a strict method and mostly concurs with one of them without 

any justification, while intermittently basing it on a ḥadīth or a regional precedence without a 

clear pattern of doing so, demonstrates that this book is about Abū Yūsuf’s own judgement more 
                                                 
37 Sohail Hanif, “A Tale of Two Kufans: Abū Yūsuf’s Ikhtilāf Abī Ḥanīfa wa Ibn Abī Laylā and 
Schacht’s Ancient School,” Islamic Law and Society 25 (2018): 173-211, 187. 
38 Hanif, “A Tale of Two Kufans,” 188. 
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than it is about either Ibn Abī Laylā’s or Abū Ḥanīfah’s. The fact that he places himself as the 

arbiter shows exactly that the rulings are to be settled according to his own position, not that of 

any of the two. 

Another example of bureaucratic ra’y is Kitāb Al-Kharāj, arguably Abū Yūsuf’s magnum 

opus. It is an elaborate book on taxation commissioned by al-Rashīd to be enacted as law of the 

land. First, its form best represents the kind of flexibility needed by the rulers. In it Abū Yūsuf 

utilizes all the legal instruments available selectively. Ḥadīth is almost exclusively related back 

to the practices of Muḥammad and ‘Umar, with no elaborate chains of transmission. Sometimes 

he uses ‘some of those with knowledge’, ba‘ḍu aṣhāb al-‘ilm, and in others, ba‘ḍu ashyakhinā, 

some of our teachers. In some cases, and in his discussion of ahl al-shurk, abū Yūsuf doesn’t 

even rely on any kind of authority, and simply states his opinion. Finally, in some cases abū 

Yūsuf rules according to ‘amal. In the case of the ‘maritime catch’, for example, ‘mā yakhruj 

min al-baḥr’, he opposes both abū Ḥanīfah and ibn abī Laylā, and concurs with the practice of 

ahl al-Madīnah on the authority of ibn ‘Abbās. These cases and others further show the lack of a 

strict methodology, and simply a fluid legal attitude. 

As to its content, Abū Yūsuf clearly takes into account the socioeconomic repercussions of 

his ‘legislations’ on the mosaic nature of Baghdad. He begins by lecturing the Abbasid caliph on 

the importance of being a just caliph and to remove injustice upon Muslims and non-Muslims 

alike, which will bring stability to the ummah.39 This introduction already emphasizes the need 

for a fair economic distribution, or taxation system, which would keep the different constituents 

of Islamic empire content. Al-Kharāj places on the Ḥijāzīs the same taxes as in the other regions 

                                                 
39 Abū Yūsuf Ya‘qūb b. Ibrāhīm, Kitāb Al-Kharāj (Beirut: Dār al-Ma‘rifah, 1979), 6. 
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because “the lands of the Arabs are no more or less than any other Muslims land” “lā yuzād 

‘alayhā wa lā yunqaṣ minhā,” and the taxes levied were called ‘ushur, which equals one tenth of 

the yield.40 The equal treatment of Arabs and non-Arabs in terms of economic rights and duties, 

reveals also a sort of equal citizenry, as abū Yūsuf explicitly says: “any land where its people 

converted to Islam, be it the lands of the Arabs or the lands of non-Arabs, it is their property and 

they owe tithe and [the lands of non-Arabs] have the same stature as lands in Medina.”41 Abū 

Yūsuf makes sure also that the treatment of ahl al-dhimmah is fair and just, and consecrates a 

whole section to that end called bāb al-rifq bi ahl-dhimmah, or the leniency towards non-

Muslims. There, the jizyah is a progressive tax placed at a rate dependent on the income of the 

dhimmī. For instance, affluent subjects have to pay 28 dirhams, middle class 24 dirhams, workers 

12 dirhams, and poor dhimmīs, disabled, and other disadvantaged people are exempt.42 As such, 

a wealthy Ḥijāzī Arab Muslim will end up paying more in taxes than a poor or even middle class 

dhimmī. This is commonsensical after all why overtax ahl al-kitāb and provoke them when they 

are one of the main sources of income for the state. Abū Yūsuf even bans the persecution of ahl 

al-shirk, polytheists, ‘abadat al-awthān, pagans, ‘abadat al-nīrān, fire worshippers, among other 

sects not considered ahl al-kitāb, saying that they also should pay jizyah but Muslims cannot 

marry their women or eat their food.43 What stands out also in this book is the bureaucratic 

clarity of the cases presented, tackled with painstaking details, which is a feature of bureaucratic 

ra’y.  

                                                 
40 Abū Yūsuf, Kitāb Al-Kharāj, 58 
41 Abū Yūsuf, Kitāb Al-Kharāj, 69 
42 Abū Yūsuf, Kitāb Al-Kharāj, 122. 
43 Abū Yūsuf, Kitāb Al-Kharāj, 128-129. 
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This kind of bureaucratic ra’y was very much appealing to the Abbasids, because of its 

fluidity. Within it, legal dicta can rely on ḥadīth, uncorroborated opinion, and what’s between. 

Such model of ra’y opens up possibilities, and possibilities can be adjusted according to the 

needs, either those of the community or that of the ruling power. However, ra’y had also its 

limitations with regard to its flexibility, since rational argumentation can sometimes lead to 

undesired results. That is why, as we shall see, Ḥanafīs, used ‘exits’ or makhārij such as ḥiyal, 

istiḥsān, and istiṣlāḥ, among others. As such, Ḥanafīs were supported by the ruling power, 

appointed to the highest public offices, and oversaw the state sponsored judiciary in a way that 

met the sociopolitical demands of the empire as well as the interest of the rulers. Under this fluid 

creed of a lax ijtihadic endeavor, Ḥanafīs were successful in satisfying one of the prime needs of 

the Abbasids, and that is laws adjusted to the new social realities. 

In contrast, being at the periphery, Medinans lacked the state patronage for their knowledge 

production, marginalized and demeaned they turned to ‘amal as a discourse of ‘resistance’, the 

nativist law that reasserts Medina as the religious compass. Compared to Abū Yūsuf’s legal 

corpus, namely al-Kharāj, Ikhtilāf Abū Ḥanīfah wa Ibn Abī Laylā, and al-Radd ‘alā Siyar al-

Awzā‘ī, we find Mālik’s Muwaṭṭa’ a basic legal document, a set of dicta little of it is concerned 

with intricate cases that helps in state organization and governance, which are arranged far few 

and between. Most of the book is about the rituals, prayers, ablution, even i‘tikāf, dwelling in the 

mosque, and the wearing of rings, and dying hair. It speaks more to Abū Yūsuf’s al-‘Āthār, a 

way less a sophisticated book in terms of mu‘āmalat. However, when it comes to practical cases 

Mālik displays a deep knowledge of the details, and always refers to his own opinion, 

mentioning sparingly the authority of Medinan practice, wa hādhihi al-sunnah ‘indanā. For 
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instance, the section on zakāt, alms, though tucked  between two ritual sections, is very 

elaborate, and starts with few ḥadīths, then Mālik simply states his judgement, sometimes based 

on what the Medinans practiced and sometimes not.44 Similarly, the sections on personal status, 

inheritance, and sales are elaborate, but always when the case gets more intricate, ḥadīths and the 

chain of transmitters disappear replaced by Mālik’s opinion based on Medinan tradition.45  

Furthermore, in some cases Medinan ‘amal seems to be the highest source of legislation, 

potentially superseding ḥadīth. For instance in the case of al-karā’, or land rent, Mālik begins 

this section with a ḥadīth on the authority of Rāfi‘ b. Khadīj relating that the prophet forbade the 

rent of farms, followed by a question to Rāfi‘ if rent is allowed in exchange for gold or money, to 

which he says it is permissible without quoting the prophet. Mālik then proceeds to rely on the 

fatwās of four of the seven Medinan fuqahā’, namely Sa‘īd b. al-Musayyab, Sālim b. ‘Abd Allāh 

b. ‘Umar, ‘Abd al-Raḥmān b. ‘Awf, and Hishām b. ‘Urwah, to state that renting land in exchange 

for gold or money is permissible.46 Most interestingly, these four don’t rely on precedence by the 

early Muslim community but rather state their opinion. In that regard, Yasin Dutton rightly 

points out that ‘amal as a sunnah in the Muwaṭṭa’ is rooted in the long aged practices of the 

Medinans rather than ḥadīth. In other words, “what Mālik effectively presents us with is a 

package... essentially one of ‘amal, i.e. action rather than texts, hence the constant reference 

throughout to what people were actually doing.”47 In the abovementioned case of karā’, Medinan 

law, by virtue of being an actual practice is an ‘addition’ to, if not outright abrogation of, an 

                                                 
44 Mālik b. Anas, Muwaṭṭa’ Mālik (Beirut: Dār ‘iḥyā’ al-Turāth al-Sha‘bī: 1985), 1:244-285. 
45 Compare in al-Muwaṭṭa’, between first paragraph and the rest of the section ‘on the sale of slaves’, 
2:613-615; ‘on zakāt’, 1:222-285; ‘on loans’, 2:687-700.  
46 Mālik b. Anas, Muwaṭṭa’ Mālik, 2:711-712. 
47 Yasin Dutton, The Origins of Islamic Law: The Qurʾan, the Muwaṭṭaʾ and Madinan ʿAmal (Surrey: 
Curzon Press, 1999), 4.  
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explicit prophetic ḥadīth. The Muwaṭṭa’, hence, is the codification of ‘amal as a proposed 

reversion to what was the ‘law of the land’ the ‘true’ practices of the Arab Muslims, an 

alternative to Baghdad’s changing laws. In that regard the Muwaṭṭa’ includes a section on the 

virtues of the people of Medina, putting them above any other Muslim, be it Arab from a 

different region or a non-Arab. Several cases reveal Mālik’s social conservatism and distrust of 

the ‘other’, reflecting the mores of the ethnically monolithic Ḥijāz. For instance, he does not 

condone greeting ahl al-kitāb, saying that “if a Jew greets you, what he is really saying is al-

sāmm ‘alaykum, may you be poisoned, and not al-salām ‘alaykum.”48 This is opposed to 

Baghdadi scholars who commend it.49 Wine drinking is another example of the Ḥijāzī social 

traditionalism. In Baghdad wine purchasing and drinking by Christians and Muslims alike was 

permitted,50 while Mālik bans the consumption of wine in Medina.51 Ḥanafīs go even further, 

arguing against Abū Ḥanīfah, that if a Muslim took wine by force from a Christian he owes him 

its price.52 The relative equality among Muslims now enshrined in law, the economic 

opportunities for Christians, Jews, and other religious groups, helped nurture a more inclusive 

Baghdad that did not exist during previous reigns. Trade was another crucial point of contention 

between the two camps. In the center, laws were put in place to facilitate commerce, the 

backbone of the economic boom in Baghdad, while Ḥijāz was more conservative in this regard. 

For instance, in the book of al-Āthār, Abū Yūsuf allows Muslims to purchase meat from ahl al-

                                                 
48 Mālik b. Anas, Muwaṭṭa’ Mālik, 2:960. 
49 Abū Yūsuf Ya‘qūb b. Ibrāhīm, Kitāb Al-Āthār (Haydar Abad: Lajnat Iḥyā’ al-Ma‘ārif al-Nu‘māniyah, 
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50 Abū Yūsuf, Kitāb Al-Āthār, 223-224. 
51 Mālik b. Anas, Muwaṭṭa’ Mālik, 2:842. 
52 Muḥammad b. Jarīr al-Ṭabarī, Ikhtilāf al-Fuqahā’ (Beirut: Dār al-Kutub al ‘ilmiyyah, 1999), 184. 
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kitāb, provided they did not see how the animals were slain, and from pagans and the Majūs any 

produce except meat.53  

 

THE HEART OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ‘AMAL AND RA’Y 

Building on the examples abovementioned, we can identify a fundamental difference in the 

moral outlook and ethical foundation between ra’y and ‘amal, a difference that is at the core of 

opinion based dicta and traditions. What I mean by the ethical foundation is the basis of the 

moral/legal, or what makes an act right or wrong, and not which acts are right and wrong, or how 

to derive what is and what is not. The consequentialist or utilitarian approach ascribes the ethical 

and unethical based on the benefits of the act itself. The moral duty is contingent upon the 

consequences of laws, generally whether they benefit the community or the individual. The 

conduct that should be sanctioned by law is determined by the outcome of the actions. As such, 

the use of reasoning to identify what is beneficial and what is not is the foundation of the 

utilitarian ethical code. On the other hand, the deontological approach defines the ethical and 

moral behavior according to a priori values or dicta that are inherently ‘good’ and binds the 

subject to them. Moral duty is thus rooted in the necessary, a maxim, divine command, or 

customs and mores, regardless of the consequences of an act.  

Quintessentially, in Islamic legal thought, ra’y, especially the bureaucratic model, was a 

utilitarian approach to law dictated by the consequences, while ‘amal has long been a 

deontological moral code. Reason in the deontological ‘amal is used to measure a specific case 

according to tradition, i.e. the tradition is the axiom of any judgement. The rational endeavor in 

                                                 
53 Abū Yūsuf, Kitāb Al-Āthār, 239. 
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the utilitarian school is encouraged. Ahl-ra’y needed reason to justify contingent moral actions, 

contingent upon maximizing society’s well-being, theirs, or the caliphs’ interests. For instance, 

the concept of ḥiyal sometimes used as makhārij by Ḥanafī scholars, perhaps because ḥiyal has 

negative connotations, best represents finding ‘solutions’ to hurdles posed by the sacred texts. 

The concept started with Abū Yūsuf and was later on expanded on by al-Shaybānī.54 Joseph 

Schacht summarizes this concept as being: 

 

Legal fictions, transactions by which the parties might achieve, through legal means, ends which 

were made desirable by the economic and social conditions of the time, but which could not be 

achieved directly with the means provided by the Sharī‘a. The earliest devices were merely 

simple evasions of irksome prohibitions by merchants and others, but very soon the specialists in 

religious law themselves started creating little masterpieces of elaborate juridical constructions 

and advising interested parties in their use.55 

 

An example of the use of ḥīlah can be found in an account related by the Ḥanafī historian 

Abū ‘Abd Allah al-Ṣaymarī (d.463/1070), where Abū Yūsuf punished a Muslim who killed a 

Christian by jailing him to be executed. However, soon after, Abū Yūsuf received a letter 

disparaging him for deciding to execute a Muslim for killing a kāfir, unbeliever. The Ḥanafī 

scholar then “showed the letter to al-Rashīd who told him: come up with ḥīlah, ‘idhhab wa 

‘iḥtal... Abū Yūsuf then brought the murderer and the blood avenger, and the evidence proved 

                                                 
54 Cf. Muḥammad b. al-Ḥasan al-Shaybānī, al-Makhārij fī al-Ḥiyal (Cairo: Maktabat al-Thaqāfah al-
Diniyyah, 1999). Some Ḥanafī scholars such as Mūsā abū Sulaymā al-Jawzajānī (d.200/815) disputes that 
this book is by al-Shaybānī, however Muḥammad abū bakr al-Sarkhasī (d.490/1090) confirms it in his 
commentary on al-Mabsūṭ, cf. Muḥammad Abū Bakr al-Sarkhasī, Min Kitāb al-Mabsūt (Cairo: Maktabat 
al-Thaqāfah al-Diniyyah, 1999), 93-94. 
55 Joseph Schacht, “Law and Justice,” in The Cambridge History of Islam, eds. P. Holt, A. Lambton, & B. 
Lewis, 539-568 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1977), 566. 
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the former’s culpability, so Abū Yūsuf asked the blood avenger whether the victim used to pay 

jizyah, but he couldn’t prove that, so Abū Yūsuf ordered the release of the Muslim.”56  

Satoe Horii sums it up succinctly “the Hanafīs were not properly “formalists” but rather 

“utilitarians” who defined the law as providing remedies for those who sought them... [Ḥanafīs] 

treated hiyal as intrinsic to their jurisprudence and called them makhārij, i.e. “exits” from 

anything that places a constraint upon daily life.”57 As such, the reason why Ḥanafīs used ḥadīth, 

‘amal, regional tradition or a jurist’s opinion is because consequences dictated the outcome. 

They were at liberty to use any legal instrument to issue fatwas, provided it meets the demands 

of logic, as long as its consequences were beneficial to the ummah, and sure enough in some 

cases in the interest of the ruler. It wouldn’t be a far cry to say that for them all sources of 

legislation were on equal footing. Abū Yūsuf and al-Shaybānī were undoubtedly the chief 

architects of this legal approach, holding a rudimentary form of ‘cost benefit’ analysis reflected 

in their ijtihādic endeavor.  

This approach stands in clear opposition to the fixed deontological sunnah upheld by the 

proponents of ‘amal. In the case of the traditionalists in Medina, moral duty is rooted in ‘amal. It 

is the ethical moral code that mirrors the early community’s practices, the tradition that dictates 

all what ought to be done. As long as they were practiced in Medina by the early community, no 

further inquiry about the impact of the laws is needed and any further reasoning is only limited to 

derivation from these traditions. 

The difference in the ethical approach could not be more striking than between the 

introduction of Abū Yūsuf’s al-Kharaj and Mālik’s letter to the Egyptian scholar al-Layth b. 
                                                 
56 Abū ‘Abd Allah al-Ṣaymarī, Akhbār Abī Ḥanīfah wa Aṣḥābihi, 105. 
57 Satoe Horii, “Reconsideration of Legal Devices (Ḥiyal) in Islamic Jurisprudence: The Ḥanafīs and their 
“Exits” (Makhārij),” Islamic Law and Society 9/3 (2002): 312-357, 357. 
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Sa‘d (d.175/791).58 In the introduction of al-Kharāj, Abū Yūsuf sets the parameters of the 

purpose of his book, and that is to ‘remove injustice’, ‘make subjects happy’, and ‘equate 

between Muslims’, all in order to insure the stability and prosperity of the empire. 

   

I used ijtihād and didn’t withhold any advice from you and from the Muslims seeking god’s 

reward and fearful of his punishment. And I hope – if you used it well – that god will provide 

you with your kharāj without any injustice towards any Muslim or ally, and straighten your 

subjects for their straightening is through setting rules and remove injustice upon them and 

injustices among them according to their duties. I wrote down to you hadīth ḥasan that 

encourage and exhort you to act regarding what you asked about and what you want to do.59 

 

On the other hand, Mālik’s Risālah starts by reproaching al-Layth b. Sa‘d for dispensing 

fatwās against ‘amal ahl al-Madīnah, urging him to follow the practices of Muḥammad, his 

companions, and their followers: 

 

And people are to be followers of Medina, because it is the city of the hijrah; in it the Qur’ān 

was revealed; the prophet, may peace be upon him, was among the people of Medina, allowed 

the permissible, and forbade the forbidden. They [the people of Medina] beheld the revelation, 

he commanded them and they obeyed... and then the tābi‘ūn followed in the same path, and any 

practice in Medina, I see no one doing what contradicts it; and the keepers of this tradition ought 

not be contradicted; and if people from different cities say: ‘that’s the way it’s done in our city, 

and that’s what our predecessor did’, they are not allowed to do so.60 

 

Finally, and although it is beyond the scope of the dissertation to discuss the theological 

position of the Ḥanafīs or Mālikīs, it is worth mentioning a similarity between the Ḥanafīs and 

                                                 
58 Al-Qāḍī ‘Iyāḍ, Tartīb al-Madārik, 1:41-43. 
59 Abū Yūsuf, Kitāb al-Kharaj, 3. 
60 Ya‘qūb al-Fasawī, Kitāb al-Ma‘rifah wal-Tārīkh (Medina: Maktabat al-Dār, 1990), 1:695-697.  
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the Mu‘tazilah in their philosophical view of ethics. As Christopher Melchert points out “many 

of the proto-Mu‘tazilah of whose juridical preferences we are informed adhered to the personal 

Ḥanafī school.”61 The Mu‘tazilah were predominantly utilitarian in their philosophy of ethics 

given their view that the divine should be accessible to rational inquiry and for that reason 

precedes tradition, and as Mairaj Syed suggests “utilitarian motivations are, at a basic level, 

rooted in perceptions of harm and benefit, and for this reason they underlie Muʿtazilite analysis 

of the psychology and ethics of action even beyond their role in explaining compulsion.”62 

 

ḤANAFĪ PERSONAL SCHOOL OR CIRCLE? 

At this stage, Ḥanafīs began their transition from a group attached to a charismatic authority to 

forming a rational-legal one, bureaucratic in nature, and responsible for the hermeneutical 

interpretation of the ‘founding documents’. Enjoying the support of the caliphate, Ḥanafīs’ 

authority gradually shifted from that of Abū Ḥanīfah’s to their production of knowledge itself 

and their bureaucratization. Yet, while it is true that Abū Ḥanīfah was the charismatic Kūfan 

authority whose personal school should have mirrored his fiqh, the Ḥanafī school ended up being 

a three-headed school, one that includes also Abū Yūsuf and al-Shaybānī, a set up that seems 

incongruent with the concept of a personal school itself. Given that the eponym’s juristic acumen 

is now shared by two other scholars; and given the absence of a unified legal discourse, due to 

the ubiquitous disagreement among the three, it is hard to see how the Ḥanafī personal school 

could have emerged out of this cacophony. Wael Hallaq attempts an explanation stating that 

“Abū Ḥanīfah and his two famous students [Abū Yūsuf and Shaybānī] … only on rare 
                                                 
61 Christopher Melchert, The Formation of the Sunni Schools of Law, 9th-10th centuries C.E., 84. 
62 Mairaj Syed, Coercion and Responsibility in Islam: A Study in Ethics and Law (Oxford: Oxford 
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occasions… agreed on any single opinion, and yet their triangulated doctrine came to constitute 

the foundation of the later Ḥanafī school.”63 But what does ‘a triangulated doctrine’ mean? It 

seems to be a nebulous concept that tries to force a judicial identity on the Ḥanafī school. Hallaq 

himself suggests that Abū Ḥanīfah’s consecration as eponym is a ‘difficult case study’ given “the 

lack of any work by Abū Ḥanīfah himself, and the improvements and virtually indistinguishable 

contributions made by his two students on his behalf.”64 Still, Hallaq attempts to explain the 

discord among Ḥanafī scholars stating, based on the work of the Ḥanafī scholar Muḥammad b. 

‘Ābidīn (d.1252/1836), that Ḥanafism “was reconciled on a tri-partite doctrinal division... Abū 

Ḥanīfah doctrine was to be applied in in matters of ritual, Abū Yūsuf’s in matters of procedures 

and pecuniary transactions, and al-Shaybānī in the sphere of personal status.”65 Aside from the 

arbitrary choice of who to follow in what, his explanation is even more problematic, since 

acknowledging the existence of three different ‘doctrines’, makes the coherence of a Ḥanafī 

school in its early stages almost untenable.  

The theory of regional schools does not fare better in solving the problematic nexus of 

disagreement between Abū Ḥanīfah and his students, and the emergence of a Ḥanafī personal 

school. It cannot explain why Abū Yūsuf chose Abū Ḥanīfah as the legal authority representing 

the Kūfan regional school, only to challenge him a few years after the latter’s death? In other 

words, if Abū Yūsuf truly believed in Kūfan fiqh, or at least a broad contour of fiqh, and Abū 

Ḥanīfah as its true representative, it is hard to imagine why he would seek to break the 

Kūfan/Ḥanafī, regional/personal continuum only a decade after Abū Ḥanīfah’s death, by cherry 

picking legal approaches, including Medinan ‘amal. Looking at the other side of the coin, we 
                                                 
63 Hallaq, “From Regional to Personal Schools of Law? A Reevaluation,” 9. 
64 Hallaq, Authority, Continuity, and Change in Islamic Law, 31. 
65 Hallaq, “From Regional to Personal Schools of Law? A Reevaluation,” 9. 
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find Abū Yūsuf, the supposed chief architect of the metamorphosis from regional to personal 

school, highlighting the legal differences among Kūfan scholars. This rebuts the claim that Abū 

Yūsuf viewed Kūfah as having a monolithic school or that his teacher should be its sole 

representative.  

The shortcoming in resolving this nexus is at its core due to overlooking the sociopolitical 

factors, with the exception of El Shamsy’s study of Shāfi‘īsm and Hurvitz study of Ḥanbalism 

where these considerations are taken into account. The reason for this flaw is the following 

pervasive slippery slope fallacy: Since Abū Ḥanīfah became recognized as an authority figure in 

the scholarly milieu, managed to amass a number of students, had a distinctive legal voice, thus 

his canonization as the founder of a personal school must be due to his legal acumen. Any 

probing of this matter should center on his persona as an absolute mujtahid. In other words, 

understanding abū Ḥanīfah’s canonization has to be through the doctrinal, i.e. his fiqh and his 

students’ role in articulating, developing, and spreading Ḥanafism. Hallaq clearly adopts this 

view stating: 

 

The individual ijtihadic activity of the next generation of legal specialists - those who flourished 

after the second or third decade of the second eighth century involved more conscious legal 

methodology and principles of positive law, albeit still somewhat rudimentary. Each recognized 

mujtahid not only established such methodology, but also gathered around him students who 

would recognize his doctrine as a particular brand of jurisprudence. This development marked 

the beginning of the personal schools.66  

 

                                                 
66 Hallaq, The Origins and Evolution of Islamic Law, 203. 
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It seems that the Schachtian model of regional to personal school had an impact on this 

debate far more than his theory itself. In the pursuit of discrediting or supporting him, the 

discussion of the Ḥanafī school formation has always revolved around the eponym himself as a 

faqīh whether in relation to a regional tradition, or developed through the lens of his fiqh only. In 

other words, the impact of Schacht was not only on the study of the formation of the schools 

themselves, but also on the framework of the scholarly conversation. In order to solve this 

problematic nexus, I propose that the Ḥanafī personal school emerged out of: 1) Abū Ḥanīfah’s 

broad legal attitude of ra’y, 2) Abū Ḥanīfah’s charismatic authority, 3) Abū Yūsuf’s influential 

legal and political position in the Abbasid state, and 4) the formation of a Ḥanafī state sponsored 

web of bureaucratic scholars representing traditional-legal authority.  

It cannot be understated the pivotal role of Abū Yūsuf in the founding of the Ḥanafī school. 

Yet he was not a blind follower of his teacher. It is clear that he saw himself as actively crafting 

his own opinions, and although following in the footstep of his teacher’s legal approach of ra’y, 

he was not a passive contributor. There is a plethora of instances were Abū Yūsuf is clearly 

departing from Abū Ḥanīfah. For example, in his book al-Kharāj, Abū Yūsuf tackles the 

question of al-musāqāt wal-muzār‘ah, sharing the harvest between the owner of a cultivated land 

and the worker responsible for its irrigation, and sharing the harvest of planting an uncultivated 

land, by first presenting the opinion of Medinans and Iraqis regarding the two cases, saying that 

the latter are in disagreement among themselves. On the one hand, Abū Ḥanīfah considers any 

form of musāqāt and muzāra‘ah not permissible based on a prophetic ḥadīth. Ibn Abī Laylā, on 

the other hand, considers both permissible without further elaboration as to why. Abū Yūsuf then 

states his position concurring with Ibn Abī Laylā’s because according to him “such agreements 
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should be considered joint ventures, muḍārabah, where the outcome of the investment is 

unknown.”67 Nevertheless, Abū Yūsuf goes back to enumerating several ḥadīths referring to the 

agreement between Muḥammad and the Jewish tribes in Khaybar to share the harvest, which is 

basically the ‘amal of the early Muslim community, as basis to support his opinion.68 

Interestingly, Abū Yūsuf turns out to be agreeing with Mālik that musaqāt and muzāra‘ah are 

both permissible and thus challenging his teacher. And that’s only half of the story. Strikingly, 

Mālik bases in his Muwaṭṭa’ his judgement on the same ḥadīths as Abū Yūsuf’s, namely 

Muḥammad’s agreement with the Jewish tribes. He does not, however, call it muḍārabah, given 

that agreement has set precedence, which is good enough reason to allow it. This points out to 

Abū Yūsuf’s blunt belief in his right to use any legal instruments, in this case both deductive 

reasoning and ‘amal to justify his position, even it means going against his teacher. The assertion 

that abū Yūsuf saw himself a founder rather than a contributor to Ḥanafism is also highlighted in 

his reverting, in countless occasions, to his own opinion without any justification, by saying “and 

I consider them to be” so and so. For instance, settling the case of how to consider the lands in 

al-Bāṣrah and Khurasān, Abū Yūsuf is content to state “fa-humā ‘indī bi-manzilat al-sawād.”69 

By doing so, he presents himself as a judicial authority as much as the prior jurists were, 

including his teacher. 

In some cases, Abū Yūsuf seems conflicted, wanting to agree with his teacher yet stopping 

short of that.  For example in the case of the share of the war spoils that should be awarded to a 

cavalry soldier versus a foot soldier. In this case, abū Yūsuf starts by stating abū Ḥanīfah’s 

position, which is that the shares should be equally divided, then informs al-Rashīd that there are 
                                                 
67 Abū Yūsuf, Kitāb al-Kharāj, 88-91. 
68 Abū Yūsuf, Kitāb al-Kharāj, 89-90. 
69 Abū Yūsuf, Kitāb al-Kharāj, 59. 
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ḥadīths that award the cavalry soldier double the share of the foot soldier. Though he leans 

towards the latter dictum, he concludes that both could be right and defers the decision to the 

caliph,70 again putting himself as arbiter, judging which is right and which is wrong.  

Another facet of Abū Yūsuf’s quasi-independent streak is his unabashed self-contradicting 

dicta. For instance, in his book al-‘Āthār he denies the right of Muslim armies to kill children 

based on a prophetic ḥadīth, related on the authority of abū Ḥanīfah “conquer in the name of 

god, and in the name of god fight the unbelievers, but don’t be brutal, treacherous, and don’t kill 

newborns.”71 This ḥadīth is analogous to that of al-Awzā‘ī and Mālik who also forbid the killing 

of children and women.72 However, in al-Radd ‘alā Siyar al-Awzā‘ī, abū Yūsuf reverses course 

and argues against the Damascene scholar that killing children is in fact allowed, again relying 

on Abū Ḥanīfah. This time Abū Yūsuf argues for his position by saying that Muḥammad 

besieged the city of al-Ṭā’if and shelled it with catapults targeting as such all the residents 

including children and women. Strikingly, he refers back, again, to Abū Ḥanīfah saying “Abū 

Ḥanīfah may god be pleased with him said in the matter of targeting unbelievers hiding behind 

Muslim children he said: they are shot at with arrows and catapults intending [to hit] 

nonbelievers and not intending children.”73 In another example from al-Radd ‘alā Siyar al-

Awzā‘ī, Abū Yūsuf staunchly rejects the ḥadīth al-Awzā‘ī uses to justify the cavalry soldier 

being awarded double the spoils of a foot soldier, stating that it is reported through only one 

chain of transmitters, which he doesn’t take to be true. He adds “if he [al-Awzā‘ī] justifies this 

based on: that’s what the imāms and the people of ‘ilm did, then this is akin to the Ḥijāzīs who 

                                                 
70 Abū Yūsuf, Kitāb al-Kharāj, 19. 
71 Abū Yūsuf, Kitāb al-Āthār, 192. 
72 Mālik b. Anas, Muwaṭṭa’ Mālik, 1:448. 
73 Abū Yūsuf, Al-Radd ‘alā Siyar al-Awzā‘ī, 65-66. 
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say: and that’s what the sunnah dictates, and this is not accepted by us.”74 In al-Kharāj however, 

and as we have seen above, he accepts the two dicta and defers the decision to al-Rashīd.75 

Given the stark differences between Abū Ḥanīfah and Abū Yūsuf, the supposedly main 

adherent to his fiqh, and given the latter’s unhesitant use of his opinion when it suits him, or 

ḥadīth, or ‘amal, and so forth, and given his unapologetic change of positions, we begin to see 

him in a different light. Abū Yūsuf thought highly of himself, after all he was qāḍī al-qūḍah, and 

considered himself a ‘ālim who reveres Abū Ḥanīfah and relies on him, yet could develop his 

own legal voice and practice his own judgement. It is likely that he thought of himself a founder 

of what will become the Ḥanafī personal school as much as Abū Ḥanīfah himself was. If we 

compare Abū Yūsuf and also al-Shaybānī to al-Shāfi‘ī’s foremost student abū Ibrāhīm al-Muzanī 

(d.264/877-878) and the Mālikī scholar Saḥnūn al-Tanūkhī (d.240/854-855) we find that the 

latter two did not have a distinct voice separate from that of their masters. They were not 

authoritative figures in their own right independently from al-Shafi‘ī and Mālik, and did not 

dispute them, to the extent of bordering on dismissiveness in some cases, as abū Yūsuf did. Al-

Muzanī and Saḥnūn might have added, skewed, explained their masters’ doctrines but never did 

they pretend to have a distinct voice, one that allows them to defy their teachers. 

But by what authority could Abū Yūsuf make such independent judgements, and why 

couldn’t he become an eponym of a school? I contend that his authority was derived from the 

legal-rational authority of the Abbasid bureaucracy. His position as qāḍī al-quḍāt, his close 

relationship with the caliphs, and leadership in the bureaucratic judiciary enabled him to enjoy 

the privileges the rational-legal authority. Yet although this type of authority permits innovative 
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75 Abū Yūsuf, Kitāb al-Kharāj, 19. 
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approaches to legislation, new dicta, even leadership among peers, it does not allow, however, 

for a single individual working within the bureaucracy to supersede it, embody it, and 

appropriate it as his own authority. This is the main reason why Abū Yūsuf could not to become 

the eponym of a school of law. His legal voice was smothered by the bureaucracy he worked in. 

Given that the rational-legal authority cannot be represented by a single scholar it had to be 

nestled within a network of bureaucrats, in this case the circle of Ḥanafīs.  The network of 

Ḥanafī judges, held key official positions, had differences in opinion, and bonded together under 

a broad legal attitude called ra’y, constantly seeking to further dominate the state. Abū Yūsuf’s 

leadership was instrumental in asserting the rational-legal authority of the circle. He was the first 

to rise in the ranks of the Abbasid judicial system, close to al-Mahdī, al-Hādī, and al-Rashīd, 

often calling on the caliph to appoint scholars from ahl al-ra’y who are ‘righteous’. Abū Yūsuf 

always sought to extend the Ḥanafī network’s influence. For instance, he encouraged al-Rashīd 

to task ‘Ḥanafī’ scholars with levying taxes “in order avoid injustice which will cause revolts and 

uprisings,” accusing the tax collectors of stealing money and forcing people to pay extra taxes.76  

Simultaneously, the Abbasids were seeking a judiciary that is amenable to their needs to 

rule, one that is flexible and can account for the changing cultural and social realities. The 

bureaucratization of law required not as much as a distinct stringent legal corpus, one that was 

proposed by the traditionalists, but rather a state sponsored judicial circle, loyal to the regime, 

capable of understanding the necessities of maintaining power, while concomitantly enforcing 

laws suitable for the times and context. Furthermore, accommodative laws needed justification 

by a religious authority, a justification rooted in the scriptures, this need was provided by the 
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Ḥanafī network. The Abbasids’ penchant for openness to the ‘other’, acculturation, developing a 

new inclusive Islamic ethos posed a deeper conundrum for the ruling elite, and that is how to 

reframe Islam away from the nativism of the Medinans? The answer was to support this rational-

legal authority, which through bureaucratized authority allowed the departure from the ‘Arab’ 

Islam to one that takes into accounts the realities of the multiethnic empire and its cosmopolitan 

center. The Abbasid derived the legitimacy of their discourse thanks to this bureaucratic stratum 

responsible for the hermeneutical interpretation of the founding documents, in sum of the 

production of knowledge. In that regard, Abū Yūsuf was a very useful tool to portray the 

Abbasid as the arbiters in the legal space, not tilting the scale in favor of ahl al-ra’y. For 

example, despite the reports that Abū Ḥanīfah had an interest in Kalām, Abū Yūsuf is reported to 

have said to the Medinans during his ḥajj with al-Rashīd that “he who follows religion through 

kalām becomes a zindīq” most likely to appease them given their hostility towards kalām, and 

distance al-Rashīd from it.77 In other report it is related that during a visit to al-Baṣrah, Abū 

Yūsuf gathered the ‘ulamā’ and assured that he is equidistant from ahl al-ḥadīth and the 

fuqahā’.78 

However, how could we speak of such network when there is no judicial coherence even 

among its leaders? Investigating the books of Ikhtilāf of the early 4th/10th century we find that 

even in that period no singular juristic identity existed among the Ḥanafīs. The abundance of 

legal disagreements among them reveals the acknowledgement of the compilers of ikhtilāf books 

with regards to the multitude of opinions. For instance, in Ikhtilāf al-‘Ulamā’, the Ḥanafī scholar 

al-Ṭaḥāwī names more often than not, Abū Ḥanīfah, Abū Yūsuf, Zufar, and al-Shaybānī 
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separately.79 It seems as if he almost considers them completely separate ‘ulamā’. In some cases 

he even refers in the same entry to “Abū Ḥanīfah wa asḥābihi”, Abū Ḥanīfah and his 

companions, Abū Yūsuf and al-Shaybānī, and Zufar and his companions.80 Similarly, in his book 

Ikhtilāf al-Fuqahā’ al-Ṭabarī separates in several cases Abū Ḥanīfah from the three 

abovementioned Ḥanafī scholars. Al-Ṭabarī almost always refers to Abū Ḥanifah wa aṣḥābihi 

unlike the others, Mālik, al-Shāfi‘ī, Sufyān, et al. This is meant to refer to what is the consensus 

of the Ḥanafīs rather than only abū Ḥanīfah’s position, which further indicates that the identity of 

‘Ḥanafism’ is based on the consensus of Abū Ḥanīfah, Abū Yūsuf, and al-Shaybānī, putting the 

three are on the same par. In case there is disagreement, all three opinions matter and not only 

Abū Ḥanīfah’s. For instance, on the question whether the punishment can be exacted on a slave 

without the presence of his owner, Abū Yūsuf allows it in case there is conclusive evidence, 

bayyinah, while Abū Ḥanīfah and al-Shaybānī deny it.81 There, al-Ṭabarī makes sure to mention 

both Abū Ḥanīfah and al-Shaybānī to emphasize that they both agree and not only Abū Ḥanīfah. 

In the cases of kafālah, or surety bond, Abū Yūsuf and al-Shaybānī disagree with Abū Ḥanīfah, 

on whether the guarantor has an obligation to pay back the lender in case the borrower failed to 

do so. Al-Ṭabarī, again, makes sure to mention that al-Shaybānī reverted back to the position of 

his teacher.82 As such, the ra’y that needs to be accounted for was not only that of Abū Ḥanīfah, 

the supposedly eponym of the school, but the three ‘founders’. 

Lacking a unified fiqh, why did abū Yūsuf and other later Ḥanafī scholars between the mid 

to late 2nd/8th centuries and the middle of the 3rd/9th identify saw themselves as continuity of Abū 
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Ḥanīfah legal methodology. The first reason is that the earliest Ḥanafī scholars, those who 

attended Abū Ḥanīfah’s ḥalaqah, were gradually establishing the network of fuqahā’. Abū 

Ḥanīfah was their natural charismatic authority, an anti-Umayyad rebel who stood against the 

traditionalists and was a staunch advocate of ra’y. As I mentioned in the previous chapter, Abū 

Ḥanīfah’s reputation and preeminence stemmed from his charisma as a leader of the Kūfan 

socio-religious movement and not exclusively to his legal prowess. His opposition to Arab 

hegemony and his unconventional trend of fiqh elevated his stature.  

The second reason is his legal attitude, approach to fiqh, one that was appealing to members 

of the Ḥanafī network as well as the Abbasid caliphate. The only tenet of this attitude, that which 

was agreed upon, was what Abū Ḥanīfah himself professed “If we get a prophetic ḥadīth on the 

authority of those who are reliable we take it, if it is from his companions [ṣaḥābah] we will not 

object to it, and if it is from the tābi‘ūn I will dispute them.”83 In another version of the same 

account he says “if it’s a prophetic ḥadīth then we respect it, if it’s from the ṣaḥābah then we 

choose, if it’s from the tābi‘ūn they are men and so are we.”84 As such, Abū Ḥanīfah’s 

exceptionalism in the legal space was his rebellious attitude towards tradition, always 

questioning, and encouraging rational argumentative debates, and not putting down a systematic 

methodology per se. It is as Hallaq suggests: “although they [the eponyms] were knowledgeable 

jurists, they were certainly not as accomplished as they were made out to be in the Muslim 

tradition. Yet this conception of them as absolute mujtahids amounted to nothing less than what 

we may call a process of authority construction.”85 
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Finally, in the context of a polarized legal discourse, the network’s broad ra’y approach was 

open to criticism. As El Shamsy rightly points out, they were reproached for departing from both 

the growing number of ḥadīths and from ‘amal, and for “the contingent and ephemeral nature of 

its results.”86 Due to the absence of uniformity in their opinions, ra’y adherents were perceived 

as the mouthpiece of the regime, lacking legitimacy. Even if Ḥanafīs represented the Abbasid 

rational-legal authority, they still needed to fend off the threat of the traditionalists’ ‘traditional 

Authority’. In response they to pled allegiance to their fellow Ḥanafīs, to the circle itself, and not 

necessarily to a fixed set of dicta proposed by their teacher. The authority of the rational legal 

bureaucracy itself legitimizes and empowers its members, the scholars of the Ḥanafī circle, while 

their commitment to it fuels its authority. As such, it is a self-generating authority that allows the 

Ḥanafīs to face the traditional authority of the Medinans. In this process, however, ‘Ḥanafī’ 

becomes almost a nomenclature of the networks’ legal-rational authority. 

 

CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, I have argued that starting with the reign of al-Mahdī the Abbasid Empire 

witnessed a radical, albeit incremental, change in the sociopolitical and economic realities. The 

boom in Baghdad led to the formation of a developed center and underdeveloped peripheries. 

This translated into the formation of cultural and religious nativist opposition discourses in the 

peripheries, most notably in the east of the empire with the Shu‘ūbiyyah nationalist Persian 

movement, and the religious traditionalist ‘amal legal school in Medina. The latter, increased in 

momentum as the new accultural and open Islamic ethos undermined the Arab aristocracy. 
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Concomitantly, ahl al-ra’y in Baghdad endorsed a bureaucratic type of ra’y, one that is 

malleable and understands the needs for the thriving of the multicultural, multiethnic, and 

economically prosperous center. In this context, I have also argued that at the heart of the 

difference between ra’y and ‘amal was their ethical foundation, the former being a 

consequentialist school, based on the consequences of the laws and hence attentive to the needs 

of the community, while the latter is deontological less prone to adapting to change. 

I have also argued that the absence of a unified Ḥanafī legal doctrine was due to ra’y being 

in itself antithetical to a unified discourse, the Ḥanafī personal school stage was a thus a nexus of 

likeminded jurists wielding political clout and bureaucratized within the state, who gave their 

allegiance to the circle itself rather than the eponyms’ doctrine. Finally, I have argued that what 

bonded the Ḥanafī circle was the Abū Ḥanīfah’s charismatic authority, his fluid ra’y attitude, the 

legal and political contributions and the membership of the Ḥanafīs in bureaucratic rational-legal 

authority.  

In the next chapter, I will investigate the evolution of the Mālikī school in al-Andalus and al-

Qayrawān and the role of the state not only as a patron of the school, but also its impact on the 

evolution of the school’s legal discourse itself. In other words, how the political power played an 

active role in shaping and articulating Mālikism.  
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Chapter 7 

 

Mālikism in al-Andalus: From Resistance to Power 

 

 

 

As we have seen in chapter 6, the spread of Ḥanafism in Baghdād could not have occurred 

without the sponsorship of the Abbasid caliphate. The type of fiqh proposed by Iraqi jurists 

suited the ruling power, as it provided a lax and less constraining judiciary, one that is germane 

to the cosmopolitan Baghdad. The economic and cultural boom witnessed in the capital buoyed 

Ḥanafīs further, as it was construed to be conducive to achieving stability and prosperity in an 

empire that became ethnically, culturally, and religiously multifarious. This boom, however, did 

not reach the increasingly isolated Ḥijāz. As they found themselves ‘under siege’, Medinans 

clung to tradition as a form of resistance, a nativist discourse to counter the changing norms in 

Baghdad. The Ḥanafī constructed ‘fiqh’ was shaped and formulated by a Ḥanafī circle of state 

bureaucrats. Legitimized by its legal-rational authority, Ḥanafīs’ ra’y bloomed, while the Arabo-

centric Medinan discourse waned. Besieged, with little influence, if at all, Mālikīs turned west 

where the Umayyads had reestablished their rule in al-Andalus. 

In this chapter, I examine the role played by the Umayyad princedom in al-Andalus and the 

network of influential scholars there in spreading Mālik’s teachings from the end of 2nd/8th till 

mid-3rd/9th century. I will investigate the reasons behind the state’s sponsorship of Mālikī 

traditionalism, and consider the social and political ramifications of the vast sphere of power 
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enjoyed by the Mālikī scholars. Furthermore, I will explore the repercussions of the transition of 

Mālik’s nativist discourse from resistance to power in the legal space, and the accompanying 

change in the type of authority in al-Andalus from charismatic to traditional authority and the 

type of society that instigated this transition. Finally, I will compare the doctrinal evolution of 

Mālikism between al-Andalus and al-Qayrawān. 

Before delving any further into the issue at hand, it is essential to make the following 

clarification. In the context of this chapter, the use of ‘Mālikism’ or the ‘Mālikī school’ will not 

denote the madhhab of Mālik, or the Mālikī doctrinal school, formed much later. Rather, it will 

refer to Mālik’s personal school as defined by Wael Hallaq: “Only when a leading jurist attracted 

following of jurists who exclusively applied his doctrine in courts of law or taught it to students, 

or issued fatwās according to it, we can say that a personal school of his existed.”1 These 

characteristics of the personal school were, as we shall see, clearly demonstrable in the 

Andalusian Mālikī personal school before the end of the 2nd/8th century. Similarly, the terms 

‘Mālikī’ scholars or simply ‘Mālikī’ refer to scholars or jurists who traveled and met with Mālik, 

many of whom wrote down his traditions, or their direct students. I do not mean the ‘ulamā’ of a 

well contoured madhhab. 

 

THE FOUNDING OF AN ISLAMIC PRINCEDOM IN AL-ANDALUS 

In 138/756, ʻAbd al-Raḥmān b. Hishām b. Mūʻawiyah (r. 138/756-171/788), known as ʻAbd al-

Raḥmān al-Dākhil or ‘Abd al-Raḥmān I, claimed Umayyad rule over al-Andalus. His journey 

was far from easy. He fled Damascus as a young man after the Abbasids’ revolt, and narrowly 

escaped death at the hands of their army. He first reached Cairo, and then made his way to 
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Ifrīqiyah, all while preparing for his return to al-Andalus, where there remained pockets of 

Umayyad clients and supporters, mostly Syrians. When ‘Abd al-Raḥmān I and his two nephews 

reached the city of Qayrawān, he was first welcomed by its wālī Abd al-Raḥmān b. al-Ḥabīb al-

Fihrī who then turned against him and tried to kill him, mostly likely fearing that ‘Abd al-

Raḥmān al-Dākhil would undermine him if he becomes caliph.2  The future Umayyad prince 

then fled to Kabylia or ‘the lands of the Berbers’ where he took refuge among the Berber tribes. 

From there, he began his correspondence with the Syrian contingents in al-Andalus asking for 

their allegiance, which he received.3 

Populated mostly by Arabs, al-Andalus was witnessing constant intra-Arab tribal rivalries 

among Qaysīs, Yamanīs, and Syrians all fighting and shifting their alliances periodically.4 This 

tribal context was all too familiar for ‘Abd al-Raḥmān. After all, his Umayyad ancestors always 

knew how to deal with and take advantage of tribal rivalries. With a combination of military 

dexterity and political prowess, the Umayyad prince succeeded in taking over most of al-Andalus 

by forging tribal alliances and decisively beating his enemies on the battlefield. Instilling fear 

among dissidents was also one of his strategies. For instance, after quashing the Abbasid’s 

military campaign to recapture al-Andalus and dispose of him, ‘Abd al-Raḥmān I ordered the 

decapitation of those who participated in the campaign and “he threw their heads in the market of 

Qayrawān, causing great fear.”5  

Facing internal rebellions and unrest, ‘Abd al-Raḥmān I quickly realized that prolonging his 

rule required more than just fear, military strength, and tribal alliances. Using tribalism was an 

                                                 
2 Unknow, Akhbār Majmū‘ah (Cairo: Dār al-Kītab al-Miṣrī, 1989), 52-54. 
3 Muḥammad Abū Bakr Ibn al-Qūṭiyyah, Tārīkh Iftitāḥ al-Andalus (Cairo: Dār al-Kitāb al-Maṣrī),45. 
4 Ibn al-Qūṭiyyah, Tārīkh Iftitāḥ al-Andalus, 43-44. 
5 Aḥmad al-Maqqrī al-Tilmisānī, Nafḥ al-Ṭīb min Ghusn al-Andalus al-Raṭīb (Beirut: Dār Ṣādir, 1968), 
1:322. 
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effective tool to take over al-Andalus; yet, a more potent religious discourse imbued in a 

narrative about the Umayyad legacy was needed in order for him to become the uncontested 

leader. As Hussein Monés states “the first Umayyad emir realized his need for religious 

legitimacy against his opponents in Al-Andalus and Ifrīqiyah.”6* In his quest to do so, ‘Abd al-

Raḥmān sought to create a shared ‘Arab’ and Islamic history, establish continuity with the 

Umayyad past, and instigate religious fervor, mostly among the Arab population in Spain.  

To that end, ‘Abd al-Ramān al-Dākhil began sponsoring riḥlāt al-‘ilm, meaning travels by 

scholars to acquire knowledge, mostly to Medina, the cradle of the Arabic-Islamic tradition. 

Through these journeys, Andalusian scholars began collecting Medinan traditions, especially 

Mālik’s. Abd al-Raḥmān al-Hawwārī was one ‘ālim sent by ‘Abd al-Raḥmān to collect tradition 

from Medina.7 Interestingly, Ibn al-Qūṭiyyah narrates that “he [al-Hawwārī] was the first to 

combine ‘ilm al-‘Arab [knowledge of the Arabs] with ‘ilm al-dīn [religious knowledge],”8 which 

reflects the association between the Arab and Islamic identities.  

As a result of these riḥlāt, Mālik’s Muwaṭṭa’ was introduced in al-Andalus, sometime in the 

second half of ‘Abd al-Raḥmān’s reign. Muḥammad Abū Bakr Ibn al-Qūṭiyyah (d. 367/977) and 

‘Abd Allāh Ibn al-Faraḍī (d. 403/1012) relate that the first to introduce Muwaṭṭa’ Mālik was al-

Ghāzī b. Qays (d.199/814), one of the earliest jurists in al-Andalus.9 The Mālikī jurist ‘Iyāḍ al-

Sabtī (d.544/1149), known as al-Qāḍī ‘Iyāḍ, reports that the earliest Mālikī scholars in al-

Andalus to introduce Mālik’s teachings from Medina was Ziyād b. ‘Abd al-Raḥmān al-Lakhamī, 

                                                 
6 Hussain Monés, “Le Role des Hommes de Religion dans  l’Histoire de l’Espagne Musulmane: Jusqu’à 
la fin du Califat,” Studia Islamica 20 (1964): 47-88, 49-50.  * All translations from French are my own. 
7 Ibn al-Faraḍī, Tārīkh ‘Ulamā’ Ahl al-Andalus, 1:334; Ibn al-Qūṭiyyah, Tārīkh Iftitāḥ al-Andalus, 56. 
8 Ibn al-Qūṭiyyah, Tārīkh Iftitāḥ al-Andalus, 56.. 
9 Ibn al-Qūṭiyyah, Tārīkh Iftitāḥ al-Andalus, 56; ‘Abd Allāh Ibn al-Faraḍī, ‘Ulamā’ Ahl al-Andalus 
(Tunis: Dār al-Gharb al-Andalusī, 2008), 1:443. 
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son of the former interim wālī of a-Andalus,10 Qar‘ūs b. al-‘Abbās (d. 220/835-836), and their 

companions.  

However, not all riḥlāt were to Medina. In many cases, ‘Abd al-Raḥmān I sponsored trips to 

Damascus, the capital of the Umayyad caliphate, to collect the traditions of al-Awzā‘ī. For 

instance, he financed the trip of Mu‘āwiyah b. Ṣālih (d.158/775) to Damascus where the latter 

collected knowledge, and upon his return Ibn Ṣālih was appointed by the first Umayyad prince as 

Qāḍī of Qurṭubah.11 This suggests that while most financed trips were to Medina, ‘Abd al-

Raḥmān I had deference to Damascene ‘ilm. As such, the reign of the first Umayyad prince 

witnessed the birth of an Islamic narrative that transcended tribal affiliation. In light of the 

itinerary of the scholars, he was much most interested in promoting the Medinan traditional 

‘amal, mainly due to its affinity with the Arab legacy of Islam. 

 

THE UMAYYAD SPONSORSHIP OF MĀLIKĪ SCHOLARS 

Despite the traditionalist leaning of ‘Abd al-Raḥmān I, al-Andalus was open to students of other 

jurists, and it was during the reign of his son Hishām b. ‘Abd al-Raḥmān (r. 172/788-180/796) or 

al-Ḥakam b. Hishām (r. 180/796-206/822) that Mālik’s Medinan traditions became the exclusive 

source of legislation in al-Andalus. There are conflicting reports in the primary sources regarding 

why and how the Umayyads fully adopted Mālikism, yet they all share a motif that reveals 

political and social factors behind the flourishing of Mālikism. 

Politically, the Umayyads sought to counter the Ḥanafī fiqh adopted by their archrivals, the 

Abbasids. The adoption of Mālikism served them in separating their legal administration from 

                                                 
10 The exact year of al-Lakhmī’s death is unknown, as it ranges from 193 to 204. 
11 Ibn al-Faraḍī, Tārīkh ‘Ulamā’ Ahl al-Andalus, 2:174; Ibn al-Qūṭiyyah, Tārīkh Iftitāḥ al-Andalus, 55. 
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that of the Iraqi Abbasid. The exclusivity of Mālikism as the law of the land gradually led to the 

banishment of scholars from other schools. Even al-Awzā‘ī’s students found themselves 

outcasts. Despite their teacher’s marginalization by the Abbasids, he was jettisoned by the 

Umayyads given his détente and unconfrontational approach towards the Ḥanafī ‘ulamā’. This 

Umayyad pursuit is mirrored in an account related by the Andalusian historian Aḥmad al-Maqqrī al-Tilimsānī 

(d. 1041/1632) on the authority of Ibn Hazm al-Andalusī (d.456/1064) and goes as follows: “In 

the beginning there were two madhhabs that spread and adopted by the sultans, but when Abū 

Yūsuf became qāḍī, he appointed his companions and those who follow him [to the position of 

qāḍī], from far east to far west. However, Yaḥyā b. Yaḥyā had influence with the sultan and no 

qāḍī was appointed without his counsel and assent, and so he chose his companions and those of 

his madhhab in all of al-Andalus.”12 The Mālikī scholar mentioned in the account is Yaḥyā b. 

Yaḥyā al-Laythī (d. 234/849) who was arguably the most prominent faqīh in al-Andalus. The 

motif in this account is the rejection of the Abbasid authority embodied by Abū Yūsuf and 

Ḥanafī fiqh. The Umayyads were looking to demarcate their territory and purge al-Andalus from 

any kind of Abbasid authority.    

Socially, Mālik’s traditionalism and Arab ancestry suited the Arab narrative of the 

Umayyads. By being a set of Medinan Arab traditions, Mālik’s teachings were an attractive 

proposition given that when used discursively they grant the Umayyads religious authority 

rooted in the continuum from the first Muslim community. This is reflected in an account related 

by the Damascene explorer Shams al-Dīn al-Maqdisī (d. 381/991-992), known as al-Bishrī, 

where during his visit to al-Andalus, he asked the ‘people of knowledge’ there about the reasons 

for adopting the Mālikī madhhab exclusively in al-Andalus. Their answer was: “once Ḥanafī and 
                                                 
12 Al-Maqqrī, Nafḥ al-Ṭīb, 2:10 
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Mālikī scholars debated in front of the sultan. After they were done the sultan asked: From where 

is Abū Ḥanīfah? To which Ḥanafī scholars replied: from Kūfah. What about Mālik? He asked. 

He is from Madīnah, the Mālikī scholars replied. That is when Hishām said: the imām of Dār al-

Hijrah, [i.e. Medina] is better for us. He then asked the Ḥanafī jurists to leave.”13 Again, here we 

find that Mālik’s advantage was his Arab ancestry and traditions, not his fiqh. 

Furthermore, advocates of the Arab nativist legal discourse, the Mālikīs in al-Andalus, 

represented themselves as safeguards of true Muslim values against the new norms in Baghdad. 

The Mālikī fuqahā’ “enjoyed the support of most literate Muslims as well as the army. To them 

all it represented the true Islam of the early Arabs, which must never be allowed to be corrupted 

by the innovations of the ‘Abbasid usurpers and their degenerate non-Arab courtiers.”14 Al-

Maqqrī relates that Hishām used to adhere to ‘Umar II’s practices and was impressed when he 

heard about Mālik’s Medinan traditions, and as such decided to adopt Mālikism. Meanwhile, 

Mālik asked his Andalusian students about Hishām and upon hearing his deeds he complemented 

the emir.15 This account conveys a clear attempt to link Hishām to the Islamic piousness of 

‘Umar II, a fellow Umayyad. 

Finally, the Umayyad leadership shared the Mālikī scholars’ fear of Islam becoming 

corrupted by non-Islamic ties with Christians and Jews. “Acculturation, interfaith marriage, and 

conversion raised fears for Muslim religious authorities about the insinuation of “innovations” 

that would corrupt the faith, and they created concerns about communal and individual 

                                                 
13 Shams al-Dīn al-Maqdisī, Aḥsan al-Taqāsīm fī Ma‘rifat al-Aqālīm (Cairo: Maktabat al-Madbūlī, 1991), 
237. 
14 George Hourani, “The Early Growth of the Secular Sciences in Andalusia,” Studia Islamica 32 (1970): 
143-156, 145. 
15 Al-Maqqrī, Nafḥ al-Ṭīb, 1:336-337. 
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identity.”16 Janina Safran demonstrates this anxiety as reflected in 3rd/9th century Andalusian 

religious texts raising concerns of acculturation leading “to the erosion of the faith due to factors 

such as political disorder, the neglect of the 'ulama, and the materialism and hypocrisy of the 

Muslims.”17  

The Umayyads’ strong endorsement of Mālikī scholars was also beneficial to Mālik. 

Medinan traditionalism was lacking political support, isolated and dwindling, with few pockets 

remaining in Iraq. Mālik needed state support to expand his fiqh outside the realm of the 

Abbasids. In an another account, al-Maqqrī relates that it was Hishām’s son and successor, who 

adopted Mālikism after “a group of Andalusian pilgrims visited him [Mālik] in Medina, and 

while there, Mālik asked about their king and upon hearing his deeds Mālik said to the 

Andalusians “I wish God would adorn our lands with a man like him,” and when al-Ḥakam heard 

of Mālik’s high regard for him... he adopted the Mālikī madhhab.” Al-Maqqrī then adds that 

Mālik complemented the emir “given the mistreatment and torture he suffered at the hands of the 

Abbasids.” 18 Such anecdotal evidence points to a mutual courtship between Mālik and the 

Umayyads with also a mutual benefit. As such, Mālik’s foothold in al-Andalus will be a central 

piece in the puzzle of the formation of his personal school. State endorsement is essential to the 

formation of a school of law, and in the case of Mālik, Umayyad support will provide yet another 

catalyst to making him an eponym. 

 

 

                                                 
16 Janina Safran, “Identity and Differentiation in Ninth-Century al-Andalus,” Speculum 76 3(2001): 573-
598, 576. 
17 Janina Safran, “Identity and Differentiation in Ninth-Century al-Andalus,” 580. 
18 Al-Maqqrī, Nafḥ al-Ṭīb, 3:230 
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THE INFLUENTIAL SECOND UMAYYAD NETWORK 

The establishment of Mālikism as the official state fiqh led to the formation of an influential 

network of Mālikī jurists in al-Andalus. The first Mālikī scholar to be offered the position of 

qāḍī of Qurṭubah was Ziyād b. ‘Abd al-Raḥmān al-Lakhamī, but refused and hid fearing for his 

life.19 Unlike his teacher, Yaḥyā b. Yaḥyā al-Laythī did not refuse the offer. He was a staunch 

Mālikī adherent and is said to have been near his deathbed when Mālik died. Yaḥyā was 

politically savvy, and managed to gain the trust of Hishām, ultimately becoming ‘counselor’ of 

the emir, yet, not in any official capacity.20 He had complete authority over the judiciary and 

could relieve judges from their positions and appoint replacements.21 Just like Abū Yūsuf and the 

Ḥanafī network in Baghdad, Yaḥyā placed great importance on being a loyal member of the 

Umayyad network. According to an account related by al-Qāḍī ‘Iyāḍ, a judge asked Yaḥyā for 

his advice in a ruling and the latter gave him a ‘weak’ one. Upon asking his fellow Mālikī 

colleagues they told him that Yaḥyā must be mistaken. However, when he met Yaḥyā again he 

told him about the ruling of his colleagues, yet he said that he will concur with Yaḥyā’s, 

probably to gain favor. However, Yaḥyā punished him for ruling against the recommendation of 

members of the circle and not ‘being loyal to their advice’ and relieving him for his office.22 As 

such, and just like Abū Yūsuf who was appointing ‘his men’ in the east, so too did Yaḥyā b. 

Yaḥyā in al-Andalus, and just like Abū Yūsuf he expected loyalty to the network.  Among the 

members of the network close to Yaḥyā and appointed to several official positions were: 

Muḥammad b. al-Bashīr al-Qāḍī, ‘Isā b. Dinār (d. 212/828), Qar‘ūs b. al-‘Abbās, and Ṭālūt al-

                                                 
19 Ibn al-Faraḍī, ‘Ulamā’ Ahl al-Andalus, 1:217. 
20 Al-Dhahabī, Siyar A‘lām al-Nubalā’, 10:524; Aḥmad al-Maqqrī, Nafḥ al-Ṭīb, 2:10.  
21 Al -Maqqrī, Nafḥ al-Ṭīb, 2:10. 
22 Al-Qāḍī ‘Iyāḍ, Tartīb al-Madārik, 1:312-313. 
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Maghfarī (d.unknown), ‘Abd al-Malik b. Ḥabīb (d. 238/852), most of whom participated in a 

revolution against his son al-Ḥakam, which I will discuss further later on. 

The free reign Hishām awarded the Mālikī fuqahā’ made them almost partners of the ruling 

elite, but still, under the authority of the emir. The scholars were part of the aristocracy, wealthy, 

and enjoying an elevated stature.23 They were from all walks of life having “various social roles 

such as intellectual, religious life guards of society, lawyers, and also they became merchants 

and craftsmen.”24 In addition, they controlled the educational system and by proxy the 

government’s official appointments. 

In the judicial space, the Mālikī network expunged any non-Mālikī scholar. They burned and 

censored books and most importantly persecuted those who disagreed with them, “together with 

outright destroying books, erasing their contents, and otherwise controlling access, another 

weapon of the ʿulamāʾ was to write refutations of the books they condemned in toto or in part.”25 

It was as al-Qāḍī ‘Iyāḍ described it “Hishām gave them [Mālikī scholars] free reign and they 

protected it [Mālik’s madhhab] by the sword.”26  Even ḥadīth was precluded, and considered of 

lesser authority than Mālik’s Muwaṭṭa’. Al-Qāḍī ‘Iyāḍ reports that for Mālikī jurists “‘amal is 

more important than ḥadīth. If ḥadīth goes against ‘amal, choose ‘amal.” 27 Most of Mālikī 

jurists in al-Andalus did not ‘know’ ḥadīth, such as ‘Īsā b. Dinār,28 ‘Abd al-A‘lā b. Wahab (d. 

                                                 
23 Monés states that the fuqahā’ did not hold key positions before their rebellion against al-Ḥakam; 
Hussein Monés, “Le Role des Hommes de Religion,” 53-54. However, there is a plethora of accounts in 
primary sources that show that some of them were chosen as qāḍīs while other had strong influence.   
24 Muhammad Akmaluddin, “The Origin of Fiqh Schools in al-Andalus,” International E-Journal of 
Advances in Social Sciences 3/9 (2017): 880-887, 881. 
25 Maribel Fierro, “How Do We Know about the Circulation of Books in al-Andalus? The Case of al-
Bakrī’s Kitāb al-Anwār,” Intellectual History of the Islamicate World 4 (2016): 152–169, 158. 
26 ‘Iyāḍ b. Mūsā, Tartīb al-Madārik,1:16 
27 ‘Iyāḍ b. Mūsā, Tartīb al-Madārik, 1:45. 
28 Al-Dhahabī, Siyar A‘lām al-Nubalā’, 10:440. 
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262/875),29 Yaḥyā b. Yaḥyā’s prominent student, Qar‘ūs b. al-‘Abbas who, despite his prominent 

position as the imām of the mosque of Qurtubah, is said to have “knowledge based on the 

madhhab of Mālik and his companions, and didn’t have any knowledge of ḥadīth.”30And it 

wasn’t only ḥadīth that was subordinate to ‘amal even “new schools such as that of Shafi‘ī were 

frowned on by the Malikites,”31 despite them not being in direct opposition to Mālikism. The 

jurists in al-Andalus used only the Qur’ān and the Muwaṭṭa’ as their reference, and “other Mālikī 

legal opinions that were not based on the Muwaṭṭa’ were considered as illegal.”32 Thus by the 

end of Hishām’s rule Mālikīs have succeeded in eliminating any other school of fiqh, 

transforming in the process Mālikism from a resistance discourse to that of power. As we have 

seen in the previous chapter, Medinan traditions were almost sidelined during mid-2nd/8th till the 

mid of 3rd/9th as they were not suitable for an empire proposing a new, relatively egalitarian 

Islam, represented by the state adopted Ḥanafī ra’y. Mālik emerged as the voice and charismatic 

leader of the ‘resistance’ against the ‘extraneous’ Muslim values proposed by ahl al-ra’y. 

However, in the Iberian Peninsula Mālikism became the state sponsored fiqh representing and 

becoming ‘power’. 

However, the biggest influence of Mālikism as a traditionalist voice is yet to come. After 

years of dominating the legal sphere, the class of fuqahā’ and quḍāt commended great respect 

among the people, and extended their influence to the general populace. They were perceived as 

the moral authority that transcended political power, which allowed them “to play the role of 

                                                 
29 Ibn al-Faraḍī, ‘Ulamā’ Ahl al-Andalus, 1:371. 
30 Ibn al-Faraḍī, ‘Ulamā’ Ahl al-Andalus, 1:475. 
31 George Hourani, “The Early Growth of the Secular Sciences in Andalusia, 145. 
32 Maribel Fierro, “Local and Global in Ḥadīth Literature: The Case of Al-Andalus,” in The Transmission 
and Dynamics of the Textual Sources of Islam: Essays in Honour of Harald Motzki, eds. N. der Voort, K. 
Versteegh, and J. Wagemakers, 63-88 (London: Brill, 2011), 75-76. 
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mediator between the rulers and their subjects.”33 Al-Maqqrī relates, “the qāḍīs held a 

prestigious position among the elite, khāṣṣah, and the general public, ‘āmmah...and if there was a 

legal case against the sulṭān he had to appear in front of the qāḍī.”34 Qāḍīs could bring to justice 

members of the elite and chastise them for any impious behavior. For instance, the influential 

judge Muḥammad b. al-Bashīr (d. 198/813), conditioned his approval to take the position of qāḍī 

of Qurṭubah only if he is allowed to rule against anyone including the prince and members of his 

family. Hishām acquiesced and appointed him to the position. Muḥammad b. al-Bashīr did not 

disappoint and prosecuted several members of the emir’s family, to the extent that his student 

warned him that he will be relieved in case he didn’t stop.35 Ibn al-Faraḍī relates the following 

account that indicates the position of strength enjoyed by the Mālikīs: A servant was once 

carrying wine to the emir and when the prominent faqīh Qar‘ūs b. al-‘Abbās saw him he asked 

the servant to throw the wine away and chastised the emir, who showed remorse.36 Although 

these stories among others are likely hagiographic, yet they reveal that Mālikī judges were not 

distanced from the ‘corrupt’ political power, but held enough power to engage it to the extent of 

reprimanding it. 

Standing at the nexus of political power, legal authority, and the ‘ammah, the influence held 

by the Mālikī network made them representatives of the Muslim society in al-Andalus. Their 

traditionalism and orthodoxy reinforced the conservatism of the general public. As traditions are 

an integral part of a constructed collective identity, they become the community’s primordial 

sense of belonging and reason for social cohesion that differentiates it from the ‘other’. The 

                                                 
33 Muhammad Akmaluddin, “The Origin of Fiqh Schools in al-Andalus,” 881. 
34 Al-Maqqrī, Nafḥ al-Ṭīb, 1:217-218. 
35 Iyāḍ b. Mūsā, Taratīb al-Madārik, 1:288. 
36 Ibn al-Faraḍī, ‘Ulamā’ Ahl al-Andalus, 1:475. 
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normative authority of ‘amal, was built around Mālik’s charisma and juristic identity. Endorsed 

by the Umayyads and becoming the discourse of power, Mālikī traditions needed a group of 

scholars to translate this juristic identity and implement its laws. Yet, the Umayyad network of 

scholars were not only a class of learned bureaucratic fuqahā’ working in the judicial space, they 

were also a class of ‘pedagogues’ inculcating in the uneducated masses the inherited, or perhaps 

invented, traditions. Hence, the force of Mālikism in al-Andalus resided in the network’s ability 

to reach the masses, and relay not the juristic identity of Mālik, but rather his ideals as the 

charismatic patriarch. In order to do so, the Umayyad network needed three characteristics that 

granted it legitimacy to carry the torch of the charismatic leader: 1) their closeness to the 

charismatic authority, i.e. by being Mālik’s student they become his inheritors, or his children; 2) 

the bestowing of this inheritance by the ruling power, the recognition of the political force that 

they are the true inheritors; and 3) their ability to articulate the values and ideals of the 

charismatic authority, and put them into a narrative about the society’s collective identity. 

 

THE FALL OUT AND ITS AFTERMATH 

One year after Mālik’s death in 179/795, Al-Ḥakam became emir in 180/796. Described as a 

self-indulgent and hedonistic prince, who neglects religious traditions, al-Ḥakam constantly 

sought to undermine the Mālikī scholars.37 His legitimacy, however, was being gradually eroded 

by the conservative population of al-Andalus, members of his family, and the scholarly 

community. The number of Mālikī scholars grew to an unpresented level during the reign of al-

                                                 
37 Hussain Monés, “Le Role des Hommes de Religion,” 55. 
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Ḥakam, and according to al-Baghdādī their number exceeded four thousand.38 They decided on 

legal matters among the elite, “amirs of Cordoba had to turn frequently to seek legitimacy of 

their actions against their political opponents.”39 The scholarly community was yielding so much 

power to the extent that they were posing a danger to Umayyad princes of Qurṭubah, especially 

those who “were more broadminded, but they had to be cautious in introducing modern ideas 

because they depended on their conservative Muslim subjects, led by the scholar class, for the 

stability of their regime.”40  

In order to restrain their clout, al-Ḥakam changed his policy towards them and “during the 

later period of al-Ḥakam I’s reign, the fuqahā’ began to oppose the Amir as he tried to curtail 

their influence in political affairs.”41 Their alleged reason was that they were enraged by ‘the 

prince’s hedonism and his undermining of religious practices.42 This, undoubtedly, helped them 

secure the support of the people when they joined the revolution against al-Ḥakam, which was 

staged by his two uncles in 189/805. The rebellious ‘ulamā’, among who were the leaders of the 

Mālikī network Yaḥyā al-Laythī, ‘Īsā b. Dinār, and Ṭālūt, and others,43 marked a rupture 

between the legal authority and the political power. After al-Ḥakam managed to quash the 

rebellion, he then retaliated cruelly against members of the scholarly community. Al-Qāḍī ‘Iyāḍ 

reports that “between 70 and 170 were killed and crucified.”44 However, Yaḥyā b. Yaḥyā, ‘Īsā b. 

                                                 
38 Al-Dhahabī mentions that in Qurṭubah alone there was four thousand, an number hugely overestimated 
but the motif of the account is that the ‘ulamā’ class became very influential and had numbers, al-
Dhahabī, Siyar A‘lām al-Nubalā’, 8:255. 
39 Muhamad Khalid Masud, “A History of Islamic Law in Spain: An Overview,” Islamic Studies 30/2 
(1991): 7-35, 14. 
40 George Hourani, “The Early Growth of the Secular Sciences in Andalusia,” 145. 
41 Muhammad Khalid Masud, “A History of Islamic Law in Spain,” 12. 
42 Al-Dhahabī, Siyar A‘lām al-Nubalā’, 8:255, Al-Maqqrī, Nafḥ al-Ṭīb, 1:339. 
43 Al-Maqqrī, Nafḥ al-Ṭīb, 1:339-340. 
44 ‘Iyāḍ b. Mūsā, Tartīb al-Madārik, 1:127. 
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Dinār, and Ṭālūt escaped, and were later given a promise of safety by al-Ḥakam. Yaḥyā went 

back to Qurṭubah where he remained until his death, while the two others went to al-Ṭulayṭilah 

further to the north. 

Al-Ḥakam’s forgiveness was most likely due to his fear of retaliation after his brutal killing 

of the ‘ulamā’ as he started displaying piousness.45 For, although he managed to fend off the 

rebellion, he couldn’t undermine their social influence. In the aftermath of the slaughter, al-

Ḥakam began facing a backlash from the ‘āmmah who were angered by his treatment of the 

fuqahā’ to the extent that they started rioting.46 Hussein Monés rightly argues that “what is 

mentioned as remorse and piety from al-Ḥakam was but fear of further retaliation.”47 

Nevertheless, the failure of the fuqahā’’s coup proved costly for them, as it will lead to the 

dwindling of their influence and the gradual ‘intrusion’ of non-Mālikī schools in al-Andalus.   

Following the death of his father, ‘Abd al-Raḥmān b. al-Ḥakam (r. 206/822-238/853), known 

as ‘Abd al-Raḥmān II, became emir and his reign will witness a period of transition, from a 

divided emirate born fortuitously and supported only by its Machiavellian founder to a stable and 

prosperous one. According to Ibn al-Qūṭiyyah, the fourth Umayyad prince was not a 

conservative. He had an inclination for literature and music and allowed them into al-Andalus. 

The prosperity and stability of al-Andalus created a shift towards a more open society, enriched 

by the cultural exchange, and developing through infrastructure construction projects. This 

marked the beginning of the end for the Mālikīs domination. By that point, it wasn’t only the 

ruling elite that abandoned them. People were allured by the evolution and change in their 

society, which the stagnating Andalusian Mālikism could not provide any answers to its 

                                                 
45 Al-Dhahabī, Siyar A‘lām al-Nubalā’, 8:257. 
46 Ibn al-Qūṭiyyah, Tārīkh Iftitāḥ al-Andalus, 69. 
47 Hussain Monés, “Le Role des Hommes de Religion,” 56. 
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emerging question, their traditionalist proposition became obsolete. They lost both the ‘ammah 

and the khaṣṣah and that was the coup de grace. As Monés states:  

 

For this state and this people, the repetitive type of Faqīh who owed his prestige to the political 

circumstances started losing his value. The Andalusian society desired a class of scholars better 

learned and more versed in the different branches of knowledge. From Mālikism we couldn’t 

expect much more, for the madhhab became static since a long time in imitation and resignation 

‘al-taqlīd wal-taslīm’. A breath of fresh air was needed for the rebirth of this stagnant milieu.48 

 

Much like Baghdād it was al-Andalus’ gradual opening up that led to the admission of new 

legal schools. ‘Abd al-Raḥmān II began sponsoring travels to Iraqi cities and the Mashriq, and 

asked scholars to meet with the Iraqi traditionalists.49 It was during the reign of Muḥammad b. 

‘Abd al-Raḥmān (r. 238/852- 273/886), that the exclusiveness of Mālikism officially came to an 

end. Baqī b. al-Makhlad (d. 276/289) was the first to introduce ḥadīth to al-Andalus. Ibn al-

Faraḍī relates that once Bāqī had an argument with Mālikīs regarding ḥadīth and the latter 

requested that Muḥammad I arbitrate in that matter. The prince ruled in favor of Ibn Makhlad 

and “asked his ḥadīths to be written down.”50 Other schools followed suit, and unorthodox 

Mālikīs traveling to Iraq received the protection of the emir, such as Muḥammad b. Waḍḍāḥ (d. 

287/900). Baqī b. Makhlad, after his riḥlāt to Iraq, introduced several books, including Muṣannaf 

Ibn Abī Shaybah, Kitāb al-Tārīkh and Kitāb al-Ṭabaqāt by Khalīfah b. Khayyāṭ, and most 

importantly al-Shāfi‘ī’s Kitāb al-Fiqh al-Kabīr. His companion Ibn Waḍḍāḥ also traveled 

extensively in Iraq, and wrote one of the earliest Andalusian legal texts al-Bida’ wal-Nahī ‘Anhā. 

                                                 
48 Hussain Monés, “Le Role des Hommes de Religion,” 65-66. (My translation) 
49 Maribel Fierro, “The Introduction of ḥadīth in al-Andalus (2nd/8th-3rd/9th centuries),” Der Islam 66/1 
(1989): 68-93,77-78. 
50 Ibn al-Faraḍī, Tārīkh ‘Ulamā’ Ahl al-Andalus, 1:145. 
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In this book Ibn Waḍḍāḥ relies on a variety of authorities, including Ibn Abī Laylā, al-Thawrī, 

al-Baṣrī, among other Iraqis.51 

 

THE LEGAL DEVELOPMENT OF MĀLIKISM IN AL-QAYRAWĀN 

The decline of Mālikism’s superiority in al-Andalus could not have occurred without the lack of 

development in Mālik’s fiqh. Mālik’s Muwaṭṭa’ was their only legal document reflecting their 

traditionalism. No Andalusian scholar managed to develop, alter, or add to Mālikism. Legislation 

for them was a tool to reinforce the sacrosanct tradition. Andalusian scholars did not engage in a 

serious intellectual endeavor to articulate further a legal methodology, one that adequately 

addresses the changing social realities. The consequence of having a singular state sponsored 

interpretation of tradition taken at face value, and dependency on few likeminded scholars 

hampered any sort of legal growth, which is often, if not always, the outcome of exposure and 

exchange of ideas. 

Anecdotal evidence points to the underdevelopment of Mālikī fiqh in al-Andalus. For 

instance, in an encounter between the Andalusian faqīh Ibrāhīm b. Muḥammad b. Bāz (d. 

274/887) and Saḥnūn while the former was collecting knowledge in Qayrawān, he recited a 

mas’alah on the authority of al-Aṣbagh, which Saḥnūn considered to be inauthentic, and said to 

him: “you people of al-Andalus, you don’t care from whom you take your religion.”52 Another 

account relates that Andalusian fuqahā’ used to be in constant contact with Saḥnūn, asking him 

how to rule, since they were ignorant in many cases.53 That is why in all probability we don’t 

                                                 
51 Muḥammad b. Waḍḍāḥ, Al-Bida’ wal-Nahī ‘Anhā (Cairo: Maktabat Ibn Taymiyah; 1996), 48, 82, 120. 
52 ‘Iyāḍ b. Mūsā, Tartīb al-Madārik,1:358 
53 Janina Safran, “Identity and Differentiation in Ninth-Century al-Andalus,” 582. 
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have any canonical Mālikī text from that period in al-Andalus, except Yaḥyā b. Yaḥyā’s 

recension of the Muwaṭṭa’. 

The contrast can’t be sharper than between the evolution of Mālikism in Qayrawān and its 

stagnation in al-Andalus. In Qayrawān, the spread of Mālikism was incremental and 

‘intellectual’, due partly to Qayrawān’s geographic location and precarious political situation. 

Unlike their Mālikī colleagues in al-Andalus, Mālikīs in Qayrawān were less adamant in their 

opposition to Ḥanafism. For instance, Asad b. al-Furāt (d. 213/828), perhaps the second most 

prominent Mālikī faqīh, gathered knowledge from scholars both in Iraq and Medina.54 His 

student Saḥnūn b. Saʻīd al-Tanūkhī (d. 240/854), author of the Mudawwanah, was in contact 

with Ḥanafīs, despite his strong disagreement with them. They were engaged in legal debates 

that helped the articulation of their madhhabs. That is perhaps why Norman Calder rightly 

suggests that “The Mudawannah and the Aṣl or Mabsūṭ have so much in common, and maybe 

judged to represent similar stages in the development of Islamic Juristic thought, in Qayrawān 

and in Baghdad (and/or Bukhara). The Mālikī biographical tradition suggests that the form and 

some of the content of the Mudawwana was a product of eastern influence.”55  

Furthermore, unlike the Andalusian Mālikīs who dictatorially enforced the traditionalist 

‘amal as a set of ossified dicta, there was a cordial cohabitation between Mālikīs and Ḥanafīs in 

Qayrawān. For instance, and despite being appointed as qāḍī of Qayrawān in 234/848, Saḥnūn 

did not retaliate against Ḥanafīs who were responsible in part for his Miḥnah.56 He was even 

                                                 
54 ‘Iyāḍ b. Mūsā, Tartīb al-Madārik, 1:270. 
55 Norman Calder, Studies in Early Islamic Jurisprudence, 52. 
56 Jonathan Brockopp convincingly casts doubt on the narrative about his Miḥnah, suggesting that “this 
event is colored by highly polemical sources that exaggerate the role of some players”; Jonathan 
Brockopp, “Contradictory Evidence and the Exemplary Scholar: The lives of Saḥnun B. Sa‘id (D. 854),” 
International Journal of Middle East Studies 43/1(2011): 115-132, 124. 
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appointed qāḍī in the court of Ibn al-Aghlab in the presence of Ḥanafīs and ahl miṣr, the scholars 

of Egypt.57  He allegedly did target, however, ahl al-Bida‘ and did not refrain from punishing 

members of the wālī’s entourage. Both Baqī b. Makhlad and Ibn Waḍḍāḥ stayed in al-Qayrawān 

and heard from Saḥnūn and other scholars, and then decided to continue their journey east, 

which points to the multifariousness of opinions in Qayrawān and their cohabitation.   

Furthermore, Qayrawān’s proximity to Egypt was key to the development of the multiplicity 

of legal ideas. Towards the end of the 2nd/9th century, Arabs in Egypt felt “threatened by non-

Arab social mobility, aggressive Abbasid centralization, and encroachment of Ḥanafī scholars in 

the judicial system,”58 and saw in Mālikism a push back against Abbasid Ḥanafism. Yet, the 

Egyptian scholarly community was open to developing their own brand of fiqh. For instance, the 

Mālikī scholar who resided in Egypt ‘Abd al-Raḥmān b. al-Qāsim (d. 191/806), on whose 

authority Saḥnūn narrated the mudawwanah, diverged from Mālik in some cases agreeing with 

al-Shāfi‘ī.59 Saḥnūn was even accused of relating Ibn al-Qāsim’s tradition not Mālik’s. ‘Abd 

Allāh b. ‘Abd al-Ḥakam (d. 214/829), a student of Ibn al-Qāsim, was considered a liar by Ibn 

Ma‘īn, for deviating from ḥadīth,60 yet he was “the main facilitator of al-Shāfi‘ī move to 

Egypt.”61 Most importantly was the reception of al-Shāfi‘ī in Egypt. Although, at first, he was 

presented in the scholarly community as a Mālikī scholar with Arab ancestry, he then started 

deviating from Mālik, and “this in itself was not particularly unusual: the current leader of the 

Mālikīs in Egypt, Ashab, himself diverged from Mālik’s positions on many – for some too many 

                                                 
57 ‘Iyāḍ b. Mūsā, Tartīb al-Madārik, 1:345. 
58 El Shamsy, The canonization of Islamic Law: A Social and Intellectual, 112.    
59 El Shamsy, The canonization of Islamic Law: A Social and Intellectual History, 191. 
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61 El Shamsy, The canonization of Islamic Law: A Social and Intellectual History, 112. 
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points.”62 As such, the flourishing and sophisticated legal debate in Egypt was undoubtedly 

contagious for the Qayrawānīs.   

Economic and trade exposure to easterners and westerners alike made Qayrawān less prone 

to exclusion and more accepting of diversity. As ʻAbd Allāh ʻArawī points out “several trade 

routes converged in Kairouan... Thanks to this commercial development the city grew in size and 

beauty... And there is no more striking example of the interaction between outside influence and 

local character based on socioeconomic development than the culture of Aghlabid Kairouan.”63 

As such, it was in Qayrawān where Mālikism was to develop ‘intellectually’ and legally, mainly 

through Asad b. al-Furāt and Saḥnūn, becoming a much more sophisticated legal discourse. 

Their exchanges with the Egyptian scholars and engagement with Iraqi ‘ulamā’ honed their 

ability to systemize and broaden the spectrum of Mālikism. Despite the development of Mālikī 

jurisprudence there, the precarious political circumstances forbade it from becoming a state 

endorsed fiqh, like Ḥanafīs in Baghdad or Mālikīs in al-Andalus. The Aghlabid dynasty ruling 

Qayrawān pled allegiance to the Abbasids, and although they were semi-autonomous, they could 

not oppose them to the extent of adopting a different law. Furthermore, Qayrawān was under 

threat from the Umayyads in al-Andalus and the Christians from the north. They faced several 

internal rebellions including that of the Berbers and had to always rely on Abbasid support. 

These factors were compounded by the intra-fighting among members of the Aghlabid dynasty, 

which always weakened the centralized power. Most importantly, however, was that the Mālikī 

orthodoxy criticized the policies and behavior of the rulers, such as their system of taxation and 
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condemned the emirs for the indulgence in pleasures and wine drinking.64 On the other hand, and 

despite their legal flaws, Andalusian scholars singlehandedly managed to turn Mālikism from the 

legal opinion of an individual ‘ālim residing in Medina, to a state endorsed school. The 

combination of state and political endorsement of Mālik’s teachings in al-Andalus and its legal 

development in Qayrawān, were the two ingredients for the survival and eventual establishment 

of the Mālikī school of law.        

 

CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, I have argued that Mālik’s canonization as an eponym of a personal school of law 

could not have occurred without the state support of the Umayyads in al-Andalus combined with 

the development of his juristic identity in Qayrawān. The Umayyads endorsed Mālikism both for 

political and social reasons as they sought to recreate the Islamic narrative of their traditionalist 

legacy. Politically, Mālikism presented an anti-Abbasid legal discourse, one that was dominated 

by ra’y. Socially, the Umayyad rulers sought both to represent ‘Arab values’ and to protect Islam 

from ‘corruption’ brought about by acculturation. I have also argued that the network of 

Umayyad fuqahā’ was behind the Mālikī domination of the legal discourse in al-Andalus. 

However, after becoming embroiled in a revolution against al-Ḥakam I, they began to lose the 

state support, albeit incrementally. As al-Andalus began opening up, Mālikīs started losing the 

support among the ‘āmmah as Mālikī fiqh stagnated and became obsolete. The lack of 

development in Andalusian Mālikism was due to its seclusion from other ideas and groups, 

unlike in Qayrawān where it was articulated and developed ‘intellectually’, which was helped by 
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discussions and exchanges with the ‘ulamā’ of other regions. Finally, I have argued that the vital 

role of the Andalusian Mālikīs in the process of canonization of Mālik as eponym of a school of 

law was their transforming of Mālikism from a discourse of opposition to one of power, while 

the contribution of scholars in Qayrawān was their developing it legally and ‘intellectually’. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

 

 

This study has sought to establish the sociopolitical and economic forces that shaped Islamic law 

and the subsequent formation of the Ḥanafī and Mālikī personal schools of law. The role of the 

political power in defining the legal space was monumental, insofar as it created and legitimized 

different legal discourses of power against which discourses of ‘resistance’ arose. This dialectic 

orbited around the ethical episteme of the different Muslim groups, which among its salient 

features was the identity of Islam itself. Are Arabs the chosen people? If so, can Islam ever be a 

religion for all? The answer to this question was dictated, in part, by the successive political 

powers according to the sociopolitical realities of the age. In terms of law, this identity crisis was 

constantly reflected in the ebb and flow of ‘acculturation contra nativism’. At each historical 

juncture, the dialectic between what Islam is, i.e. the narrative of power, versus what Islam 

should be, i.e. the narrative of resistance, existed and was expressed in the ethos of the different 

ethnic, political, and social groups. It is out of this dialectic that Islamic law would be conceived. 

The encounter between the native Arabs and the new subjects of the Islamic state 

accentuated the problematic of the Arabo-centric Islam. The challenging mission of the 

conquerors was to spread an unarticulated religion and its set of morals in the conquered lands. 

Even harder was to abandon their own tribal worldview that was deeply entrenched in them. The 

early Muslim leaders sought to establish their relationship with the ‘other’ according to a 

rudimentary Islam that was being negotiated along the way, which resulted in their adopting ad 
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hoc laws. The Rāshidūn caliphs oscillated between the tribal and the ‘Islamic’ in its early form. 

Abū Bakr combined the two, ‘Umar tilted towards the latter, while ‘Uthmān reverted back to the 

former. Tribalism reached its epitome with the first fitnah, as both parties, the Alids and 

Umayyads, sought to legitimize their right to rule, relying on tribal affinities masquerading as 

Islamic values. 

As the winners and losers of the fitnah were declared, the process of centralization of power 

began and with it, inextricably, formalized laws that are recognized by the subjects started taking 

shape. The Marwanid dynasty set in motion the process of law standardization. The practices of 

the ṣaḥābah became legal precedents out of which a pseudo-statutory law emerged. As enforcers 

of the law, the Umayyad rulers enacted laws mostly according to the Arab traditions. 

Unaccustomed to it, the mawālī remained apprehensive of Islam and the standardization of 

Arabocentric hegemonic values. A turning point was the reign of ‘Umar II. The ‘magnanimous’ 

caliph, as he became to be known, held a much more egalitarian Islam. Unfair taxations were 

dropped, inclusion of the mawālī was adopted, and a truce with the Alids was agreed upon. An 

Islam that suited the different constituents of the empire finally materialized. Yet ‘Umar II’s 

achievements were completely shattered by his successor, Yazīd II. Described as a self-indulgent 

hedonistic caliph, Yazīd II reverted back to the old Arab ways. The binary opposition between 

these two ethoses unveiled what ‘true Islam’ can be, its potentiality, in contrast to the ‘un-

Islamic’ reality of the Umayyads, with the exception of ‘Umar II, its actuality. The fact that 

Islam can be a religious creed that is built on overarching inclusive tenets as opposed to a self-

serving Arabocentric hegemonic dogma revealed to the mawālī that Arabs do not own Islam. An 

egalitarian Islam does exist, and can be formulated and propounded outside the realm authority. 
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Iraqis and Persians alike began to claim ownership of Islam. For most of the mawālī ‘ulamā’ 

practices of the ṣahābah emanated from the ethical, while for the Arabs the ethical emanated 

from ‘amal. 

As law was further institutionalized, the legal discourse was set by the scholars who wielded 

power. The network of pro-Umayyad experts led by Ibn Shihāb al-Zuhrī and supported by 

Hishām b. ‘abd al-Malik, further established ‘amal as the practical legal knowledge, gnosis. 

They became the state sponsored knowledge producers, which inevitably led to the emergence of 

a discourse of resistance. Politically active ‘ulamā’ began voicing their rejection of the caliphal 

authority in setting laws. Abū Ḥanīfah emerged as the leader of such a socio-religious movement 

in Iraq. Kūfah was the hotbed of ‘resistance’ where the Zaydī revolution against Hīsham b. ‘Abd 

al-Malik was launched. Abū Ḥanīfah supported the Alid revolution and cemented his position as 

a vocal ‘ālim. Similarly the outcome of the Abbasid revolution and its non-Arab alliances 

angered the Ḥijāzīs as they saw their privileges and stature eroding. Along with his legal 

acumen, Mālik became a political authority figure for the Medinans by supporting the Alid 

revolution of Muḥammad al-Nafs al-Zakiyyah. However, Abū Ja‘far al-Manṣūr skillfully 

managed to pacify the ‘ulamā’ by adopting a policy of the stick and carrot. Stripping them of 

their political agenda, Medina and Kūfah, emerged as two centers of legal knowledge, elevating 

the stature of Abū Ḥanīfah and Mālik and turning them into charismatic leaders 

Starting with the reign of al-Mahdī, social and political realities began to change. The newly 

formed capital of the Abbasids, Baghdad, witnessed a cultural metamorphosis in which openness 

to the ‘other’ began to emerge as a central piece in the Abbasid agenda. The economic boom in 

Baghdad, which reached its epitome during the reign of al-Rashīd, led to the formation of a 
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developed center and underdeveloped peripheries. The capital of Islamic empire became a 

mosaic where people from different ethnicities, religions, and economic class interacted on a 

daily basis. The mawālī gained most from the new accultural normative, as Persians, non-Arab 

Muslims, even Christians and Jews, were reaping the fruits of this prosperity. Medinan Arabs, on 

the other hand, were marginalized and impoverished at the periphery. The roles were now 

reversed. Needing flexible laws, the Abbasid caliphate turned to ra’y for its malleable nature and 

ability to coopt the demands of maintaining a thriving, multicultural, multiethnic, and 

economically prosperous center. The ruling power sponsored a network of ra’y scholars, who 

incrementally turned the charismatic authority of Abū Ḥanīfah, the ‘leader’ of ahl al-ra’y, into a 

legal-rational authority, an authority that depends on the power of laws adopted by the state. To 

make room for this cultural change in the legal space, the bureaucratic network of ‘ulamā’, led 

by Abū Yūsuf, altered Abū Ḥanīfah’s fiqh, turning it from an apagogical type of rational debate 

into an attitude of bureaucratic rational reasoning suitable to derive state edicts.   

In response to their alienation Arabs clung further unto their religious nativism expressed in 

‘amal ahl al-Madīnah. The practices of the first community devolved further into the 

unchangeable sacrosanct, ossified, and an end in themselves. This difference is vital to 

understanding what really separates ra’y and ‘amal. Opinion based fiqh is one that takes the 

outcome of legislation as its source, i.e. sound judgement is what produces favorable results, be 

it to the community or the caliph. In case reasoning led to unfavorable results makhārij or ‘exits’ 

can be used to render the outcome more agreeable. Meanwhile ‘amal is a deontological fiqh, i.e. 

the practices of the first community are the ‘sacred’ command that should be abided by. It is less 

prone to adapting to change, a proposition unsuitable for the Abbasid’s new Islamic ethos.  
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The resistance legal discourse of the Medinans vis a vis the Abbasids turned into a discourse 

of power in the Umayyad ruled al-Andalus. Seeking to recreate the Islamic narrative of their 

traditionalist legacy, the Umayyads endorsed Mālikism. For them, Arab values were the means 

through which Islam can be protected from the moral ‘corruption’ in Baghdad. However, as soon 

as al-Andalus started opening up to new ideas, Mālikism was no longer attractive for both the 

‘āmmah and khāṣṣah as it became obsolete with no real answer to emergent issues. The lack of 

development in Andalusian Mālikism was due to its seclusion from other legal approaches, and 

the fear of adulteration. In contrast, Mālikism in Qayrawān was articulated and developed 

‘intellectually’, helped primarily by the engagement of Mālikī ‘ulamā’ in discussions and 

exchange of ideas with the ‘ulamā’ of other regions. 

In sum, the inception of Islamic law was through a dialectic between the two parallel 

competing legal discourses, the ra’y and ‘amal, each dominated by, not exclusive to, an ethnic 

group. Both were feeding off each other and each recognizing the other as a standing, not 

necessarily valid, source of legislation. Perhaps the Hegelian master/servant myth best portrays 

the relationship between the Arab nobility’s ’amal and the mawālī’s ra’y. In its beginnings it was 

the Arab masters who set the legal discourse, the thesis. However, as non-Arabs began to present 

their own discourse, the antithesis, they were no longer alienated from Islam itself, shaping the 

conversation about Islamic law. With time, the Arab masters or ruling elite became also 

dependent on the servant’s creations. It’s within this social paradigm that Islamic law grew. Yet, 

as the legal space grew in sophistication and with the change in the political realities, master and 

servant identities became more fluid.  
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Eventually, as it is the case with any dialectic, a synthesis would emerge represented by al-

Shāfiʽī who incorporated aspects of these two competing legal discourses. Al-Shāfiʽī’s immense 

contribution to Islamic law represents the epitome of the Hegelian synthesis, the Aufheben, a 

concept that carries contradictory implications: preserving and changing. In the case of al-Shāfiʽī 

and Islamic law it was his preserving of ḥadīth/tradition while simultaneously changing it by 

accepting ra’y/opinion. 
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